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MAKING RAILROAD HISTORY... 
T ! EY RELY ON 

s 

Taking a giant step forward in railroad history, paving 
the way for greater efficiency and added safety in rail- 
road operation,THE ROCK ISLAND LINES, recognizing 
the importance and value of an electronic communica- 
tions system have installed two -way radio in their trains 
...and, because they want the best equipment, delivering 
peak performance at all times, THE ROCK ISLAND 
LINES are using RAYTHEON Tubes. 

Because of its unique wartime experience, Raytheon 
will be in a better position than ever before to supply 

All Four Raytheon Divisions Have Been 
Awarded Army - Navy "E" Plus Stars 

electronic tubes to radio manufacturers and industrial 
equipment users for the most exacting applications. 
Into RAYTHEON Tubes is built the finest engineering, 
as well as all the "Plus- Extra" performance qualities 
that have been synonomous with the name of Raytheon 
throughout the years. 

Raytheon Manufacturing Company 
RADIO RECEIVING TUBE DIVISION 

Newton. Massachusetts Los Angeles New York Chicago Atlanta 

RAYIIRON h ü & ref 
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC TUBES 

D E V O T E D T O R E S E A R C H A N D M A N U F A C T U R E O F T U B E S F O R T H E N E W E R A O F E L E Z T R O N I C S 
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NEW 
LETTER 
CONTEST 
for SERVICEMEN! 
ELEVEN 1st PRIZE WINNERS 
IN 5 MONTHS IN CONTEST #1! 

Yes sir, guys, the hundreds of letters received 
were so swell that double first prize winners . 
had to be awarded each of the first four 
months and there were triple first prize win- 
ners the fifth and last month .. . 

SO -HERE WE GO AGAIN! 
Get in on this NEW letter contest -write and 
tell us your first hand experiences with all 
types of Radio Communications equipment 
built by Hallicrafters including the famous 
SCR -299! 

RULES FOR THE CONTEST 
Hallicrafters will give $100.00 for the best letter received during 

each of the five months of April, May, June, July and August. (Deadline: Received by 
midnight, the last day of each month.) ... For every serious letter received Hallicrafters 
will send $1.00 so even if you do not win a big prize your time will not be in vain... . 

Your letter will become the property of Hallicrafters and they will have the right to 
reproduce it in a Hallicrafters advertisement. Write as many letters as you wish. V -mail 
letters will do.... Military regulations prohibit the publication of winners' names 

and photos at present ... monthly winners will be notified immediately upon judging. 

RUE 
MORE 
RONDS! 

hdIIhríifIr5 RADIO *A.. 
THE HALLICRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U. S. A. 
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Until now most of the better high frequency insulators have been either brittle 
or subject to deformation at elevated temperatures. With the development of 
glass mat base Formica there is available an insulator that allows only minimum 
losses at high frequencies and at the same time retains the mechanical strength 
and machinability that is characteristic of other grades of Formica. 

For low losses at high frequencies we suggest that you test Formica Grade 
MF 66 which has been found to be the answer for antenna insulators and coil 
forms on airborne and ground installations. It withstands the vibrations and 
mechanical stresses to which military radio equipment is subject. This material 
is resistant to attacks of fungus growth and can be used in the tropics. 

Sample on request. The Formica Story" is a moving picture showing the 

qualities of Formica, how it is made, how it is used. Available for meetings 

of engineers and business groups. 

FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY 
4670 Spring Grove Avenue 
Cincinnati, 32, Ohio 
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Transients 

TELEVISION IN THEATERS 
* fo those iii the movie industry, the prospect that 
television may eventually displace to some degree the 
market for film movies in theatres is a consummation 
devoutly to be abhorred. This is, of course, a condition 
which is unlikely to happen practically overnight, as 
was the case when sound movies displaced silent films, 
but it is probable that a gradual integration of the best 
points of each form of entertainment presentation will 
ultimately take place. 

The announcement of the organization of the RK() 
Television Corporation as a subsidiary of RKO may 
be interpreted as a move toward the integration of these 
two forms of entertainment. The immediate aim of 
this new company, as stated in the announcement, is to 
make available to the producers of television entertain- 
ment a program -building service whereby those situa- 
tions which can be presented more effectively with film 
than with live talent, or by a combination of both, may 
be adequately handled. It is assumed that these pre- 
sentations Nvi11 be made in the usual manner, by broad - 
casting to home receivers. 

But it is clear that the movie companies are alive to 
the possibilities of a partial transition from film pro- 
jection to television broadcast presentations in theatres. 
Just as radio broadcasting has proved superior to news- 
papers for spot news items which need only be heard, 
so likewise is television broadcasting superior to films 
for such occurrences as football games, boxing matches, 
and the like. in each case radio eliminates the time lag 
inherent in other methods of presentation. And to this 
must be added the novelty and glamor which surround 
television in the public mind, both of which are of para- 
mount importance in showmanship. 

We'll see more movie companies hopping onto the 
television chariot. 

TWO -WAY RADIO SYSTEM FOR CABS 
* I'he annnouncentemt by the General Electric Com- 
pany that a two -way taxicab radio system will be in- 
stalled in Cleveland by the Yellow and Zone Cab Com- 
panies as soon as possible after the war. provided 
approval can be obtained from the FCC, may open up 
a new and wide field for postwar radios. 

Advantages claimed for such a system are as follows: 
Establish contact with any cab instantly at any place 

in the city. 
Eliminate all present unattended call boxes, with 

their direct line connection to cab headquarters. 
Reduce "dead" mileage and thus co: cr -vc a :.ovine, 

* JULY, 1944 

rubber, and extend the life of the taxicab itself. 
It was also suggested that the taxicab industry in 

each city draw up an agreement with that city per- 
mitting the police department to commandeer its radio 
cars and headquarters station at any time that a major 
public disturbance should warrant. 

Although not mentioned in the release, it would seem 
that this service might well be extended to include cars 
used by doctors, maintenance workers, and others who, 
on occasion, need to he communicated with while in 
transit. 

POLLS -GOOD AND BAD 

* All polls prove something, even though that some- 
thing may be far different from the information 
which the survey was organized to gather. What brings 
this to mind is a recent survey conducted by a reputable 
organization for the electrical industry, in which a 
small segment of the population was asked what new 
inventions would raise their living standards after the 
war. The majority of those answering this question 
said "Television," which is nice to know, but the pay- 
off comes when we find that "Radar" took second place. 
To most of us this survey merely indicates that the 
general public is perfectly willing to express opinions 
on subjects about which they know nothing, provided 
these subjects are sufficiently publicized and glamorized. 

Far more informative is the 1944 Consumer Analysis 
of the Greater Milwaukee market, a poll cdnducted by 
the Milwaukee Journal. The questions asked call for 
answers which the party being polled can give exactly; 
they do not ask for opinions. Furthermore, they do not 
inquire as to whether the party intends to buy the item 
under consideration, because they have found such 
polls, as well as hell, are paved with good intentions. 
When we learn, for example, that 27.5% of the radio 
in the home of 62,168 families in the Greater Mil- 
waukee area are in need of major repair or replacement, 
we have concrete data to think about. And, further, it is 
interesting to learn that this percentage is higher than 
that of any other defective home equipment. Also, it 
is stated that approximately the same percentage of 
families have no home equipment needing replacement. 

Of course, this survey covered a great number of 
items besides radios and other home equipment. And, 
in the event that you have become fed up with radio 
surveys, in the city which made beer famous, you will 
find that the name of Schlitz leads all the rest. 

--J. H. Y. 
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V 

CAMBRIDGE .Weirotioole CORPORATION 
454 CONCORD AVE. CAMBRIDGE 38, MASS. 

To insure constant frequency and high 
activity, Crystals must be cut at the correct 
angles to the crystallographic axes. That's 
why C.T.C. Crystals are X -RAY ORI- 
ENTED. This process predetermines the 

axes of the Crystals, making it possible to 

cut each slice with extreme accuracy. 

Next time you need Crystals send your 

specifications to us. You'll find C.T.C.'s 
"correctly cut" Crystals will meet your most 

exacting standards of quality and per- 

formance. 
For delivery estimates, quotations, etc., 

get in touch with 

TECHNICANA 

GRAPHICAL SOLUTION OF 
TRANSMISSION LINE PROBLEMS 

* An article entitled "Loss -Less Trans- 
mission Lines," written by Dr. A. Bloch 
of the Research Lamoratories of the 
General Electric Co., Ltd. appears in 

the April, 1944 issue of Wireless En- 
gineer. 

Analysis of input impedance and ad- 
mittance, and voltage and current dis- 
tributions in no -loss lines is possible 
by the use of two simple types of dia- 
grams. 

A "Clock" diagram employed to de- 
termine input impedance for a reac- 
tively- loaded open- circuited line is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

+00 
A 

o 

Figure I 

The input impedance of an open - 
circuited line with zero losses is given 
by I Z{ = Z. cot from which Fig. 1 

is drawn. The angle = 2 ,r x/ X 

where x is the length of line from the 
open end and X is the wave length of 
propagation. The intercept BA is ob- 
viously I Zi I of this equation. 

The diagram shows how an increase 
of 4fr causes Z, to pass through zero to 
negative values, returning through in- 
finity to positive values. 

If a given value of Zi is supplied, 
the length of an open- circuited line 
which will replace this reactance can 
be obtained from the diagram. 

Elaboration of this method leads to 
a solution of the input impedance of 
an open- circuited line containing an 
intermediate section of different char- 
acteristic impedance. This is illus- 
trated in Fig. 2. 

Z01 and Zor are the characteristic 
impedances of the different sections of 

[Continued on page 8] 
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wherever a tine is used... 
THE ELECTRONIC CALIBRATOR 
A recently designed automatic calibrator for fre- 
quency meters used in conjunction with adding ma- 
chines largely eliminates tedious hand calibration, 
saves man hours, reduces element of human error, 
spfeds production. 

THERE'S A JOB FOR 

íe2ac¢ By GUARDIAN 
The Philco 126 -tube Electronic Calibrator employs a system of fast and slow - 
acting relays and solenoids to bring about desired end actions. One application 
is the transferring of readings from the storage bank (shown above) to the key- 
board of the adding machine. Operated by the plate current of OA4G tubes the 
relays on the storage bank energize the adding machine solenoids which press 
the proper number key of the adding machine. 

The Guardian Series 120 relay used in this application is a small, sensitive 
unit having a minimum power requirement of 0.5 VA and an average of 2 VA. 
Coils are available in resistances from .01 to 6,000 ohms. Contact combina- 
tions up to single pole, double throw with 12.5 amp. points. Send for Bulletin 120. 

The solenoid is Guardian Series 4 available for either A. C. or D.C. use. Series 
4 A. C. at a maximum stroke of 1 permits a pull of 14 oz. intermittent duty, 
3 oz. continuous duty. Series 4 D.C. at a maximum stroke of 1" permits a 
pull of 6 oz. intermittent duty, 1 oz. continuous duly. Send for information. 

l[IZADIO 

Series 120 Relay 

Series 4 Solenoid 

Consult Guardian whenever a 
tube is used- however -Re- 
lays by Guardian are NOT lim- 
ited to tube applications but 
are used wherever automatic 
control is desired for making, 
breaking, or changing the char- 
acteristics of electrical circuits. 

GUARDIAN ELECTRIC 
1605 -H W. WALNUT STREET CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS 

A C O M v l l i f L I N E O F R E L A Y S S I N Y I N C A M E R I C A N W A N I N D U S T R Y 
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Shipping Dept. 
Speeds 

Delivery to 
Any Point 

MOP 

iI 

Section of 
Stock Floors 
Containing 

World's Largest 
Stocks 

Get all your 

ELECTRONIC 
and RADIO needs 

from this one 
source 

Call ALLIED First ... it's the shortest, fastest 
way to get what you need. Here's why: 
(1) Largest and most complete stocks under 
one roof (2) Over 10,000 electronic and 
radio items on hand for rush delivery 
(3) Latest supply data from leading man- 
ufacturers (4) Centralized procurement 
and expediting (5) Technical assistance 
(6) One source ... one order ... one billing. 
You sate time and work! 

Whether you need one item or a hundred, 
make Allied your procurement headquar- 
ters. Thousands do. 
Write, Wire, or Phone Haymarket 6800. 

ALLIED RADIO CORP. 
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Dcpt. 24 -G -4 Chicago 7, 111. 

New R -F Resonance and Coil Winding Calculator 
Easy to use! For fast ac- 
curate determination of 
resonance factors and 
coil winding data. 
No. 37 -955. Postpaid, 25e 

TECHNICANA 
if t i, 

the line. Radial line o given the input 
impedance of the first section of the line 
(nearest the open end) as FA. Ray 02 
gives the length of line of characteris- 
tic impedance Z , which could replace 
the first section of line. By adding 02, 
the length of the second section, we 
reach point C. Going back to axis Z r, 
point D, there is now added the last 
length of line, 03, and the final ray o.; 

gives the resultant Z, = FF. 
This method indicates clearly how a 

change in the characteristic impedance 
of a line affects the electrical length. 
In particular, an increase in impedance, 
from 7. , to Z12 corresponds to a change 
in electrical length which is not in gen- 
eral equal to the change in going 
from Z , to Z r. 

FREE 
Complete 

Up -to -date 
BUYING 
GUIDE 

All these well known makes-and MORE! 
RCA Burgess E. F. Johnson Shure 
Raytheon Knight Cutler -Hammer Astatic 
Hickok Bliley Hart &Hegeman Amperite 
Triplett General Electric Littlefuse Jensen 
Supreme Cornell-Dubilier Stancor Utah 
Mallory Sprague Thordarson Janette 
Ohmite Aerovox Belden Sangamo 
I R C Hallicraf tees Meissner Dumont 
Centralab Hammarlund Amphenol Bussman 
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Figure 2 

. I f it is decided to determine input ad- 
mittance, as when a line is shunted by 
a capacitance, the expression is Yi 

Yo tan ,, when Y = 1/Z. A 
graphical solution can he obtained by 
plotting Y on a vertical coordinate and 
y on the horizontal axis. 

For a short -circuited line I Zi I _ 
Z tan ip and Yi I = Yo cot fir, so 
that the axes used in the diagram are 
the reverse of those used for the open - 
circuited line. 

The voltage and current distribution 
can be determined by use of the equa- 
tions 

I 

U = U cos , and I i = I 
sin ,,, where U and I are the ampli- 
tudes of the voltage and current waves. 
When voltage is plotted horizontally 
and current vertically an ellipse can be 
drawn with the horizontal semi -major 
axis equal to U0 and the vertical semi - 
minor axis equal to I. The voltage 

[Continued on page 101 
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KP,CRGJS 
AND OTHER CONTROL DEVICES 

AUTOMATIC 
V7' ELECTRIC 

ItADIO 

BE SURE YOU HAVE 

THE RIGHT RELAY 

The right relay, of cour.,e, is the one 

which will exactly fit your needs, and 

give you the longest, most depend- 

able service at lowest cost. Here's 

how you can get it: 

1. Write for the Automatic Electric 

catalog. It lists over forty basic types 

of relays, providing every combina- 

tion needed for modern electrical 

control. All technical facts are clearly 

tabulated for your guidance. 

2. If you want help in applying this 

information to your problem, call in 

our field engineer. He will be glad 

to put his experience to work for you. 

Send today for your copy of the 

catalog -or simply ask our field engi- 

neer to bring one over. 

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SALES CORPORATION 
1033 West Van Buren St., Chicago 7, III. 

In Canada: 

Automatic Electric (Canada) Limited, Toronto 
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3/8" COAXIAL 

TRANSMISS'O 
LINE r------- 

QUICK DELIVERY can be made on this extremely 
low loss transmission line. Especially suited for RF 
transmission at high or ultra -high frequencies, it 
has wide application (1) as a connector between 
transmitter and antenna, (2) for interconnecting 
RF circuits in transmitter and television apparatus, 
(3) for transmitting standard frequencies from 
generator to test positions, and (4) for phase 
sampling purposes. 

Andrew type 83 is a VI" diameter, air -insulated, 
coaxial transmission line. The outer conductor ma- 
terial is soft- temper copper tubing, easily bent to 
shape by hand and strong enough to withstand 
crushing. Spacers providing adequate mechanical 
support are made of best available steatite and 
contribute negligibly to power loss. 

Accessory equipment for Coaxial Transmission 
Line, illustrated: 

Type 853 Junction lox: Right angle box required 
where very sharp right angle turn is necessary. 

Type 825 Junction Box: Three way T box for 
joining three lines at right angles. 

Type 1601R Terminal: Gas tight end terminal 
with exclusive Andrew glass to metal seal. Incorpo- 
rates small, relief needle valve for discharging gas. 

Type 810 Connector: Cast bronze outer con- 
nector with copper sleeve for inner conductor. 
Andrew Company manufactures all sizes in coaxial 
transmission lines and all necessary accessories. 

Write for Descriptive Catalog 

Type 83 

Type 810 

Type 853 

Type 825 

Type 1601R 

Andrew Type 83 (3 /s" diameter) coaxial transmis- 
sion line is manufactured in 100 foot lengths and 
may be purchased in coils of this length or in 
factory spliced coils of any length up to 1/2 mile. 

ANDREW CO. 

363 EAST 75th STREET 

CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS 

TECHNICANA 
[Continued front page 8] 

and current for any angular distance ' 
are represented by the coordinates of 
the point of intersection of the radial 
intercept and the ellipse. By suitable 
choice of scale we can obtain lo 

U /Zo 
By combination of the above prin- 

ciples, when a line consists of several 
sections with different impedances, and 
possibly loaded with shunt or series re- 
actances, we can plot the voltage and 
current patterns along the line. 

In the "Crank diagram, Fig. 3, the 
voltage and current distribution is de- 
termined if the values are known for 
one point of the line. 

This graph considers both the for - 
ward and reflected waves. 

Figure 3 

All vectors shown are voltage vec- 
tors. The vectors V, = AB and 1,Zo 
= BC are known for a certain point 
in the line. Point O is constructed mid- 
way between A and C and the circle is 

drawn through B. This circle is the 
locus of all voltage values along the 
line. For example, point D represents 
the condition at a counterclockwise 
distance 2 from the first vector, i.e., 

a distance , on the line closer to the 
load. This fact is proved in the orig- 
inal article. 

In a combination of the "Clock" dia- 
gram and the "Crank" diagram the 
"Crank" diagram can be inverted to 
obtain the impedance or admittance of 
the line. 

IMPEDANCE OF THIN -STRIP 
TRANSMISSION LINES 

* The impedance of a traustuission 
line in which one conductor is a thin 
strip can be roughly computed as that 
of the equivalent line having a circular 
conductor of equal perimeter. 

It is frequently desirable to use odd 
cross -sectional shapes for resonant 
lines at high frequencies. When a 

minimum attenuation is required the 
use of a flat strip is suggested. 

[Continued on page 12] 
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I 

aiír,etiGtíJOHNSON 
That is the plus element you get at no extra cost.* Many manufacturers are producing 

plugs and jacks, some are very clever copies and some are not so clever. Some of these 

manufacturers are experienced in making electrical parts and many are not. 

In Johnson you get the benefit of a quarter of a century of experience in manufacturing 
radio transmitter components and assemblies -a manufacturer who knows transmitter parts 

requirements and in fact, to assist the war effort, is actually building transmitters for the 

armed forces. Johnson engineers are therefore thoroughly familiar with the applications and 

functional requirements of all transmitter parts and these parts become more than mere 

mechanical assemblies. Many products are original Johnson designs and considered standard 

for comparison by the industry. 

Whether the new "miniature" plugs featured above, the "standard" plugs manufactured 

by Johnson for years, or "specials" for particular applications, Johnson plugs and jacks are 

designed by the same engineers, produced by the same skilled hands, and carry the same 

Johnson guarantee of quality. 

If you have a plug or jack problem, write or call for Johnson's recommendations and 

quotation. Johnson is especially well equipped to furnish complete assemblies of plugs and 

jacks, using any insulating materials, and in combination with other metal parts. 

*In most cases Johnson plugs and jacks are actually less because of quantity production. 

Do you have the new catalog 968K? 

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY WASECA MINNESOTA 
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TECHNICANA 
[Continued from page 10] 

Mr. C. C. Eaglesfield discusses two 
examples of flat strip lines in an article 
entitled "Transmission Lines" appear- 
ing in the May 1944 issue of Wireless 
Engineer. In one type of line the thin 
strip is a center conductor within a 
hollow square. In the second example 
the thin strip runs parallel to an in- 
finite plane. 

In measuring the characteristic im- 
pedance for the first type the formula 

1 

Z.= tan 
Cf, [(v2)(fo-f-.11 

was used, in which f is the resonant 
frequency of the line, f, the resonant 
frequency with a loading condenser C 
at the center of the line. 

The value of the capacitance pre- 
sented measurement difficulties, due to 
end effects. A commercial 2 µµf 
ceramic condensor was used. In a 

conventional line of known impedance 
the exact capacitance value can be 
measured. 

Measurements were made upon the 
thin strip enclosed within the square 
tube, for several strip widths, a. The 
characteristic impedance Z is plotted 
against the value of a /b, in which b is 
the inside width of the square tube. 
This graph is shown in Fig. 4 by the 
>lid line. 

When contracts, new specs, pilot runs and 
general production troubles pile up - the 
skeleton in your closet may well become 
your "harnesses." That's where we shine - 
because the Wallace Organization is made 
up of skilled radio craftsmen that take 
harness and cable jobs in stride. 
Our wartime work includes crystals, oscilla- 
tors, cables, harnesses, both radio and ra- 

dar. We'd like to give you a hand 
today, when speed means cap- 
tured enemy territory or tomorrow 
when it means captured markets. 

Phone Peru, 151 

Wm.T.WRLLAE mF. Ea. 
General Offices: PERU, IIIDIAIIA 

Cable Assembly Division: ROCHESTER, I(1DIAf1A 

12 

Figure 4 

The dotted line of Fig. 4 is the graph 
of Z = 60 loge 2b /a which is the sug- 
gested formula using perimeter ratios. 

A better empirical formula, which 
[Continued on page 14] 
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Smooth Action 

with Smooth Power motors 

* Whatever kind of a job you may have 

for small motors, you'll probably find 

General Industries Smooth Power motors 

doing similar types of work. They may be 

operating turntables or record changers, 
powering motion displays or driving re- 

cording mechanisms or industrial controls. 
Whatever the work may be, these Smooth 
Power motors do it smoothly, quietly and 

according to specifications. 

Quite likely, the motors you need will be 

found in the long line of standard Smooth 

Power motors. But if they're not -if your 
product calls for special service or char- 
acteristics, then our engineering staff can 

adapt a standard model or design a new 

one for your specific needs. 

Or, if you're planning new electrical or 
mechanical devices of comparatively small 
size, that call for motors or metal fabrica- 

tion, or both, we suggest you remember 

General Industries as a source of reliable 
assistance. Right now, our plant and facili- 

ties are at work for Uncle Sam, but when 

his present business is satisfactorily con- 

cluded, we'll be ready again to start de- 

signing and building peacetime products, 

We'd like to have you call upon us. 

THE GENERAL INDUSTRIES COMPANY 
ELYRIA 

THEA11111\ 

OHIO 

NDUSTRIES 
COMPANY 

SisZOaZyL 
77coZ,/°/Ii 
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MOISTURE 
'Sealed Out" 

GASKET 

SEALING 
RING 

BASE 

Alea itae p404 
OCTAL -TYPE BASE 

HOWARD'S Octal -type base keeps out all moisture and dirt, in 
spite of contraction and expansion caused by heat and cold, by 
means of a gasket seated on a sealing ring. Designed for radio 
tubes, crystal holders, transformers, electrolytic condensers, and 
practically all types of plug-in equipment, this base is made in 
natural or black Bakelite and has moldedin pins. Write today 
to HOWARD for prices! 

* BUY WAR BONDS * 

OWARD MANUFACTURING CORP. 
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA 

508A 
Min. Bay. 

108AE 408AE 108CE 208AE 

Min. Screw Cand. Screw Min. Screw Min. Bay 

6141.-AH 708A 
S. C. Cand. Min. Bay. 

Bay. 

950 DIFFERENT MOUNTING BRACKETS AVAILABLE 
Producing better, more dependable Light Socket Assemblies has long been a highly 
developed specialty of ours. Miniature or Candelabra Screw and Bayonet Type Sock- 
ets with brackets of every conceivable shape are made to bring lamp filaments into de- 
sired positions. Drake No. 100 and 200 series are regularly made to withstand a test 
of 110 volts rms (or 1000 volts on request) ; 400 and 600 series, 1000 volts rms; 
500 and 700 series, 900 volts rms. Both 500 and 700 are underwriters approved, 

500 to AC -DC, 700 for AC receivers with any length of lead 
wire from 21/2" to 4 feet. Huge high speed production facili- 
ties make possible deliveries of custom built assemblies within 
3 weeks! Write us now concerning your immediate or post- 
war needs. 

PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLIES 

DRAKE MANUFACTURING CO. 
1713 WEST HUBBARD ST., CHICAGO 22, U.S.A. 

1 

TECHNICANA 
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duplicates the measurements exactly is 

Z. = 124 log10 2.4b/a. 
Similarly good comparison was ob- 

tained using the thin strip of width a, 

distance h from the infinite parallel 
plane. 

The formula is Z. = 60 loge (1 + 
2h/a) which is derived from the form- 
ula for a single circular wire, Z. = 
60 loge 4h /d. where d is the wire 
diameter. 

The selectivity of the flat strip re- 
sonant line can be made to approach 
the maximum selectivity of a circular 
line. The maximum selectivity of 
1000% was determined to occur when 
alb = 0.5 in the case of the hollow 
square tube, at a frequency of 250 mc, 

using a line 60 cm. long. 
The bandwidths for the open line are 

measurably greater and there is con- 
siderable radiation. 

When an elliptical outer conductor 
is used the impedance can be calculated 
by means of an hyperbolic transforma- 
tion, and leads to confirmation of the 
perimeter rule. 

SHIELDING OF LOOP ANTENNAS 

* The need for obtaining an electro- 
static balance to ground in a loop an- 
tenna has led to the use of a shielded 
loop. This also has the advantage of 
preventing induction fields from affect- 
ing the loop, but has practically no 
effect upon the performance of the 
loop otherwise. 

The theory of the shielded loop has 
been given by Mr. R. E. Burgess in 
Vol. 16 of Wireless World, 1939. In 
the current issue of Wireless World, 
May 1944, Mr. Burgess renews the dis- 
cussion by analyzing the case of a 

single -turn loss -free loop by means of 
the transmission line equations* with 
unifromly distributed constants. 

The loop is indicated in Fig. 5. It 
is assumed that the gap is narrow, and 
the cross sectional area is small com- 
pared with the wavelength. 

When a given signal is applied to 
the loop the potential and current dis- 
tributions within the shield are deter- 
mined with due regard for the bound- 
ary conditions at the terminals and gap. 
There are two modes of propagation 
represented by waves inside and out- 
side the shield. The outer mode cor- 
responds to a current flowing on the 
outer surface of the shield and corre- 
sponding shield potentials. The velocity 
is that of free space. 

The inner mode corresponds to a 

circulating current flowing in the loop 
and the inside surface of the shield. 
and corresponding potential differences 

[Continued on page 161 
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1rSYLVANIA RADIO TUBE «FIRSTS" 

SYLVANIA was first to introduce a line of 6.3 -volt radio 
tubes and to propose their universal use in not only auto- 
mobile but home receivers. 

That was back in the early 1930's. Prior to the introduc- 
tion of these tubes, there was no agreement as to what 
types of radio tubes should be used for automobile service. 
Existing 2.5- or 5 -volt types were either wasteful of battery 
current or did not have the efficiency needed. Standardiza- 
tion on 6.3 -volt tubes of high efficiency would make it pos- 
sible to effect manufacturing economies, to avoid compli- 
cated filament wiring arrangements, to save automobile 
battery drain, and to improve operating efficiency. 

Sylvania's proposal met with opposition, but its common 
sense won the day. More and more radio -set manufacturers 

specified 6.3 -volt tubes in all types of new equipment. And, 
in time, 2.5 -volt tubes became practically extinct except for 
replacements. 

Winning this battle of radio tube standardization, further- 
more, proved to be a boon to radio broadcast listeners. 
Elimination of the transformer in AC -DC sets reduced both 
the size and the cost of radio receivers. Millions who other- 
wise would not have been able to afford sets were able 
to take full advantage of broadcast information and enter- 
tainment. 

You will always find Sylvania, exemplar of radio tube 
quality, on the side of standardization for the mass market. 

That is why it pays to sell Sylvania. 

Quality that Serves the War Shall Serve the Peace 

RADIO DIVISION EMPORIUM, PENNSYLVANIA 

SYLVANIA 

(RADTo_j * JULY, 1944 

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 

RADIO TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, FLUORESCENT 

LAMPS, FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES, INCANDESCENT LAMPS 
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lulcIting a Relay 
to an output tube circuit involves unusual consider- 
ations which are sometimes overlooked. While the 
results are not strictly like the above picture, they are 
often nearly as unfortunate ! 

WHAT RESISTANCE WOULD YOU SPECIFY FOR 
THE RELAY COIL IN THE FOLLOWING CIRCUIT? 

......I. . 

Assume it is desired 
to energize the relay 
from a 2 volt D. C. 
signal (positive). 

* 

1S4 

The book says a 1S4 should operate into a 5,000 ohms plate load when 
used with a 67.5 volt plate supply. Bear in mind that we wish to put as much 
power as possible into the relay under conditions of minimum signal. 

If the relay resistance is 5,000 ohms the plate current will be about 
1.5 Ma with no signal, and about 3 Ma with a 2 volt signal. The corresponding 
power values are .011 watt and .045 watt. How good is the match? 

A 673 volt circuit passing 3 Ma has a total resistance of about 22,500 
ohms. If less than 25% of this is in the relay coil, it is easy to see that power is 
being wasted. 

Now suppose we try a resistance of about 16,000 ohms. The plate currents 
wikh and without signal will be around 2.5 and 1.25 Ma., corresponding to pow- 
er values of .100 watt and .025 watt. Since a 67.5 volt circuit with 2.5 Ma 
flowing has a resistance of 27,000 ohms and we have about 16,000 in the relay 
coil, our match, although apparently not perfect, is a great deal better than 
before, and accounts for the large increase in relay power. The optimum 
match is not necessarily at the point where !/ the circuit resistance is in the 
relay, because of the non linear tube plate current characteristic. Usually the 
relay resistance should be enough to drop the 
plate voltage somewhere near the knee of the 
plate current curve for minimum useful input 

signal, with duc allowance for all 
circuit variations. 

sl GMA 
We are anxious to help you on 
Relay Problems. Send us the 
details. 

SIGMA 
RELAY 

TYPE 4A 

S1gu1d Instruments INC. 

C/...ez)24-66u.)-e RELAYS 
66 CEYLON STREET 
BOSTON 20, MASS. NEW ADDRESS 

SIGMA 
RELAY 

TYPE 4R 
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between the loop and shield. The 
velocity will be less than the free -space 
velocity. 

These modes are expressed in terms 
of capacitance and inductance coeffi- 
cients which depend upon the geometry 
of the system. 

The characteristic impedance of the 
outer mode is independent of the loop 
and is given by Zo, = 30 L ohms, 
where L is the inductance coefficient 
of the shield. L,, = 2 (log p /r - 
1.76) for a circular shield, where p is 
the perimeter of the shield and ro is 
the outer cross -sectional radius of the 
shield conductor. For a square os side 
a, L,, = 2 (log p /r - 2.16). 

The inner mode for a circular loop 
has a characteristic impedance of Z02 
= 30 (L_2 - L ), where A2 is the 

V K2 
dielectric constant of the inner medium, 
and L22 = 2 (log p /r: - 1.76) - 2 
log ro /r in which r2 is the cross -sec- 
tional radius of the loop, and r, is the 
inner cross- sectional radios of the 

Figure 5 

>hield. The term -2 log r /r, is the 
reduction in self inductance of the loop 
due to eddy currents induced by the 
loop current in the shield cross section 
The effect of the eddy currents is to 
neutralize the field within the shield 
conductor. 

For examples, the author finds that 
for a screened loop 200 cm. square for 
which r = 2.5 cm, r, = 2.0 cm., and 
r2 = .05 cm, the total inductance L, 
of the loop is 11.6 microhenrvs, Z , _ 
220 ohms, and Z12 = 220 ohms, for 
K2 = 1.0. For a second loop 25 cm. 
square, with K2 = 2.0, r = 1.25 cm, 
r, = 1.0 cm, r., = 0.25 cm, the induct- 
ance L2 is 0.7 microhenry, Z = 135 

ohms, and Z_ 02 = 55 ohms. 
[Continued on page 16 -B] 
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W. J. HALLIGAN, President, 
Hallicrafters Radio .. . 

Mr. Halligan says, "Those of us who are building radio communications equip- 
ment in this war anticipate a tremendous demand in the future for radios and radio 
telephones for plane to ground, ship to shore use, and many other applications." 

"COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT IS ONLY AS GOOD 
AS ITS POWER SUPPLY" 

"Radio equipment needs an efficient, reliable power supply," continues Mr. Halligan, 
"And for that reason, the radio industry is constantly on the alert for new and better 
power supplies and devices for adapting current for radio use. Such power supplies and 
such devices are of inestimable value to the communications equipment manufacturer." 

Electronic Laboratories has vibrator power supplies for use wherever current must 
be changed in voltage, frequency or type, or will engineer one to fit specific space, 
weight and voltage requirements. EL Vibrator Power Supplies offer many advan- 
tages for all current conversion requirements up to 15oo watts as a result of devel- 
opment in circuits and design pioneered and perfected by Electronic Laboratories. 
EL Power Supplies are definitely more efficient, and give substantially longer 
service life. In addition, they are highly versatile, permitting multiple inputs and 
outputs, any needed wave -form, great flexibility in shape and size, and a high de- 
gree of voltage regulation when needed. They are economical in price and require 
almost no attention or maintenance. Their dependability is being demonstrated every- 
day on the fighting fronts. EL engineers offer consultation on power supply problems. 

elOWIC LABORATORIES 

E -L STANDARD POWER SUPPLY 

MODEL 307 

For the operation of standard 110 volt AC equip- 
ment, such as radios and small motors, from a 6 

volt battery. Characteristics: Input voltage, 6 v. 

DC; Output voltage, 115 v. AC; Output power, 
100 watts: Output frequency, 60 cycles. 

Dimensions: 71/2x81/4x 10Ys in. Weight: 231: pounds. 

Write for further 
information of this 
and other models 
o the extensive 
E-L line. 

I N D I A N A P O L 

INC. 
I s 

VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES FOR LIGHTING, COMMUNICATIONS, AND ELECTRIC MOTOR OPERATION ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC AND OTHER EQUIPMENT 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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MODEL 79 -B 
SPECIFICATIONS: 

FREQUENCY: continuously variable 60 to 100,000 cycles. 
PULSE WIDTH: continuously variable 0.5 to 40 microseconds. 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE: Approximately 150 volts positive. 
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 6Y6G cathode follower with 1000 ohm load. 
R. F. MODULATOR: Built -in carrier modulator applies pulse modulation to any 

r.f. carrier below 100 mc. 

MISCELLANEOUS: Displaced sync output, individually calibrated frequency and 
pulse width dials, 117 volt, 40 -60 cycles operation, size 14 "x10 "x10 ", 
wt. 31 lbs. 

Price: $295.00 F.O.B. BOONTON Delivery on priority 

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION 
BOONTON NEW JERSEY 

ER FORMANCE 

Today, front line performance that 
takes grueling punishment in stride - Tomorrow, the same nsurpissed 
performance for civilian use. Incase 
delivery is slow, remember the a-med 
forces get first preference_WatcE 
audagraph Speakers Af-.er Victory! 

Cinaudagraph Speakers, Ine. 

A 
3911 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago f 

/VC eh r ea r e f/n -Me 44/d , 

s. 
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For a balanced loop, in which . the 
terminal potentials are symmetrical 
with respect to the shield, and for an 
air- spaced gap, the resonant frequency 
f =nc /2p where p is the perimeter of 
the shield, n is an integer, and c is the 
velocity of light. At a resonant fre- 
quency the impedance appearing at the 
loop terminals is zero for a loss -less 
system. 

The nth anti -resonant frequency 
(Z2 = oo) is given by f = (n - 1) 
c/p ± f, where f, is the lowest anti - 
resonant frequency. For a coefficient 
of coupling, k, between the shield and 
the loop, such that k2 = 0.5 to 0.6 the 
first anti -resonant wavelength Xs _ 
4.0p to 4.6p. In the special case of k2 
= 0.5 the characteristic impedances 
Z02 and Z02 are equal and the loop im- 
pedance Z2 = jcL22 tan 2 /ßs. This is 
the reactive impedance of a short -cir- 
cuited loss -free line of length 2s and 
characteristic impedance cL27 and is 
approximately equal to that of an un- 
shielded loop of twice the dimensions. 

The author discusses the effect of a 
small capacitance such as would be 
normally found across the gap. This 
effect is to modify the odd resonant 
frequencies but to leave the even reson- 
ant frequencies unaltered. The anti - 
resonant frequencies are also slightly 
modified. 

The impedances of balanced and un- 
balanced loops are expressed in terms 
of all variables. In the case of the 
unbalanced loop the resonant and anti - 
resonant frequencies are unevenly 
separated. 

The effective height of a single -loop 
antenna, in terms of the height of a 
linear antenna producing an equivalent 
field at a distant point, is given as ho 

= Bs, where s is the area of the 
loop and B = w /c. This applies to fre- 

er, 

quencies such that ßs « - where 
2 

s is half the perimeter of the loop. 
For higher frequencies the effective 

height is shown in Fig. 6, where Is = 
Zr X area 

effective height, ha - , for 
)L 

the case of k2 = 0.6. 

Since the antenna impedance is iden- 
tical for reception and transmission, by 
the Reciprocity Theorem, all equations 
developed apply to both cases. 

The author presents experimental 
data on a square shielded loop to sub - 

[Continued on page 18) 
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fßß EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE 
INSULINE has been awarded the Army -Navy "E" for exceptional 
performance in the production of Radio-Electronic Products. 
We are resolved that this honor shall be answered with stepped - 
up production ... with new records of exceptional performance 
worthy of the trust placed in us by the Armed Forces. 

.eoe.EC.rq ',grad/ Though engaged in vital war work. 
Insuline is looking ahead. We are 
gearing our organization for the post- 
war requirements of the Radio-Elec- 
tronics Industry. 
Write for 48 -page Catalogue. 

nsuunE 
CORPORATION OF 

INSULINE BUILDING 

AMERICA 

LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 

AVeus TWIST TO 

CRYSTAL CLEANING 
THIS is an actual photogragh of 

the centrifugal air drier, or 
"spinner," used in Bliley produc- 
tion to facilitate clean handling of 
crystals during finishing and testing 
operations. Quartz blanks are dried 
in 5 seconds in this device which is 
powered with an air motor and spins 
at 15,000 r.p.m. 

Little things like lint or micro- 
scopic amounts of foreign material 
can have a serious effect on crystal 
performance. The "spinner" elimi- 
nates the hazards encountered when 
crystals are dried with towels and 
makes certain that the finished 
product has the long range re- 
liability required and expected in 
Bliley crystals. 

This technique is only one small 
example of the methods and tests 
devised by Bliley Engineers over a 
long period of years. Our experience 
in every phase of quartz piezoelec- 
tric application is your assurance of 
dependable and accurate crystals 
that meet the test of time. 

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY - - - ERIE, PA. 
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Figure 6 

stantiate the theoretical results ob-. 

tained. The comparison is good. 
He concluded, however, that any ex- 

act treatment is difficult because of de- 
viations from the ideal. These are (a) 
non -uniformity of the inductance and 
capacitance coefficients around the loop, 
(b) width of gap, and (c) ohmic and 
dielectric losses. 

TRANSIENT RESPONSE IN 
FREQUENCY MODULATION 
* "l he responsc ui trnnsicuts in both 
amplitude modulated and frequency 
modulated carriers is examined by Mr. 
D. A. Bell in an article appearing in 
the March, 1944, issue of the Philo- 
sophical Magazine which uses the above 
title. 

Mr. Bell assumes the use of square - 
wave modulation for an examination 
of transients. He develops the con- 
clusion that f.m. gives better response 
than a.m. for a given band- width -to- 
frequency ratio when limited by a 
simple LCR resonant circuit. 

This conclusion differs from that of 
Salinger* which was that the transient 
response is similar in an FM system to 
that in an a.m. system. 

The author uses the operational 
method to determine the transient re- 
sponse of the f.m. circuit. The results 
are compared with those obtained using 
the side -band analysis of the response 
to a sinusoidal modulation of an f.m. 
signal, giving indirect csnfirmation. 

The f -m transient, or sharp change 
from one frequency to another, is ex- 
pressed as the sum of two amplitude 
transients. One corresponds to the im- 
pressed emf; the other corresponds to 
the natural frequency of the circuit. 

An f -m system is more effective than 
an a -m system in discriminating in 
favor of the stronger of two signals 
of different frequencies. So that the 
f -m circuit gives more faithful re- 

* Proc. IRE, p. 378 (1942). 
[Continued on page 20] 
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pLI 
SAVES 

MAN 

HOURS N 

AND 

DE LAYS 

OPRE['SION MACHINES 

Sena 
for 

TAO 
SHEAR 

,- 
BRAKE 

Pranounced "DIE- ACK-RO" 

346 EIGHTH AVENUE SO. MINNEAPOLIS 15, MINN. 

Wherever Precision 
Coun a 'st 

Products of "MERIT" are passing the test 
Complying with the most exacting requirements for precision 
workmanship and durable construction. MERIT has established 
its ability to produce in quantity and deliver promptly - 
Transformers Coils Reactors Electrical Windings of All Types for 
Radio, Radar and Electronic Applications. 

Today these dependable MERIT precision parts are secret wea- 
pons; tomorrow when they can be shown in detail as MERIT 
standard products you will want them in solving the problems of 
a new electronic era. 

Illarstrated: High Voltage Transformers A -2123 (small) and,_ 
A -2 t 24. Designed for high altitudes. Oil -filled and Hermetic sealed.- 

Since 1924 

MERIT COIL & TRANSFORMER CORP. 
311 North Desplaines St. CHICAGO 6, ILL. 
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sponse by reproducing the predomin- 
ance of the impressed emf over the 
free circuit oscillation. 

In an amplitude -modulated system 
the response to the transient amplitude 
change is dominated by an exponential 
expression, 

-Kr 

1 -e 2!. 

When the tuned circuit band width 
is narrower than the carrier frequency 
band, including wide side -bands pro- 
duced at high modulation frequencies 
severe harmonic distortion is produced, 
so that the general conclusions do 
not then apply. This condition is 
examined for sinusoidal modulation 
and compared to the case of square - 
wave modulation. 

(a) IDEAL SQUARE -WAVE MODULATION 

(b) RESPONSE OF A.M. SYSTEM 

(c) RESPONSE OF F.M. SYSTEM 

Figure 7 

The curves of Fig. 7 illustrate the re- 
sponse to a square wave in both cir- 
suits. The relation of the circuit band 
width to the period of the square -wave 
modulation is the same in each case. 
Since curve (c) is given for a fre- 
quency deviation large compared with 
the circuit band width, it is considered 
to be a fair comparison, showing that 
f -m response is better than a -m 
response. 

BROWN NAMES HIERMEIER 
V. H. Hiermeier has been named in- 

dustrial manager of the St. Louis office 
of the Brown Instrument Co., Phila- 
delphia precision industrial instrument 
division of Minneapolis -Honeywell Reg- 
ulator . Co. 

Mr. Hiermeier, who succeeds I. K. 
Farley, has had 15 years experience in 
the industrial instrument field. For the 
past few years he has been with the 
Brown Company in its Chicago office. 
Mr. Hiermeier is credited with doing 
much to help Purdue University estab- 
lish and operate an instrumentation 
course. 
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An army within an army ... the 75,000 doctors and 
nurses of the Army Medical Department have the job 
of saving, rather than taking life. The victory they are 
winning is magnificent beyond praise. Want facts? 

In the last war, eight of every hundred wounded men 
died. Today, ninety -seven of every hundred wounded 
recover. And that is not the whole story, either ... the 
tragic toll of men suffering amputation, prolonged hos- 
pitalization, recurrent operations and permanent disa- 
bility is being drastically reduced. 

The wartime products of Connecticut Telephone & Elec- 

tric Division (field telephone equipment, electronic de- 
vices, and aircraft ignition components) are helping 
the Army Medical Department to practice its skill and 
devotion with greater promptness than ever before. 

Here at home, Connecticut Telephone g Electric hospital 
communicating and signalling equipment (installed be- 
fore the war) is also lending a helping hand. Civilian 
doctors, nurses, and volunteer aides in understaffed 
institutions are doing a job under trying conditions 
which too few of us appreciate. "Connecticut" 
equipment adds to their efficiency in hundreds of 
American hospitals. 

After the war, needed hospital construction will be 
one of the most active and important elements of trie 
nation's building program. "Connecticut "engineers 

are planning even now to return to 
the hospital field with new and better 
systems for communications, signal - 
ling, paging and "electronic supervision ". 

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC DIVISION 
GREAT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, INC. MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT 
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4 

WAVE GUIDE 

Junctions and Terminations 

EHE most difficult part of the design 
of any wave guide system is that 
of constructing proper terminations, 

bends, and junctions between sections. 
The requirements that have to be met 
by such parts are numerous and even 
the job of visualizing the way in which 
the currents flow and in which the elec- 
.tric and magnetic fields are oriented 
may be far from easy. The present 
discussion is by no means exhaustive 
as to the results achievable nor is it 
necessarily a listing of fittings and 
junctions most commonly used; in- 
stead, it is an examination of various 
approaches which are best suited to 
lead to optimum designs plus a rather 
thorough discussion of certain phenom- 
ena common to many wave guide ter- 
minations. 

To see how difficult the situation 
may be, we will first examine the prob- 
lem of T joints. The cross section of 
a wave guide may be circular, elliptical, 
or rectangular in shape; for that mat- 
ter, there are undoubtedly even more 
complicated shapes which will support 
a traveling electromagnetic wave with- 
out great attenuation. A rectangular 
wave guide is often chosen because it 
is relatively easy to manufacture to ac- 
curate dimensions and because its oper- 
ation is the simplest to understand and 
denote by algebraic equations. The pos- 
sibilities of making fittings, such as T 
joints, for more complicated types of 
!guides have not yet been explored very 
thorrnighly. 

I Joints in Wave Guides 
As shown in Fig. 1, there are at least 

two ways of joining a rectangular 
wave guide to form a T. In Fig. 1A, 
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V. J. YOUNG 
Engineer, 

Sperry Gyroscope Company, Inc 

Types of wave guide junctions and terminations, suitable 
methods of attacking design problems, and phenomena 
associated with wave guide terminations are discussed 

the wider side comes at the joint while, 
in Fig. 1B, the connection is on the 
shorter side. If sources and loads are 
connected to these junctions as shovyn, 
then for operation of these guides in 
the TE mode, the cases are roughly 
analogous to the series and shunt con- 
nection of two loads across a single 
source. In Fig. 1A, it is clear that the 
electric field does not need to change 
direction at the junction and that its 
value there is the value impressed 
across the entrance to the two legs 
leading to the loads. With the mag- 
netic field, however, the longitudinal 
component of tfie source leg becomes 
the transverse component in one load 
leg and remains a longitudinal com- 
ponent in the other. This is like a wired 
circuit of two loads in parallel where 
the voltage across the loads must be 
the same although the currents may 
differ. 

Similarly, in Fig. 1B, the transverse 
component of the magnetic field is 
common to both load legs and the elec- 
tric field has to change in direction to 
be propagated to one of the loads. This 

is similar to two wired loads in series 
with a source. There the current to 
each load is the same but the voltages 
across the loads may be different. Un- 
fortunately, however, this is about 
where the similarities end. If the im- 
pedances1 of the two load lines are 
known, it may be possible to combine 
them in such fashion as to predict the 
desired impedance of the source to fair 
accuracy, but the method of combina- 
tion is not the same as with wired cir- 
cuits and moreover, it is rather com- 
plicated. 

Electric Field Values 
In Fig. 2 the series -connected T is 

shown again in a side view. If the di- 
mensions of the guide are such that 
only the TE,,o mode of propagation 
can be transmitted without appreciable 
attenuation and all other modes are 
rapidly attenuated then, at a distance 
of several wavelengths away from the 
junction, the electric field will have 

' Wave Guide Impedance, RADIO, May, 
1944. 
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mission lines and is the reason why 
matching criteria for a device like a T 
junction must specify the impedance 
of each leg at a particular point. Any 
other point an integral number of 
wavelengths away from the given 
point and back into the leg in question 
will give an equivalent measure. For 
that matter, if the wavelength is known 
and the impedance at any given point 
on the wave is measured it is easy to 
calculate the impedance at any other 
point. Charts for making such calcula- 
tions are commonly used. 

instantaneous values as shown. This 
will be true if the width of the guide 
(dimension into the paper in Fig. 2) 
is between one -half and one wave- 
length, and if the height of the guide is 
less than that width. Under such con- 
ditions, the energy propagation which 
interests us is accomplished by the mo- 
tion along the guide of a sinusoidally 
varying electric field like the one 
shown. When the wave carrying en- 
ergy from the source reaches the junc- 
tion the electric field is distorted, be- 
cause there is no top surface to the 
guide which can hold a charge at the 
terminations of the electric lines of 
force. Thus, in an overly -simplified il- 
lustration, the electric lines are forced 
to terminate at or near the corner of 
the junction as shown in Fig. 2. This 
provides a proper component of the 
electric field for propagation up into 
the vertical leg of the T but also forces 
a high electric field strength to appear 
at the corners. Consequently, these 
corners are subject to the periodic 
presence of high charge densities which 
cause a certain amount of dissipative 
power loss. 

The electric field shown at the junc- 
tion in Fig. 2 is overly simplified for 
at least two reasons. In the first place, 
the traveling wave from the source is, 
in general, not the only one present; 
there may be waves reflected from the 
loads and from each connection of a 
wave guide with the junction. Also, 
the irregularities in the field at the 
junction will cause the excitation of 
higher modes in any or all of the con- 
nected wave guides; the fact that these 
higher modes are rapidly attenuated 
and do not extend far into the wave 
guides does not lessen their presence 
at the junction or prevent energy loss 
into them. With these complication it 
is easy to see that the problem is a dif- 
ficult one to solve in a purely theoreti- 
cal manner. As always, the need is to 
satisfy Maxwell's equations at all 
boundaries for each possible mode and 
to superimpose the resulting functions 
to give a complete solution of the 
problem. 

Impedance Determination 
However, once such a solution is ob- 

tained either theoretically or empirical- 
ly, it is most convenient to express it 
in terms of impedance. That is, graphs 
or algebraic expressions connecting the 
desired impedance of any two of the 
legs and that of the third are needed 
to show the relation which will cause 
energy to be transferred tht'ough the 
junction most efficiently. To follow a 
standard method, it is necessary to 
choose points at which the impedance 
is to be evaluated. It is convenient to 
make the measurement for both of the 
horizontal guides of Fig. 2 at a cross 

; 

VvVVVVVVV VVVVVVVVV 

Fig. 1. Shunt and series wave -guide- connected loads across a single source 

section indicated by A or its equivalent ; 

for the vertical wave guide, the im- 
pedance may be computed or measured 
at B. 

Reference to Fig. 3 makes it clear 
that, in general, the impedance of a 
wave guide line depends upon the posi- 
tion at which the measurement is made. 
The component of the field due to a 
standing wave alone represents an E/H 
value or impedance that varies from 
infinity at a point like A to zero at a 
point like B. Superimposing E and H 
values from the traveling wave on this 
standing wave modifies the ratio but 
does not remove the dependence of 
impedance on distance along the line. 
This situation is the same as that which 
prevails in other electrically long trans- 
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SOURCE 

Open -Ended Wave Guides 
Alechanicall, the simplest termina 

tion that can be imagined for a wav 
guide is none at all. Because of it 

LOAD 

Fig. 2. Simplified illustration of a series T wave guide junc- 
tion, showing how the electric field is distorted at the junction 

e 
s 

LOAD 
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very simplicity there is considerable 
interest in what happens when a long 
wave guide whose far end is well re- 
moved from other obstructions is left 
with just an open end. Qualitatively, 
the answer is that some energy is radi- 
ated and some is reflected back into 
the guide. Moreover, of that which is 
radiated, some moves straight ahead, 
some appears as side lobes and a con- 
siderable amount is radiated backward 
along the outside of the guide. 

In Fig. 4A is shown the electric and 
magnetic fields. which as a first ap- 
proximation we may expect to find at 
the open end of a rectangular wave 
guide that is operating in the TEl o 

mode. The electric field which runs 
uniformly across the narrow dimension 
has maximum intensity at the center 
and shades off to zero at walls M and 
N. The magnetic field which is per- 
pendicular to the electric field is also 
uniform in the OP direction and varies 
in the MN direction in the same way 
as does the electric field. Thus since 
we know that the energy flow in an 
electromagnetic field depends upon E 
and H, we expect the energy flow out 
of the guide as radiation to be given 
in strength by a function something 
like the one drawn in the three dimen- 
sional plot of Fig. 4B. Our desire is 
to find how this energy proceeds out 
into space. 

Huygen's principle at first seems to 
offer us a method of solution. It seems 
to say that we need only to imagine 
the electromagnetic wave at the end 
of the wave guide to be replaced by 
an array of point sources which vary 
in strength in accord with the plot of 
Fig. 4B; to construct spherical waves 
about each of these sources; and to 
add these waves in proper strength at 
various points in space so as to de- 
termine the pattern of the radiation. 
This type of calculation, however, 
neglects radiation which arises from 
currents flowing in the outer surface 
of the wave guide and although it ap- 
proximates the forward radiation it 
does not predict the backward corn- 
ponent which is experimentally ob- 

Fig. 4. Instantaneous values of E and H fields at exit 
of an open -ended wave guide operating in the TE mode 

served and which is nearly as strong as 
the forward component when the wave 
guide is operated near cut -off. 

Because of the skin effect, wave 
guide currents flow only in a very thin 
layer of metal and are quite unable to 
penetrate through the walls of the 
guide. But when the end of the guide 
is left open, electric and magnetic fields 
which appear at the plane of the open- 
ing cause currents to flow in the exte- 
rior of the guide in the neighborhood 
of the open end. These currents are, 
of course, very rapidly changing ones 
and contribute to the radiation field 
around the guide end. This argument 
alone indicates qualitatively why horns 
or cone terminations are so helpful in 
matching wave guides to free space. As 
in the acoustical case, very specially 
shaped horns give the best results but 
only as a matter of degree. Almost any 
sort of flange or cone which prevents 
these exterior currents from propagat- 
ing energy backward will greatly im- 
prove the desirability of the wave guide 
termination as a radiator. 

S. A. Schelkunoff has demonstrated 

Fig. 3. A section of a wave guide or other type of transmission line carrying a 

traveling wave and a standing wave. The curves represent the field strength in 
the guide by their distance above or below an imaginary cnter line. As a func- 
tion of time, the traveling waves move to the right; the standing waves take on 

successive values between the extremes shown 
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a method of calculation for an open - 
ended rectangular wave guide which 
overcomes the difficulty encountered in 
the naive use of Huygen's principle. 
The argument is based upon the use of 
a so- called equivalence theorem. A 
sheet of electric current and a sheet 
of magnetic current are imagined to 
be flowing in the plane of the wave 
guide opening and over the outer sur- 
face of the guide. If such currents 
are adjusted so as to just cancel out 
the aperture fields and the outer sur- 
face currents which are present when 
the guide is radiating, then the can- 
cellation completely stops any flow of 
energy from the guide. If now no en- 
ergy is fed into the source end of the 
guide, these simulated currents must 
duplicate the radiation field except for 
a reversal of sign. Maxwell's equa- 
tions are sufficient to calculate the field 
arising from this equivalent current 
distribution. The great advantage ac- 
cruing from such an equivalent type of 
calculation lies in the fact that the cur- 
rent sheet distribution does not have 
to be one that is physically realizable. 
It may be as imaginative as we desire 
so long as it does provide the necessary 
cancellation and lend itself .to use in 
the field calculation. It may allow these 
calculations to be simpler than would 
the actual currents in the interior of 
the wave guide which in any event may 
not be accurately known and are diffi- 
cult to compute or measure. 
Design Considerations 

Reflections hack inside of the wave 
guide occur not only at an open end 
but in general are found wherever 
there is any sudden discontinuity such 
as a change in shape or size or a change 
in the dielectric inside the guide. It is 
only when very careful designs are ar- 
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Fig. 5. Tapered section to connect wave guides of different sizes 

ranged that these reflections can even 
be minimized. When space is avail- 
able, it is therefore often advisable to 
avoid sharp discontinuities and use 
tapered sections to connect wave guides 
of different size or to use bends of not 
too small a radius of curvature to re- 
place right angle junctions. 

To see qualitatively why a tapered 
section like that shown in Fig. 5 is 
superior to a sudden change in cross 
section, it is only necessary to realize 
that the wedge- shaped connecting piece 
will propagate approximately cylindri- 
cal electric waves without much at- 
tenuation and that the reflections at 
the entrance and exit to the tapered 
connector can be negligible because the 
discontinuities in the wave guide size 
can be kept small. In Fig. 5B an ex- 
aggerated wedge- shaped section is 
shown to indicate that cylindrical waves 
are the natural ones for such a piece. 
The broken lines indicate that if the 
wedge were continued, it would con- 
verge to a line. If this 'line were a 
wave source then cylindrical waves 
might surely be expected to emerge 
from it just as circular waves spread 
out about a pebble dropped into a quiet 
pool of water. A more practical tap- 
ered connector, as shown in Fig. 5A, is 
evidently two or more wavelengths 
long for frequencies which allow the 
guides shown to operate in the TE, 
mode. The discontinuities shown at 
cross -sectional surfaces I and II are so 
mild as to cause little reflection. If 
energy traverses the system from left 
to right, we will have at the boundary 
I incident and reflected plane waves 
to the left, and incident and reflected 
cylindrical waves to the right. At the 
boundary II we will have incident and 
reflected cylindrical electric waves to 

the left and a transmitted plane wave 
to the right. It is not too difficult to 
express these waves algebraically and 
match them at the surfaces to allow for 
continuity of energy flow. Such a cal - 
culation can yield the amount of re- 
flected power back into the wave guide 
at the left as a function of the ratio 
of the wave guide sizes and the length 
of the tapered line. The result indi- 
cates in agreement with experiment 
that, for all usual cases, a tapered sec- 
tion more than two or three wave- 
lengths long will yield quite satisfac- 
tory results. Moreover, we can be 
sure in any event that a sufficiently tap- 
ered line will be non -reflecting. This 
applies to coaxial lines and non -rec- 
tangular wave guides as well as to the 
case discussed. 

Wave Guide Bends 
The arguments concerning bends in 

wave ' guides are in the main similar 
to those for tapered sections except 
that a change in direction of the elec- 
tric or magnetic field is also involved 
just as it was in our discussion of T 
junctions. The change here, however, 
is gradual and much less difficult. The 
creation and attenuation of higher 
modes is not at all a serious problem. 
In Fig. 6 are shown two types of bends 
in a rectangular wave guide which are 
often respectively referred to as E and 
H bends. The assumption is that these 
pieces are to be operated at such a fre- 
quency that only the TE,,,, mode can 
be transmitted without rapid attenua- 
tion. That is, it is assumed that the 
wavelength of the energy in free space 
will be less than twice the wider di- 
mension of the guide but not so little 
as to be less than or equal to that di- 
mension. Under these conditions the 
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electric field vectors will be oriented 
approximately as shown. With the E 
bend the electric vector is forced to 
change its direction while, with the H 
bend, it is not. In the H bend, it is 
the transverse component of the H field 
which must turn as it proceeds along 
the wave guide. 

If the bent portion of either of the 
guides shown in Fig. 6 is considered 
as a section of a wave guide toroid, it 
is possible to show that in either type 
of bend the attenuation in the toroid 
section itself can be as small as in a 
straight section of wave guide. For 
example, in the case of the E bend the 
toroid section of the wave guide serves 
only to cut out a portion of a radial 
field whose center is at the center of 
curvature of the bend. Since the walls 
of the wave guide partition off this sec- 
tion by virtue of conductors placed 
normal to the field, at least the boun- 
dary condition of the electric field is 
adequately met. 

We can write algebraic expressions 
for the waves in the bent section and 
match them up to the plane waves in 
the straight sections, paying due atten- 
tion to the higher modes. Out of such 
calculations can be obtained expres- 
sions for the amount of reflected en- 
ergy to be expected at the discontinui- 
ties where the two types of guide are 
joined. It turns out that the loss due 
to such bend junctions are fairly negli- 
gible even if the radius of curvature is 
only a few times as great as the wider 
dimension of the wave guide. Experi- 
mental results are usually somewhat 
worse than the calculated perform- 
ances. This is presumably due to the 
mechanical difficulty of making truly 
smooth bends. Actually, some reflec- 
tions do occur at points along the bend 
as well as at the joints. But even then 
the loss is so small that bending a wave 
guide is generally considered an easy 
and very efficient way to turn a corner. 
This applies both to E and H bends 
and to bends in circular wave guides 
as well. 

Junctions , 

When we come to the problem of 
constructing junctions between wave 
guides of different shapes or between 
a hollow wave guide and a coaxial line, 
a great many fairly complicated ar- 
rangements are possible. So far as 
guide -to -guide connections are con- 
cerned, the procedure is quite often 
only of academic interest because there 
is seldom a valid reason for changing 
from one type of wave guide to an- 
other. When there is a reason, the 
change can be made by the use of sec- 
tions which gradually change from one 
shape to another and by the use of 
grids or resonant slots which corre- 
spond to the desired electric field dis- 
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4'. 

Fig. 6. E and H bends in a wave guide 

tribution in the new shape. Detailed 
analyses and computations are doubt- 
less possible for at least the simpler 
cases of such transitions, and would 
follow along the lines that have been 
described for bends and T joints. Junc- 
tions between coaxial lines and hollow 
wave guides are much more frequently 
used. It is often more convenient to 
bring the energy out of a vacuum tube 
generating device with coaxial fittings 
than with a hollow wave guide because 
the coaxial line is smaller. On the 

Fig. 7. A transition ¡unction 
from coaxial line to wave guide 
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other hand, for transmission over dis- 
tances greater than a foot or so, a 
hollow guide is preferred on the basis 
that the losses can be limited to a 
smaller amount. 

In Fig. 7 is shown a schematic rep- 
resentation of one method of intro- 
ducing a signal from a coaxial line 
into a wave guide. The left -hand end 
of the wave guide and the upper end 
of the coaxial line are closed off or 
shorted. Here, the shorts are shown 
as being adjustable to indicate that the 

impedance of the wave guide and the 
coaxial line may be matched within 
certain limits by proper adjustment. 
Once the characteristics of the wave 
guide and coaxial line are known, these 
adjustments can of course be fixed. 

The wave guide in Fig. 7 is assumed 
to be proportioned so that only the 
TE, a mode can be propagated without 
great attenuation, and is represented 
as being seen from the narrower side 
of the rectangle. Thus we desire that 
energy from the coaxial line shall set 
up an electric field in the wave guide 
which is oriented as we have shown it. 
Qualitatively, this seems to be just 
what is to be expected from the way 
the coaxial center wire is inserted. 
Voltage waves between the two con- 
ductors of the coaxial line must ap- 
pear between the center wire and the 
wave guide walls when the wave guide 
is reached. Currents in the center wire 
at the wave guide likewise seem to cre- 
ate the right sort of magnetic field. 

The main problem is that of tuning 
the two stubs. Energy coming up the 
coaxial line to the wave guide will also 
energize the coaxial stub section ; ener- 
gy reflected from the shorted coaxial 
end must return without loss so as to 
keep the net energy flow into the stub 
at zero and yet not pass backward 
along the line to the generator. Like- 
wise, energy radiated from the coaxial 
center wire antenna into the wave 
guide must be reflected from the wave 
guide short and proceed to the load 
without causing interference at the 
antenna wire that will prevent further 
energy radiation. In brief, all this 
means matching the coaxial line im- 
pedance to that of the wave guide. It 
turns out that, in a junction like the 
one shown in Fig. 7, we can match 
the wave guide to any coaxial input 
whose resistance is less than twice the 
characteristic impedance of the wave 
guide. Adjustment of the coaxial stub 

[Continued on page 741 

Fig. 8. Image array to simulate field in a rectangular wave 
guide arising from excitation by a single electric dipole 
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RESISTORS 

Their Construction & Behavior 

TI I E basic phenomenon of resistance 
has been explained in terms of the 
freedom of the material's molecular 

structure to adapt itself readily to the 
passage of electrical current. From 
this explanation, arbitrary distinctions 
have been made among conductors, 
semi- conductors, and insulators. 

The criterion of a material's resist- 
ance is its resistivity. It is this quality 
which defines the ability of the mole- 
cular construction to adapt itself elec- 
trically. 

Resistance then becomes a dimen- 
sional expression of resistivity, di- 
rectly proportional as related in the 
following equation: 

R = cpL /A 
where R is the resistance in ohms ; c 

is the dimensional constant depending 
on the units of measurement ; p is the 
resistivity of the material; L is the 
length of the body; A is the cross -sec- 
tional area of the body. 

Designers of commercial resistors 
have confined themselves primarily to 
the field of conductors. These conduc- 
tors have been defined' as materials 
whose volume resistivity is less than 
10 megohms per circular mil foot.' 
Some of the more commonly used ma- 
terials are the subject of Table A. 

As a result of these limitations of 
conducting materials, resistors have 
been constructed of two general groups 
of materials : 

a.) Composition -a resistor whose 
resistance element is composed of a 
granular carbonaceous material. 

b.) Wire -wound -a resistor whose 
resistance element is composed of one 

A. P. HOWARD 

PART I 

Factors which enter into the 
manufacture of composition 
resistors, and their char- 
acteristics, are described 

PHENOLIC OR CERAMIC JACKET 

4 

RESISTANCE 
ELEMENT IN 
ROD OR TUBE 

JUNCTION OF LEADS 
AND RESISTANCE 

ELEMENT. 
METHOD OPTIONAL 

WITH MANUFACTURER 

INSULATED TYPE CONSTRUCTION 

O 
RESISTANCE ELEMENT 

WIRE LEADS 
TWISTED 

NON- INSULATED TYPE CONSTRUCTION 
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Fig. 1. Resistor construction 

or more alloy wires connected in series 
or parallel. 

The former group will be considered 
first. 

Composition Resistors 
Commercially, a distinction has been 

made between the insulated and non - 
insulated forms of the composition re- 
sistor. This distinction is necessary 
from a functional and a constructional 
viewpoint. The insulated type permits 
contact with the resistance element 
only through the lead wires ; the non- 
insulated type is essentially a bulk of 
resistance where, theoretically at least, 
contact can be made with the resist- 
ance element at any place along the 
resistor body. 

The composition resistor industry 
today has become a chemically- minded 
industry. The composition, today a 
closely guarded trade secret, has 
changed much from the early days but 
is based on carbon and its forms or a 
similar conducting material. 

The resistance element material is 
capable of being expressed mathematic- 
ally. Certain formulae have been found 
empirically on the basis of continuous 
test data by the resistor manufacturers. 
The generalizations below are based 
on these formulae. 

Finely -granulated carbon is mixed 
with a synthetic resinous binder. This 
material, when the binder is dry, is the 
heart of the resistor. 

The variables in the carbon compo- 
sition and the control of these varia- 
bles represents the problems of resistor 
construction. Analyzing first the ma- 
terial as received, it is known that car- 
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bon, as indicated in Table A, will have 
a resistivity of approximately 21 kil- 
ohms per circular mil foot (abbre- 
viated cmf), graphite will vary be- 
tween 400 and 5000 ohms per cmf. 
Again the addition of certain ceramic 
forms or metallic oxides or the silicon 
compounds which readily combine with 
carbon products affect the resistivity. 

After pulverizing the selected carbon 
stock, the material can be mixed in 
different proportions with the binder. 
The resistor, carbon and binder, is 
fired at high temperatures. Since the 
carbon tends to contain water not 
easily thrown off in an evaporation 
process, an increase in temperature past 
the boiling 'point of water will drive 
off varying portions of the water of 
crystallization. 

The driving off of the water of cry- 
stallization is more important in the case 
of the non- insulated resistor, where talc 
or equivalent ceramic is introduced for 

minimum of extraneous or non- carbon- 
aceous material. Because the resist- 
ance path is characteristically small, 
the elements consist only of carbon or 
similar conductor and binder. (See Fig. 
1A). 

This conducting material is painted 
or sprayed on a small glass rod or tube, 
or similar ceramic form. This tube or 
rod in lengths is baked at elevated tern 
peratures and the now -baked coating 
shrinks around the tube. The finished 
tube, cut to size, is press -fitted to the 
wire leads and molded into a phenolic 
case. 

It would seem well to note that there 
are some exceptions to the above gen- 
eralizations in today's resistor market. 
Sometimes the ceramic tube or rod is 

not used, but a solid rod of carbon 
replaces it. Usually, the carbon con- 
tent is altered to include other conduct- 
ing material whose temperature co- 
efficient or other properties are more 

RADIO CONDUCTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

Material Relative Specific Temperature 
Conductivity Resistance Coefficient 

(ohms cmf) (ohms ohm C.) 

Copper .. ... 1.00 10.37 .0039 
Silver 1.06 9.80 .0038 
Carbon * .0005 21,000 -.0006 
Nichrome V .016 650 .00013 
Constantin .035 295 +.00002 
Manganin .036 290 ±.000015 
Ohmax .014 1,000 -.00035 

* Values given for carbon vary depending on the form. Graphite specific re- 
sistance values vary from 400 to 5000 ohms /cmf. Values given above are 
typical for amorphous carbon. 

mechanical and electrical reasons. 
There is one additional property of 

carbon, apart from the water of cry- 
stallization described above, which af- 
fects the finished resistor. This also is 
a determining factor in deciding the 
temperature at which the resistance is 
to be cured. The property of changing 
resistivity with temperature of curing 
is known to electrical engineers since 
the introduction of the compressed car- 
bon rheostat. It has been known that 
an increase of temperature, past the 
point where the material was originally 
fired, will bring about a permanent de- 
crease in resistivity. 

It is these properly controlled varia- 
bles -the purity and composition of the 
material, the mixing proportions with 
binder, the firing temperature -that 
lead to proper composition resistor de- 
sign. It is these variables that have 
led to design formulae. 

Resistor Eiamants 
It has been customary to build the 

insulated composition resistor with a 
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desirable than carbon's. Sometimes the 
outer jacket is a ceramic -like material 
with resin -cement -sealed ends. 

The non -insulated type, shown in 
Fig. 1B, uses talc or the metallic oxides 
or silicon forms in combination with 
the carbon and binder, as has already 
been indicated. The absence of an outer 
jacket would lead to mechanical insta- 
bility were not talc or a similar agent 
added. Additionally, the increase in re- 
sistor body diameter would limit the 
top resistance obtainable since resist- 
ance is inversely proportional to the 
body cross -sectional area. Thus the 
ceramic added increases the non -con- 
dusting paths present in the body and 
adds to the total resistance. 

Carbon, powdered ceramic, and bind- 
er are the start of the non -insulated re- 
sistor. Poured into forms and fired 
or continuously extruded and fired, the 
resistance body is then wrapped with 
wire leads. The finished product of 
either type is then measured and 
painted in accordance with standard 
color codes. 

Each of these types has separate and 

.`fi'.; ̂ °3W?:'y'.--,,- 

distinct limitations. Overall, the cou 
position resistor has one distinct disad- 
vantage : its comparative lack of sta- 
bility. Temperature, humidity, voltage, 
current, and other factors-all have a 

marked effect on the composition re- 
sistor. In general, the wire -wound re- 
sistor, to be discssed later, offers 
greater stability. 

Limitations 
The limitations of the composition 

resistor with humidity exposure have 
become the criteria for selection under 
the American War Standard, which 
outlined two grades : resistant to hu- 
midity exposure, or resistant to humid- 
ity exposure and salt -water immer- 
sion cycling. The resistor which can 
meet salt -water immersion cycling has 
proven to have a more impervious 

. coating and should be used in those cir- 
cuits where maximum stability is de- 
manded. 

Non -insulated forms, at the time of 
the writing of the War Standard, were 
not sufficiently impregnated to with- 
stand the rigorous immersion cycling. 
It is doubtful if any today can meet 
these requirements. This failure does 
not reflect on the product of any one 
manufacturer, but is inherent in the 
design of the resistor. Since the re- 
sistance element is at all times exposed, 
it would be expected that the resistor 
would fail under such a severe test, 
though satisfactory in general appli- 
cations. 

Even the resistor, insulated and re- 
sistant to humidity and salt -water im- 
mersion cycling, is no match for high 
humidity conditions. Under continuous 
exposures to relative humidities in ex- 
cess of 95%, a contiguous film of 
moisture forms across the jacket. This 
film effectively shunts the resistance 
element and will have a marked effect 
above the following resistance values: 

Power Maximum 
Rating Resistance 
(watts) (megohms) 

1 

2 
1 3 
2 5 

The above rules, of course, are arbi- 
trary. They have been based on typical 
wattage sizes available commercially 
and on the decrease of surface resis- 
tivity under extreme humidity condi- 
tions. 

The other limitation which is im- 
posed on the insulated type resistor is 
the comparative lack of thermal con- 
ductivity of a phenolic or ceramic 
jacket as opposed to a resistor free to 
dissipate its heat through open air. 

Power Rating 
The power rating of any resistor is 

based on its ability to dissipate heat. 
The power rating, although a combin- 
ation of a number of variables, is basic- 
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TABLE B 

POWER RATINGS OF FIXED COMPOSITION RESISTORS 

Insulated Types 

Wattage Length 
(Max) (Max) 

Diameter 
(Max) 

Working 
Voltage 

(Max) 

%s 0.406 0.170 '50 
1/4 

' 
1 

0.468 
0.655 
0.718 

0.249 
0.249 
0.280 

350 
350 
500 

1 1.28 0.310 500 
2 1.41 0.405 500 
2 1.78 0.342 * 500 

* The diameter is being changed t1. 0.405 max. under current specifications. 

Wattage Length 
(max) (max) 

Non-Insulated Types 

Sepaartion 
of Leads 

(min) 

Diameter 
of Leads 

(max) 

Working 
Voltage 

(max) 

0.350 0.120 200 
1/4 0.655 0.376 0.248 250 
?/ 0.780 0.407 0.280 350 

1' 1.16 0.814 0.280 500 
1 1.84 1.45 0.436 1000 
2 2.12 1.45 0.592 500 
4 2.66 2.06 0.730 500 
5 3.16 2.47 0.780 500 

Based on American War Standard C75.7 -1943 

ally the measure of the amount of 
power the unit can dissipate before 
marked deterioration of the unit will 
set in. In general, insulated resistors 
can be operated without damage to 
100 °C. and perhaps to 110 °C. This is 
based on the limitations of the typical 
phenolic and typical binder, both or- 
ganic in nature. 

Since the hottest point of the jacket 
is not on the resistor surface, one can- 
not tell from surface temperature rise 
measurements what damage is being 
clone to the jacket internally. Some 
typical resistors examined showed a 
rise from 50 °C. to 110 °C. over a 
25 °C. ambient when operated at 100% 
load, and from 60 °C. to 125 °C. at 
150% load.2 

The dissipation of heat will vary 
with many factors : the type, construc- 
tion, and shape of the rod ; the type of 
joint with the wire leads ; the thickness, 
type, and length of the outer jacket. 
Since all these factors are unpredict- 
able, results such as described above 
are usual. 

The same considerations apply for 
the non -insulated resistor, with the ex- 
ception of the outer jacket. 

It can easily be seen that there is no 
predictable conclusion to the problem 
of size versus wattage. As a result, 
certain sizes have grown up to be stand- 
ard.- But size in itself does not indi- 
cate the resistor's ability to dissipate 
power. Therefore, the indication of a 
resistor's ability to dissipate power has 
become its satisfactory operation 
through 1000 hours of intermittent full - 
load operation. This in itself has be- 
come the standard way of rating re- 

sistors, replacing the nebulous temper- 
ature rise or size considerations. 

This power -handling ability tends to 
decrease with an increase in tempera- 
ture, as shown in Fig. 2. This arises 
from the limitations of the organic ma- 
terials present. Note that at about 
110 °C. no load can be handled. 

Despite the limitations imposed by 
the phenolic jacket, the War Standard 
resistor sizes of the insulated types are 
smaller than the non -insulated types 
of the same wattage rating. This is be- 
cause the rating of the resistor is based 
on performance rather than tempera- 
ture rise and, in general, the insulated 
resistor is more stable under ageing. 
The mattage and voltage ratings are 
shown in Table B. 

Voltage Rating 
Voltage rating, as a by- product of 

wattage rating, has been based on two 
considerations : creepage length and 
power rating. Each resistor size has 
been assigned a maximum rated con- 
tinuous working voltage or critical 
,voltage. This rating has been based on 
previously established manufacturer': 
ratings and on safe creepage distance! 
predicated on the several ambient con- 
ditions the resistor may encounter. 

Below the point where the critical 
voltage is reached, the working voltage 
is based on power : 

E = vPR 

where E is the safe working voltage, 
P, the nominal power rating in watts, 
and R, the nominal resistance in ohms. 

These, then, are the important char- 
acteristics of the composition resistor. 
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Fig. 2. Graph showing proper de- 
rating for operation of composition 
resistors at elevated temperatures 

Sizes, color coding, voltage and power 
rating have become standard through 
usage and through efforts of such 
groups as the R.M.A. Also standard- 
ized are the preferred resistance sizes, 
subject to Table C. These values have 
been selected because the entire range 
of resistance can be conveniently cov- 

TABLE C 

PREFERRED RESISTANCE VALUES 

Over the range from 10 ohms to 
20 megohtns, the following values 
and these values multiplied by any 
multiple of 10 are preferred resist- 
ance values: 

Resistance 
10 
11 
12 
13 
15 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
27 
30 
33 
36 
39 
43 
47 
51 
56 
62 
68 
75 
82 
91 

500 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

* 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

Tolerance 
10°0 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

2000 

Example: 7500 ohms is available in 
5% tolerance only; but 22 megohms 
is available in 5 %, 10 %, or 20% 
tolerance. 
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Fig. 3. Percentage resistance deviation at various temperatures 

Bred in each of the common 5 %, 10 %, 
and 20% tolerance groups.3 

Manufacturers, in pre -war days, 
stocked these preferred sizes. Today, 
the selection of composition resistors 
in accordance with this system of pre- 
ferred values is virtually mandatory, 
in view of the procurement situation. 

Temperature Coefficient 
A characteristic of the fixed compo- 

sition resistor is the temperature co- 
efficient of resistance. Practically all 
known substances have a change in re- 
sistivity with temperature. Resistance 
will vary with temperature as follows : 

R =R° (1 + a [T-T0]) 
where R is the resistance in ohms at 

temperature T, R. is the resistance in 
ohms at temperature To, and a is the 
temperature coefficient. 

A typical temperature characteristic 
curve is shown in Fig. 3. The resistors 
examined were commercial resistors 
which did not claim special tempera- 
ture- coefficient characteristics. Special 
results have been achieved with such 
negative temperature coefficient mater- 
ials as the metallic oxides (barium, 
strontium, etc.) or the silicon carbides. 

It has been found, however, that the 
normal temperature coefficient varies 
with resistance. This follows from our 
previous discussion where we stated 
that resistance is often varied by 
changing the "mix" of carbon with 

30 

50 100 150 

PERCENT OF RATED VOLTAGE LOAD 

Fig. 4. Voltage characteristics of 12 -watt, 10,000 -ohm resistor upper 
curve I and 1-megohm resistor expressed as percentage resistance deviation 

binder or by changing the firing tem- 
perature. 

Expected variations because of tem- 
perature, based on the War Standard, 
are as follows: 

Maximum Allowable Per 
Cent Change from Resist- 

ance at 25 °C. 
Nominal 

Resistance 
10' ohms and 

At -55 °C. 
E F 

At 105 °C. 
E F 

below .. +13 + 6.5 ±10 ± 5 

10* to 10' ohms +20 +10 ± 12 ± 6 

10'to10'ohms +25 +13 ±15 ± 7.5 

10' to 10' ohms +40 +20 ±20 ± 10 

10' to 10' ohms +52 +26 ±36 _±.18 

10' to 10' ohms +70 +35 -!-44 {-22 

This temperature coefficient, upon ex- 
amination, is basically negative. This 
arises from the fact that the main con- 

stituent of the resistance coating is 

carbon, one of the few common ma- 
terials with a temperature coefficient. 

It is this coefficient working in com- 
bination with the voltage coefficient 
which has contributed greatly to the 
instability of composition resistors. 
The latter coefficient appears to be 

caused by two isolated actions working 
together : heating of the resistance 
under load, therefore causing a tem- 
perature coefficient- inspired change and 
a partial -but temporary- breakdown 
of the individual resistance particles. 

This property has been utilized in 

the building of protective resistors of 
the negative temperature coefficient 
type. Resistances have been con- 
structed to vary as the exponent of the 
current to as high as the seventh or 
eighth power. 

A typical voltage -coefficient curve is 

shown in Fig. 4. This data has been 
secured recently. It is important to 
note, however, that some of the major 
advances in making a more stable 
composition resistor have been in the 
field of temperature and voltage co- 
efficients. Data of five to ten years 
ago would yield greater coefficients. 

Limiting values on the part of the 
War Standard, values which most 
every manufacturer can meet, are: 

and 1A-watt sizes .035 % /V. rated load 
Above / -watt sizes .020 % /V. rated load 
It is expected that values under one 
megohm will cause no difficulty, accord- 
ing to the language of the specification. 

Other characteristics, other than the 
high -frequency characteristics a n d 

those mentioned above, appear to be 
of lesser importance, such as noise, 
shelf life, and the effect of soldering. 

Noise 
A more careful control of the com- 

pounding and better lead structure 
cause a reduction in thermal agitation, 
the source of noise. Typical measured 
values of noise, employing a highly 
shielded circuit, battery - controlled, 
'were in the order of 1.5 microvolts at 
rated load for commercial / -watt corn- 
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Fig. 5. Noise characteristics of typical 1/2 -watt resistor 

position resistors. War Standard limits, 
again an indication of what most manu- 
facturers can produce, are 3.0 micro- 
volts at rated continuous working volt- 
age for / and % -watt sizes, 1.2 micro- 
volts for power rating above / -watt. 
A representative curve is shown in 
Fig. 5. 

Shelf life, a factor unmeasurable 
under usual test accelerated conditions, 
varies with the manufacturer. Little 
change can be expected if the resistor 
has been properly cured. The proper 
drying -out of both the binder and the 
jacket is the answer to the problem. 
Speed in manufacturing with insuffi- 
cient time for moulding or firing has 
caused resistors of lesser quality to de- 
part greatly from rated tolerance. 

The other factor involved in shelf 
life is the ambient temperature of the 
stock room. Resistors, like any other 
component, should be handled with 
care, even if their cost is fractional. 
High temperature and high humidity 
will by themselves cause changes in 
resistance. 

Accelerated ageing tests are indica- 
tions of the curing of the resistor, but 
not the final answer. There are several 
variations of this test in use : overload 
and operation at elevated temperatures. 

Overload operation of the composi- 
tion resistor will materially shorten its 
life. However, in testing for approxi- 
mately 200 hours at 150% load at 
40 °C., the average change for typical 
quality commercial resistors is less 
than 5 %. 

Operation at elevated temperatures 
(85 °C.) for the same amount of time 
with 100% load applied caused resist- 
ance changes of approximately 7 %. 

Operation under high humidity and 
under intermittent full load conditions 
will also have an effect on the resist- 
ance. Variations up to 10% can be ex- 
pected over prolonged periods of time. 

Effect of Soldering 
Soldering, essentially the applica- 

tion of a sudden and short -lived high 
temperature to the resistance element, 
has its most adverse effects on the 

.= 1 a 

smaller size units. Because the resist- 
ance element is nearer the part sold- 
ered, the effect is more important. 
Changes of resistance of the average 
of 3% were experienced in testing / -watt sizes. Average change of 1- 
watt resistors was less than 1 %. At 
least half the resistance change was a 
temporary change, since the units con- 
tinued to change back to the original 
value after the initial change due to 
soldering. 

So far in our discussion, we have 
concerned ourselves with the d -c char- 
acteristics of a composition resistor. 
The resistor, however, should be con- 
sidered as part of a high- frequency 
circuit. 

The resistor at high frequencies 
looks to the alternating current wave 
as a complex impedance, as shown in 
Fig. 6. It has a resistance which de- 
creases with frequency (again, a char- 
acteristic of carbon). With increasing 
frequency, an increasing proportion of 
the current travels on the "skin" of 
the resistance coating. 

Additionally, the resistor has in 
inductance of its leads. Since the con- 
struction of the leads varies from 

* JULY, 1 944 
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C, = Capacitance through air. 

C2 = Capacitance (internal). 

L = Inductance of leads. 

R = Resistance of body. 

Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit of compo- 
sition resistor at high frequencies 

manufacturer to manufacturer, there is 

no fixed value for this inductance. 
The most troublesome reactance is 

the capacitive reactance of the resistor 
body and of the internal lead separa- 
tion. Values plotted in Fig. 7 show the 
decreasing effective resistance with 
frequency of one commercial type re- 
sistor. Here the leads are relatively 
close together inside the body and since 
capacitance is inversely proportional to 
lead separation, the capacitance is the 
dominating element at high frequency. 

The capacitance in the case of the 
composition resistor is in the neighbor- 
hood of 0.5 µµf. for 1 -watt resistors; 
1 µµf for / -watt resistors. 

The answer to the high- frequency 
resistor problem hinges upon several 
things : design of the leads so that the 
maximum internal separation is achiev- 
ed ; designing the leads so that the 
minimum bending is used; finding a re- 
sistance material which does not 
change with frequency. 

In the meantime, the radio designer 
of high- frequency equipment can only 
hope to make measurements at the de- 
series with its resistance element, the 

[Continued on page 76] 
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IMPEDANCE 

ADMITTANCE 

CHART 

IN 

NETWORK problems it is frequently 
necessary to convert impedance to 

admittance and vice versa, and to 
avoid the use of somewhat complex 
mathematical solutions, graphical 
charts are useful. Such a chart is 
Fig. 1, which is designed to make this 
conversion easier. 

In this chart impedance, Z9, is 
given in the polar form, absolute 
values being shown by the Z circles 
concentric about the point 0, designated 
D-10, and phase angle, 9, by the 
radial lines marked in degrees from 
-90° to +90 °. Each value of Z cor- 
responds to a value of admittance, Y, 
equal to G ± jB, shown by the G, +B, 
and -B circles. The conductance is 
shown by the G circles having their 
centers on the line 0 -0° and desig- 
nated 1.0 to .01. The susceptance is 
shown by the circles having their cen- 
ters on the line -90° to +90° and 
designated 1.0 to .01. The +B circles 
correspond to 'capacitive impedance 
and the -B circles to inductive impe- 
dance. 

Only one decade of impedance is 
shown, 0-10, and for values outside 
this range the values of G and B must 
be multiplied by appropriate figures. 
For example, if the impedance consid- 
ered is 10 times as great as the figures 
on the Z circles, lying between 10 and 
100, the corresponding values of G and 
B as read from the chart must be mul- 
tiplied by 1 /10, or 0.1. 

As an example of the use of this 
chart, consider a circuit of Z' equal to 
10 1 36.8° in parallel with Z ", equal to 
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Many network problems requiring admittance to be converted 
into impedance, and vice versa, may be more speedily 
solved by graphical means, using the accompanying chart 

10 I -60 °, in which it is desired to find 

the equivalent impedance. These illus- 
trative values have been plotted as vec- 
tors on the chart where it is seen that 
corresponding to Z', G' _ .08 and B' 
= -.06, and corresponding to Z ", G" 
= .05. B" = + .088. The net conduct- 
ance G then equals G' + G" _ .13, 
and the net susceptance, B, equals B' 
+ B" _ +.028. These values of G 
and B on the chart arc seen to corre- 
spond to a parallel impedance, Zo, equal 
to 7.6 1-12°. The equivalent mathe- 
matical computation gives the value of 
7, as 7.55 I -11.7 °, which is a reason- 
ably good agreement of values. 

Suppose the value of Z" is 100 
I -60 °, then G" and B" equal .005 and 
.009 respectively, and the sum, G, of 
the conductances G' and G ", equals 
.085, and the sum, B, of the sus - 
ceptances B' and B" equals -.051. 
The corresponding point for Z lies 
outside of the chart. To take care 
-.051. The corresponding point for Z 
lies outside of the chart. To take care 
of this difficulty G and B could be mul- 
tiplied by 10, giving a value of Z 
which must also be multiplied by 10 for 
the correct answer ; however, this re- 
sults in a point so close to the center 
as to be difficult to read accurately. A 

hotter \\a i. to multiply by 2, giving 
G = .17 and B = -.102, which gives 
a value of Z of 5.05 1 31°, the abso- 
lute value of w -hich' multiplied by 2 

gives the correct value of Z, = 10.1 

31 °. This chart can also be used for 
the solution of many other problems. 

The method of deriving these curves 
may be of interest to the reader. Ad- 
mittance, Y, equals the reciprocal of 
impedance, Z, that is Y = 1 /T. , or in 
polar coordinates Y = 1/Z (cos 
B -I- j sin 9). This expression can 
be rationalized by multiplying the 
numerator and denominator by cos 
9 - j sin 9, obtaining = cos 
9/Z - j sin 0/ Z G + jB. Equat- 
ing the real terms, G = cos 9 /Z, 
which is the polar equation of a circle 
for any given constant value of G of 
radius Z /2. the center of which is at 
Z /2. I 0 °. This gives a family of circles 
for varying values of G. Equating the 
imaginary terms, -jB = - j sin 9 /Z. 
which is the equation of two equal cir- 
cles for any given constant value of B, 
of radius Z /2, with centers at Z/2 

I 
-90° and at Z/2 I 90 °. Since physi- 

cal impedances only have angles in 
the 1st and 2nd quadrant, semicircles 
are shown on the chart for values of B. 

[.See chart on opposite page] 
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TONE ARM DESIG 

MODERN phonograph tone arm design 
should be divided' into two cate- 
gories, those used on manually 

operated equipment, and those which 
form an inherent part of the changer 
mechanism. Certain fundamental facts 
however, apply to both types. These 
facts we will cover before discussing 
specific problems presented by the in- 
dividual types. 

Rsonanc 
The number one problem in any tone 

arm is resonance. The frequency or 
frequencies at which a tone arm will 
resonate are determined by a number 
of factors, among them being mass, 
stiffness, mechanical design or shape, 
and material used. Mass, and the po- 
sitioning of mass, may be controlled to 
a large extent by the designer. Mass 
produces inertia, which is both essen- 
tial and a nuisance in a tone arm. 
Lateral inertia is essential in order that 
the reciprocating mechanism of the 
pickup be forced to follow the groove 
modulations without imparting like 
motion to the tone arm, which some- 
times happens at frequencies below 100 
cycles if the tone arm is too light to 
properly complement the pickup com- 
pliance. If this condition exists, poor 
tracking, loss of voltage, harmonic dis- 
tortion, and even groove jumping will 
result. The lateral inertia however, 
should never be greater than is neces- 

LATERAL 
BEARING TONE ARM 

BASE 

ROY DALLY 
Consulting Engineer, The Electrovox Co., Inc. 

PART I 

Fundamental principles of tone arm design and practical con- 

siderations to be observed in their application are discussed 

sary to insure proper tracking with 
the particular pickup mechanism that 
is to be used, since the mass necessary 
to produce such inertia is effective also 
in producing vertical inertia, the un- 
desirable componant. 

Vertical inertia cannot be completely 
done away with, but it may be mini- 
mized by careful design. It appears 
when a warped record is played, or the 
turntable has a regular rise and fall, 
which most of them have during each 
revolution, or where there is dancing, 
particularly of the jitter -bug category, 
which produces severe vibrations 
through the floor to the turntable. In 
the case of the warped record and un- 
even turntable, as the record surface 
below the needle point rises, the entire 
pickup must rise with it. The amount 
of additional vertical pressure existing 
between the needle point and record 
during this part of the cycle depends 
entirely on the vertical inertia pre- 
sented by the pickup. If this be great, 
both needle and record are subjected 
to greater wear, and in addition, the 
amount of surface noise being repro- 
duced will increase, since noise is 
largely a function of friction. 

VERTICAL BEARING 

MOTOR BOARD 

11111111111 

PICKUP MECHANISM 

In TURNTABLE 

r f 
1 r I 

Fig. 1. Side view of manually operated tone arm design 

This may be proven by listening care- 
fully to a pickup tracking at one ounce 
vertical pressure, and then adding an 
additional ounce of pressure. On the 
other half of the cycle, as the record 
surface falls away from the needle, 
the vertical inertia of the pickup tends 
to maintain the needle point at its 
highest level, with the result that there 
is little and improper contact between 
the needle point and the groove, result- 
ing in poor quality, and in extreme 
cases, disengagement of the point and 
groove entirely, whereupon the pickup 
skates merrily across several grooves 
or the entirc record. That record will 
spend the balance of its life ticking 
each time the needle point crosses the 
scratch thus produced. 

Floor Vibrations 
In the case of floor vibrations, which 

coin machines have to contend with in 
particular, the results are very bad 
indeed. If the phonograph record 
drops out under a high vertical inertia 
head, the lad who dropped his nickel 
in the slot loses most of his dance 
music. Record life is important in juke 
box operation, also. 

Fig. 2. Tone arm in "rest" position 
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Oddly enough, designers of tone 
arms for coin machines have depended 
on weight in the tone arm to prevent 
skating due to floor vibration, where 
as a matter of fact, that very weight 
produced the vertical inertia which 
permitted skating. Try placing a 
feather and a pencil on a loose board, 
side by side, and see which leaves the 
board the greatest distance when the 
board is struck sharply from under- 
neath. Therefore, when considering 
mass and inertia in tone arm design, 
incorporate just enough to insure 
proper tracking at low frequencies with 
the pickup to he used, but no more. 
Concentrate the mass at the extreme 
end around the mechanism where it is 
most effective, and reduce it to a 
minimum from that point back to the 
hase assembly. 

Tt becomes obvious from this dis- 
cussion that the use of weight for 
counterbalancing, where the normal 
vertical pressure is too great, is de- 
cidedly undesirable. If you must coun- 
terbalance, use a spring system. Much 
better is to choose a tone arm material 
which is sufficiently light to produce 
the desired vertical pressure when com- 
bined with the cartridge weight. Or a 
material may be used that produces 
less than the desired pressure, and lead 
pellets may be added in the head as- 
sembly in exactly the right spits to give 
proper pressure and effective inertia. 
Treat mass carefully, it is both your 
friend and enemy. 

Stiffness is a product of cross sec- 
tion, length, and material. Proper de- 
sign will produce an arm which is both 
light and stiff by ribbing and re-in- 
forcing. Cast or molded arms arc best 
from this standpoint, arms drawn from 
sheet metal, unless re- enforced. usually 
have a considerable degree of torsional 
resonance. 

Material 
Which brings us to consideration of 

material. Die-cast aluminum and mag- 
nesium offer many advantages, such as 
stiffness, light weight, relatively inert 
metals, and appearance. Magnesium in 
particular is desirable %vhcre very light 
pressures are desired. Molded phenolics 
and plastics too, may he considered. 
However, phenolic materials are usual- 
ly hard and brittle, making them sub- 
ject to breakage. Most plastic ma- 
terials tend to change their shape and 
dimensions in forms such as tone arms 
require. Caution is necessary if this 
type of material is to be considered. 

The mechanical design or shape of a 
tone arm is important, but in reality, 
has been maligned and mistreated more 
than any other part of the pickup de- 
sign. The customary procedure is to 
determine how long the arm must be to 
function properly. lì v it must fit in 
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with the mechanical lay -out, and turn 
the balance of the work over to a 
commercial designer for shaping and 
embellishment. This procedure comes 
mostly from the Sales Department's 
desire that the tone arm have distinc- 
tive appearance, beauty, if such a thing 
can be had from a tone arm, in other 
words, "eye appeal." Even the ma- 
terial specified is usually chosen with 
the same thought in mind. 

Good Design Practice 
This is strictly in opposition to good 

design practice. One should bear in 
mind that a tone arm is functional, 
just as much so as a round turntable, 
or a gear, and whoever heard of beau- 
tifying a turntable or a gear. Certainly 
the first step in designing a tone arm 
is to select or design the pickup 
mechanism, or cartridge, whichever it 
may be. This cartridge must do the 
things desired, produce a satisfactory 
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Fig 3. Typical manually -oper- 
ated tone arm designs. See text 

voltage output, track at the desired 
vertical pressure, and be capable of re- 
producing the necessary range of fre- 
quencies. One should not overlook the 
importance of the needle to he used in 
the cartridge, since it has a great bear- 
ing on the pickup characteristics. 

\Vhen this selection or design is com- 
pleted, the tone arm then should be 
laid out around this particular mechan- 
ism, made to complement the cartridge, 
to supply just the right amount of in- 
ertia; in general, to assist in getting 
the exact performance desired from the 
completed pickup. The tone arm is 
basically functional, and should be an 
engineering problem from start to 
finish. Only after the engineer is sat- 
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isfied with performance may the arm 
he turned over to a designer for artis- 
tic embellishment, with the caution 
that the material, shape and size shall 
not be tampered with. It is obviously 
unfair to permit a designer to com- 
pletely design a tone arm with an eye 
only to appearance, plop the completed 
thing of beauty in the lap of an inno- 
cent cartridge manufacturer, and ex- 
pect him to supply a cure -all cartridge 
that will give the required results, in 
spite of the tone arm. Any manufac- 
turer who follows such a procedure 
will handicap his product with added 
cost and lesser performance, and will 
live to regret it if a more alert com- 
petitor follows the rules. 

As mentioned previously, all the 
above factors determine tone arm 
resonance. Obviously, we must have 
mass, stiffness, material, etc., therefore 
it stands to reason that since the pick- 
up may he expected to cover a fre- 
quency range of from 50 to 10,000 
cycles, resonance will certainly appear 
at some frequencies. Some tone arm 
designs have been mechanically tuned 
so that the fundamental resonance ap- 
pears below the lowest frequency to be 
reproduced. 

This requires added mass which 
serves no other function, and usually a 
torsionally free arm which further 
complicates the design: certainly un- 
desirable in a light pressure pickup. Or 
the tone arm at the base end may be 
supported in a flexible coupling system, 
which permits the arm to resonate as 
a unit at some relatively low frequency. 
Such designs however, never resonate 
below 50 cycles, usually much higher. 
and the bass response sounds like any- 
thing but music, assuming that there is 
anything left of the grooves after a 
few plays that could have been musical. 
The other alternative is to use a rigid 
arm and hearing system. This results 
in resonance at a much higher fre- 
quency, usually between 200 and 500 
cycles, but is much less obnoxious than 
the disturbance which occurs with a 
flexibly coupled system. 

Compliant Cartridges 
There remains one avenue of ap- 

proach. A tone arm will not resonate 
unless energy is fed to it at its reson- 
ant frequency. Since this energy orig- 
inates in the pickup, through the needle 
and moving parts of the cartridge, a 
highly compliant cartridge will do much 
to overcome the problem. If the needle 
and moving parts of the cartridge could 
move without restriction, obviously 
there would be no energy transferred to 
the tone arm to excite it to resonance. 
This condition can be realized to a 
practical degree. Pickups which really 
track at less than one ounce, coupled 
with sensible tone arm design, are re- 
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markably free from tone arm reson- 
. ance, and will give quiet, distortion - 
less performance, adequate for most 
usage. Do not overlook the importance 
of using a low pressure, high compli- 
ance type of pickup mechanism. 

Now we are ready to discuss man- 
ually operated and changer type tone 
arms. Since the manually operated 
pickup is not a part or linkage of a 
mechanical system, such as the changer, 
it is considerably more flexible. Here 
one can apply the lessons learned pre- 
viously about vertical inertia, lateral 
inertia, and a few new thoughts as 
well. Refer to Fig. 1. A side view is 
shown of a pickup in playing position. 
The base assembly contains a suitable 
lateral bearing which permits the tone 
arm to move across the record. The 
tone arm proper does not move in any 
other than a lateral plane. The pickup 

made of relatively heavy material to 
obtain adequate lateral inertia. The 
proper amount of mass and the ma- 
terial chosen must be determined by 
the cartridge to be utilized. Other me- 
chanical details, such as stops, rests 
and handles, can be very readily work- 
ed out in a tone arm of this type. No 
other arm comes so nearly to answer- 
ing all the requirements of good design. 

The changer arm is a different prob- 
lem. Here we have a link in a me- 
chanical chain, forced to function in 
ways other than a tone arm, and 
usually considered as strictly a mechan- 
ical device. It is customary for the 
mechanical engineer who designs the 
changer to design the tone arm as well, 
since it is a part of the finished as 
sembly, and usually little attention is 
given the electrical problems involved. 
The cartridge manufacturer seldom sees 
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Fig. 4. Method of laying out tone arm mounting. See text 

mechanism is pivoted to the tone arm 
in such a manner that it may move in 
a vertical plane only. This design is 
not new, but its possibilities have been 
overlooked completely in recent years. 
Proper consideration of weight will 
give exactly the right vertical pressure 
desired without counter- balancing. A 
minimum of vertical inertia is thus ob- 
tained, while as much lateral inertia 
as is necessary can be had. 

The cartridge and housing should be 
as light as possible, consistent with de- 
sired pressure, which assures low ver- 
tical inertia. Since the tone arm 
proper does not enter into the con- 
sideration, the tone arm itself may be 
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the tulle arm until the entire changer 
design, including the arm is completed, 
and he again is expected to supply a 
cartridge that will cure all the ills that 
may be inherent in the arm design. 
This is another example of the cart be- 
fore the horse. 

At best, the changer arm must be a 
compromise, in order to fill its many 
functions. It must be rigid to main- 
tain adjustments; for the same reason 
it should be rigidly coupled to the base. 
It must be strong and light in weight. 
Counter -balancing is not desirable. 
The most obvious answer is a die -cast 
one -piece magnesium arm. A high 
compliance type of cartridge should 

take care of the balance of the prob- 
lems to an acceptable degree of per- 
formance. Again, however, the design 
should be made around the cartridge 
to be used, and should be under the 
supervision of a sound engineer, work- 
ing in conjunction with the mechanical 
engineer, with electrical performance 
uppermost in mind. After all, a phono- 
graph is intended to reproduce music, 
and the mechanical details are inci- 
dental to the prime purpose. 

Bearings 
The subject of bearings is an im- 

portant one. There are two involved, 
the lateral and the vertical. Both 
should function smoothly, with a mini- 
mum of friction, and no loose play. 
The problem of friction becomes in- 
creasingly important with low pressure, 
high compliance pickups. Bearings 
which do not permit free movement 
will certainly cause poor quality and 
groove skipping, since the moving sys- 
tem in a low pressure cartridge is not 
stiff enough to force the tone arm to 
overcome friction. Nor should the 
bearings have free enough play to per- 
mit chatter. Such play will result in 
noise and resonance. Give the bear- 
ings a great deal of thought. Some 
added cost here is well worth while. 

Tangential tracking has always been 
somewhat of a controversial subject. 
The English adopted the use of tan- 
gent type tone arms long before Ameri- 
can manufacturers saw fit to do so. 
From a theoretical standpoint, it is de- 
sirable to maintain tangency with the 
groove being reproduced, since the cut- 
ter moves in a straight line across the 
wax when recording. A pivoted arm 
will, of course, scribe an arc across 
the record, and a straight arm can be 
tangent only at one point, depending on 
how the pickup is mounted. Panto- 
graph types of arms have been de- 
signed so that, through a system of 
levers and mechanical linkages, the 
reproducer. head is revolved about a 
pivot as the tone arm moves across the 
record, thus maintaining a substanti- 
ally tangent position with respect to 
the groove. The drawbacks of such a 
design however, outweigh the advan- 
tages. More parts to resonate, more 
hearings to add friction, more work 
to be clone by the groove, and consid- 
erably added cost hardly make it worth 
while. Some attempts have been made 
to design a pickup traveling on a rail 
system, which would permit the repro- 
ducer to move across the record in a 
straight line, but the mechanical prob- 
lems involved have not permitted any 
marked success. 

The best approach has been a curved 
arm, an off -set head, or a combination 
of the two. When carefully worked 

[Continued on page 72] 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC CON- 
TROL, by W. D. Cockrell. Published by 
McGraw -Hill Book Co., New York, N. Y. 
247 pages. Price $2.50. 

This book is addressed to the sales, 
installation and service engineers who 
are not familiar with the use of elec- 
tronic devices in industry. It deals with 
industrial applications of electronic 
devices and tends to emphasize a few 
basic circuits and their application. The 
functions of the various types of elec- 

. tron tubes are stressed rather than the 
phenomena taking place within the 
tubes themselves. in general, explan- 
ation. are brief but adequate and 
mathe matical formulae avoided. Each 
section is provided with sufficient biblio- 
graphical material that the rcad:r de- 
siring more detailed treatment of 
specific topics can pursue any specific 
topic further. 

The book is divided into four sec- 
tions and has five appendices. The 
first section deals with electron tubes 
devoting a chapter to each of the fol- 
lowing: 

vacuum rectifiers 
gas -filled rectifiers 
special tubes ( secondary emission 

sion and cathode ray) 
grid controlled vacuum tubes 
grid controlled gas filled tubes 

In addition a short chapter (5 pages) 
is devoted to the mechanical construc- 
tion of electron tubes. This section 
contains 38 figures and although the 
descriptions are brief and generall> 
elementary in nature, the section is 
remarkably complete. 

Section 2 is concerned with circuit 
components, devoting a chapter to each 
of the following: 

instruments and meters 
resistance and capacitance 
inductance 
transformers, reactors, non- linear 

elements 
combined circuit elements 

This section contains 32 figures which 
serve to illustrate by photographs and 
charts the appearance and electrical 
characteristics of the various compo- 
nents. The chapter dealing with com- 
binations of circuit elements is es- 
pecially well written and complete. 

Section 3 has five chapters devoted 
to basic electronic circuits, as follows: 

rectifier circuits and filters 
amplifiers 
oscillator circuits 
timing circuits and a -c switches 
phase shift circuits 

The chapter on phase shift circuits is 
especially well clone and timely. Some 
of the material presented is not readily 

found in thé literature. This section 
contains 69 figures and is probably bet- 
ter illustrated than any other section 
of the book. 

Section 4 relates to industrial elec- 
tronic circuits and is concerned mainly 
with applications of the circuits and 
components discussed in earlier sec- 
tions of the book. It contains four 
chapters as follows: 

elementary diagrams 
d.c. photoelectric and motor con- 

trol circuits 
a.c. relay and power circuits 
resistance welder controls and 

welder current regulation. 
This is the longest section in the hook 
and probably will he the most interest- 
ing to many readers. 

This book is well written in a logical 
and concise manner. Tile elementary 
style permits the reader to grasp the 
principles involved rather quickly. The 
hook its well annotated and has an ex- 
cellent index. Appendix 5, dealing 
with photoelectric phenomena, is es- 
pecially noteworthy. This hook should 
he of interest to most radio engineers 
as a reference beak, since it deals with 
many topics which they either do or 
could use frequently. It is highly rec- 
ommended to the audience to which it 

is directed and to communication tech- 
nicians as well. 

BASIC RADIO, by C. L. Boltz. Pub- 
lished by the Ronald Press Company, 
New York, N. Y. 272 pages. Price $2.25. 

This is a beginner's textbook which 
provides in simple language an explan- 
ation of the fundamentals of electricity 
and radio. The order of the subject 
matter follows the syllabus used for 
British Air Training Cadets and ap- 
proximately one -third of the book is 
devoted to elementary electrical theory. 
It is assumed that the student has had 
no preliminary technical training what- 
soever, and the author is careful to 
clarify each point by using familiar 
analogies. 

As the author points out in his 
preface, many subjects (such as the 
superheterodyne receiver) have been 
omitted in order to compress into a 
small text the basic knowledge required 
before one can go on to advanced 
work. 

Although British tubes and termin- 
ology are employed in the discussions 
devoted to tubes and circuits, the sub- 
jects arc so simply and clearly ex- 
plained that American students should 
have no difficulty in understanding 
them. 

l![I6in1 1 . . \ o'. Photograph 

Navy Provides Radio Network With Equipment for Eyewitness Broadcasts -Lt. Marvin 
Royston, USNR, of Chicago, III., adjusting the dials of U. S. Navy recording equipment 
of the type now being operated by the four major radio networks on a pool basis to 
provide the nation with eyewitness accounts of invasion action. Installed aboard U. S. 

warships operating in the English Channel, the equipment records observations made by 
network announcers during combat. 
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Factors Involved In 

CHOOSING TUBE TYPES 

Frequency Convertir 
The most important characteristic of 

a converter is the conversion transcon- 
ductance, which is equal to the quotient 
of the i -f component of the plate cur- 
rent divided by the r -f signal voltage 
on the control grid, with no impedance 
in the plate circuit but with constant 
d -c voltages on all the electrodes. 

The converter stage usually employs 
a square -law device because of the 
greater sensitivity obtained. A com- 
parison of a linear vs. square -law de- 
tector is shown in Fig. 10. With the 
linear converter it can be seen that the 
output is directly proportional to the 
signal amplitude, since the oscillator 
voltage merely shifts the operating 
point on the characteristic curve. 
With a square -law detector however, 
it is possible to choose the point on 
the operating characteristic (by ad- 
justing the oscillator voltage) so as 
to operate on a portion of the curve 
where the slope is greater (higher 
G.) resulting in more amplification. 
It is evident then that the applied os- 
cillator voltage should be of sufficient 
magnitude to permit operation on the 
steep part of the curve. The limiting 
factor being the point where the 
amplitude of the incoming signal will 
cause grid current to flow. Triodes, 
tetrodes and pentodes have been suc- 
cessfully used in this type of service. 

The pentagrid converter is more 
popular because it combines the fre- 
quency mixer and the oscillator in 
one envelope and provides high con- 
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PART III 

Practical considerations in the selection of proper 

vacuum -tube types for various applications are discussed 

version gain. By virtue of the elec- 
trode positions the electron stream is 
effectively modulated at the oscillator 
frequency. Since the signal grid also 
controls the electron stream, the plate 
current is varied by both voltages. 
The strength of the local oscillator, 
as mentioned previously must be 
adequate if good gain is to be ob- 
tained since the conversion efficiency 
is a function of the local oscillator 
strength. 

Several other combined mixer - 
oscillator tubes are available, and 
since these are adequately described 
in the literature no further mention 
will be made at this time. 

Amplifier service 
Two general types of amplifiers 

are used in radio equipment ; high - 
frequency amplifiers for radio and 
intermediate frequencies, and low - 
frequency amplifiers for audio fre- 
quencies. Low frequency amplifiers 
may be operated as Class A or B, 
while high frequency amplifiers are 
operated Class A, B, or C. The class 
of operation is determined by (see 
Fig. 11) the fraction of the a -c cycle 
during which plate current flows. 
For Class A operation, plate current 
flows during the complete a -c cycle 
and the output wave is essentially, 
the same shape as the input signal. 

The grid bias is usually fixed at one - 
half cut -off value and no grid cur- 
rent is permitted. The plate efficiency 
is of the order of 25 %. 

In Class B operation plate current 
flows during a considerable portion 
of the a -c cycle. Bias is fixed at ap- 
proximately twice cut -off and some 
grid current is permitted. The plate 
efficiency is of the order of 60 %. 

The plate current in a Class C am- 
plifier only flows during a fraction 
of the a -c cycle because sufficient bias 
is used to reduce the plate current to 
zero with no excitation applied. In 
Class C operation the grid may swing 
sufficiently positive to allow satura- 
tion plate current to flow. The out- 
put wave is therefore rich in har- 
monics and the plate circuit efficiency 
is usually high. (65 to 85 %). 
General Considerations 

In the selection of tube types for 
a specific class of service the follow- 
ing items should be kept in mind. 

Tubes for audio - frequency voltage 
amplifiers (particularly resistance 
coupled) should have a high amplifi- 
cation factor and be of the sharp 
cut -off variety. Triodes or pentodes 
are both satisfactory. Combination 
diode- triodes or diode -pentodes are 
often used as the second or audio de- 
tector since the triode or pentode sec- 
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tion can be used as the first audio 
stage, thereby in many cases, elimi- 
nating the necessity of a separate 
audio tube. For audio power output 
the beam type tube is recommended. 

Video -frequency amplifiers require 
tubes having a high ratio of trans - 
conductance to tube capacity. In 
general the transconductance is of 
the order of 5000 micromhos. 

R -f and i -f voltage amplifiers 
usually employ pentode type tubes 
with a remote cut -off grid charac- 
teristic. Such tubes permit the use 
of automatic volume control without 
serious cross -modulation effects. The . 

pentode has a very low grid -plate 
capacity and therefore does not re- 
quire neutralization. The gain per 
stage is high and the circuit is not 
seriously loaded because the plate re- 
sistance of the tube is higher than 
the ordinary tuned circuit impedance. 

Table 1 has been arranged to as- 
sist in the selection of a tube type 
for a specific application. While it 
is by no means complete it includes 
most of the tubes now .on the Pre- 
ferred List and therefore is an ex- 
cellent guide for the designer. 

Ultra High Frsqusncy Tubes 
There are four general types of 

vacuum tubes available for UHF ap- 
plications, namely : (1) negative 
grid, (2) positive grid, (3) velocity 
modulated and (4) magnetrons. 

Negative Grid Tubes: Of these, 
the negative grid tube is by far the 
most common. Some of the factors 
influencing its behavior at ultra high 
frequencies are particularly interest- 
ing since although they are present 
at the lower radio frequencies no de- 
leterious effects are noticed. In or- 
der to efficiently utilize a negative 
grid type vacuum tube at ultra -high 
frequencies the physical structure 
must be especially designed for such 
service. The interelectrodes capacities 
should be small, the lead inductances 
low, the dielectric losses minimized, 
the transit time short and the cathode 
emission relatively large. At these 
frequencies the triode equivalent cir- 
cuit appears somewhat like Fig. 12. 

The interelectrode capacitances 
should be as small as is consistent with 
other factors affecting u -h -f operation, 
since the capacity and the lead induc- 
tance together with a short circuit be- 
tween terminals, form a resonant cir- 
cuit which is known as the resonant 
frequency of the tube. This is usually 
given by the manufacturer as part of 
the tube data. Obviously, if there is 
very little external circuit, nearly all 
of the tube output will appear within 
the envelope and is useless for all prac- 
tical purposes. Thus, if the capacities 
are large the upper frequency limit is 
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restricted as it is impossible to use any 
appreciable external circuit capacity. 
The reduction of interelectrode capaci- 
tance also results in decreased capacity 
charging current through the leads 
with its attendant PR loss. 

Short, heavy leads are therefore a 
necessity since their use also mini- 
mizes the lead inductance and skin 
effect. In some designs, multiple leads 
are employed for this purpose. The 
lead material should be chosen for low 
resistivity, thereby decreasing the 
losses. 

DiNctrlc Losses 
Dielectric losses are a contributing 

factor in the relatively poor efficiency 
of tubes when operating at high fre- 
quencies. Dielectric losses increase 
rapidly with frequency due to dielec- 
tric polarization, so it is desirable to 
eliminate as much insulation as pos- 
sible in the tube design. Insulating 
supports between elements must be 
able to withstand high electric fields 
without disintegration at high ambient 
temperatures, and whenever possible 
the elements should be so mounted 
that no auxiliary supporting members 
other than those actually required for 
leads are employed. The leads them- 
selves are then brought through the 
glass at a point where a potential node 
on the conductor is not present, other - 
wise the seal might in time become de- 

fective. The actual tube base is elimi- 
nated in most designs except for heater 
connections. 

Another desirable design feature is 
one where the ends of the tube struc- 
ture are closed or shielded in such a 
manner as to prevent stray electrons 
from bombarding the glass envelope. 
Such bombardment is likely to cause 
decomposition of the glass and result 
in softening of the bulb and finally 
tube failure. 

As mentioned previously, the transit - 
time of the electron stream between 
grid to cathode and grid to plate has 
an appreciable effect on the efficiency 
unless it is shorter than approximately 
one -tenth of a cycle at the operating 
frequency. With a large transit time 
the electrons will not reach the grid 
but will turn back to the cathode, thus 
bombarding it and thereby producing 
additional heat. Applying higher plate 
potentials will speed up the electron 
stream and thereby reduce the transit 
time. Another method is to decrease 
the spacing between elements. Such 
an expedient, however, will reduce the 
voltage breakdown point of the tube 
and increase the temperature of the 
grid which might result in grid emis- 
sion, so it can be seen that any im- 
provements along this line must of 
necessity result in a compromise de- 
sign. The electrode itself may be de- 
signed with high thermal conductivity 

Fig. 1 0 (above). Comparison of linear and square law detectors and, be- 
low, (Fig, 1 1 1 operating points for class A, B, and C amplification 
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material and radiating fins can some- 
times be employed. Carbonization of 
parts to increase heat . radiation is also 
employed. 

Because of their smaller dimensions, 
u -h -f tubes require a high specific 
cathode emission. The total available 
emission must also be high, due to the 
fact htat the load impedance at these 
frequencies is relatively low and there- 
fore high peak currents are likely to 
be required. 

For additional information, see bib- 
liography. 

Positive Grid Tubes: While it is 

possible to generate extremely high 
frequencies with this type of tube, the 
efficiency and power output are low 
and therefore these tubes are seldom 
used. It is interesting to note however, 
that the electron transit time deter- 
mines the frequency of oscillation with 
this type of operation. 

Velocity Modulated Tubes: A 
velocity modulated tube may consist of 
six main parts: (1) electron gun, (2) 
control grid, (3) buncher grids, (4) 
catcher grids, (5) collector and (6) 
resonant cavity (not always part of 
the tube). 

cep 

Fig. 12. Equivalent circuit of triode 
when operated at uhf. Capacitances 
and lead inductances must be kept low 

A narrow beam of electrons is 
emitted by the gun. These electrons 
have a uniform velocity after passing 
through the first grid. The electrons 
having been accelerated, due to the 
positive potential on the grid, now pass 
through the buncher grids. Across 
these grids an alternating potential is 
impressed so that the electron is ac- 
celerated or retarded depending upon 
the position of the electron with re- 
spect to the amplitude of the alter- 
nating potential. By this means some 
electrons are accelerated while others 
are slowed down and the result is a 
`bunching" of electrons, known as 
velocity modulation. 

The bunched electrons next proceed 
: hrough a drift space before entering 
:he catcher grids, where, if the catcher 
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resonator or cavity is tuned to the fre- 
quency of the bunched electrons, power 
will be delivered to it. The useful 
power output may be obtained b. 
coupling into the cavity with small 
wire loops. The operation of a velocity - 
modulated tube is not limited by the 
length of the transit time, in fact, long 
transit time is sometimes desirable. 
Since all of the energy of the electron 
stream is not given up to the catcher 
cavity some electrons pass through the 
catcher to the collector and are re- 
turned to the cathode ; otherwise these 
electrons might return through the 
cavity and possibly reduce the power 
output. 

The efficiency of this type of tube 
under perfect conditions as an oscil- 
lator is 58 %. Actually, this value is 

never realized in practise, but the effi- 

ciency compares favorably with other 
types of generators at these fre 
quencies. There are several modifica 
tions of the velocity- modulated tube 
The reflex type, for instance has only 
one cavity which acts as both the 
buncher and catcher. Here the elec- 
trons, after having passed through the 
cavity, are reversed in direction by a 
negative electrode and made to pass 
back through the cavity at the proper 
time so as to deliver power to the 
cavity. 

Velocity - modulated tubes may be 
used as amplifiers, detectors, oscillators 
or harmonic generators and are par- 
ticularly suitable for very high fre- 
quency operation. See bibliography. 

Magnetrons: The magnetron pro- 
vides the most satisfactory means of 
producing ultra high frequency oscil- 
lations, particularly in the microwave 
region. 

In its simplest form it consists of a 
cylindrical anode and a concentric fila- 
ment in a highly evacuated envelope. 
The tube must be operated in conjunc- 
tion with a high magnetic field, which 
should be nearly parallel to the mag- 
netron filament. Unlike the velocity - 
modulated tube just discussed, the elec- 
tron stream, instead of being acceler- 
ated linearly, describes a curved path 
according to the magnitude of the 
anode potential and the strength of the 
magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 13. 

High anode potentials and strong 
magnetic fields arc necessary if good 
efficiency is to be obtained. 

Two basic types of oscillation may 
be obtained with the magnetron : (1) 
negative resistance and (2) transit 
time oscillation. The operation of the 
first type (negative resistance oscilla- 
tion) depends upon a negative slope 
in the static current -voltage charac- 
teristic and a low -loss parallel resonant 
frequency determining circuit. Effi- 
cient operation is limited to frequencies 

which are low with respect to the elec- 
tron transit time. 

Magnetron Oscillations 
Magnetron oscillations of the 

transit -time type depend mainly, as its 
name implies, on the electron transit 
time from the cathode to the anode. 
Other factors influencing the frequency 
are the mode of operation, magnetic 
field strength, tube type (number of 
anode segments) and the external 
tuned circuit. By carefully adjusting 
the anode potential and the electric 
and magnetic fields, so that the time 
required for the electron to travel from 
the cathode toward the anode and re- 
turn again, is nearly equal to the fre- 
quency of the tuned circuit, oscillations 
will result. 

A well -regulated voltage supply and 
an essentially constant magnetic field 
are prerequisites for stable operation. 
In some cases the cathode may receive 
sufficient energy from the anode cir- 
cuit, after oscillation has started, to 
permit operation of the tube without 
its usual heater supply voltage. This 
is probably due to bombardment of the 
cathode by electrons having excess en- 
ergy and can result in the burning out 
of the heater or filament unless pre- 
cautions are taken to provide protec- 
tive devices to guard against such ac- 
tion. 

As mentioned previously there are 
several varieties of magnetrons avail- 
able and many new improvements are 
being made from time to time, so the 
designer should thoroughly acquaint 
himself with the latest developments 
of the tube manufacturer before speci- 
fying a definite type for a particular 
application. 

4). 
Fig. 13. The electron steam in a mag- 
netron describes a curved path which 
varies with anode potential and mag- 

netic field strength 
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RADiO DESIGN WORKSHEET 

NO. 27 - SINES AND COSINES OF MULTIPLE AN- 

GLES EXPRESSED AS POWERS; SERIES TUNED 

CIRCUITS; EXPRESSIONS FOR SIN AND COS 

SINES AND COSINES OF 
MULTIPLE ANGLES EXPRESSED 

AS POWERS 

* In Radio I)c,igii \\ urksheet Nu. 12', 
there was derived the formulae for 
expressing the sines and cosines of mul- 
tiple angles as a function of a series 
of powers of the sine and cosine of the 
unit angle. While not as generally 
useful as the opposite theorem, such 
formulae do find considerable use in 
trigonometric transformations. It is 
proposed here to illustrate how such 
formulae may be applied. Thus: 

sin ne = 2 " -' sin e cos " -' e - 
(n- 2)2 "-3 sin e cos " e + 

(n -3) (n->) 
2 " -' sin e cos" ' e +... . 

2 

Let n = 4 

Then: 
in 4e= 2' sin ecos' 9- 

(4- 2)2 sin cos e 

= 8 sin e cos' e- 
4 sin Bcos B 

If n = 3, then: 
sin 3e = 2' sin e cos' e - 

(3-2) 2° sin e cos° e 
= 4 sin Ocos' e - sin e 

For odd values of n, it was also 
shown in Radio Design Worksheet No. 
12 that: 

n(n' -1) 
sin ne =n sine - 

2X3 
n(n' -1) (n' -32) 

sin' e + sin' e + .... 
2X3X4X5 

If n =3,wehave: 
3(9-1) 

sin 3e = 3 sine sin' 9 
2X3 

= 3 sin 9 -4 sin' e 

Whence, in like fashion, it may be 
shown that: 

sin 2e = 2 sin e cos e 
sin 5e = 16 sin co e - 

12 sin O cos' e + sin e, etc. 
Likewise, it has been shown that: 

cos ne = 2" ' cos" e - 
2"-' n cos"' 6 

n(n -3) 
+ 2" cos "' 

2 
Let n =4: 

cos 40= 2' cos' e- (2X4) 
4X1 

cos' 6 +- 
2X2 

Since cos °0 =1. 
Let n =3: 

cos 3e = 22 cos' e - 2° X 3 

= 4 cos' e -3cose 
Likewise: 

cos 20 
cos 5e 

cos° O 

cos e 

= 2 cos' e- 1 - 16 cos' 9 - 2e 
cos' e + 5 cos 0, etc. 

SERIES TUNED CIRCUITS 

* In Radio Design Worksheet No. 252, 
the phase angle of the current through 
a series tuned circuit was shown to be: 

T E 

T 
tF= 

E 

E 

VR1 + (a' L2 1700 

Phase angle of current in series 
tuned circuit 

[Continued un nest page] 

V1 -A' 
e = ± tan' 

A 

where 
/ 

A =- 
IR 

IR = current at resonance -in phase 
with applied voltage 

I = current at resonance-out -ui- 
phase with applied voltage 

From this relation an extremely use- 
ful curve showing the relative, ampli- 
tude of I with respect to II; can be de- 
rived. Thus: 

1.0 %ii . w1111n11 1111R!ig11 11U111111Np1111 11/.1111n It li%111111 11 11121111®11\11 I11= 
80 60 00 20 20 40 60 80 

PHASE ANGLE O N DEGREES 

Curve plotted from data below 

A 

0 

V 1-A' 
e 

90° 

V 1-A' 

1.0 

A 
00 

.2 .98 4.9 78° 30' 

.3 .95 3.1 72° 10' 

.4 .91 2.3 66° 30' 

.5 .86 1.7 60° 20' 

.6 .8 1.3 53° 20' 

.7 .7 1.0 45° 

.8 .6 .75 36° 50' 

.9 .43 .48 25° 50' 
11.0 0 0 0 

1. RADIO, April, 1943. 
2. RADIo, May, 1944. 
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RADIO DESIGN WORKSHEET . . . NO. 27 

EXPRESSIONS FOR SIN" e 
and COS u 

* In Radio Design Worksheet No. 
132, there was derived the expression 
for sin° O as a series of multiple angles. 
Likewise in Radio Design Worksheet 
No. 121 the derivation of cos° O func- 
tion of multiple angles appears. These 
expressions are extremely useful in 
mathematical analyses, particularly of 
modulated waves. One use of these ex- 
pressions appeared in Radio Design 
Worksheet No. 163 in the derivation 
of the expression for a phase -modu- 
lated wave. It is proposed here to 
illustrate the use of these expressions. 

f'' n(n -1) 
,in" e = - in n e -n sin (n -2) e + sin (n-4) e 

2" -' 2! 

n(n-1) (n-2) 

2X3 

f' n! 
cos (n-6) e + ... 

2 (2)!(z)! 
where n is an even integer, n ! in fac- 
torial n, i.e., l X 2X 3 X 4X S X 
...n, and j= V -1 

Suppose n =4 
Thus : 

sin" e = sin' e 
cos ne = cos 4e 

And: 

(V -1)' 4X3 
sin' e = [cos 

4 e - 4 cos (4-2) e + 
2' 2 

(V -1)' 
X 

(4) ! 

cos (4-4) e + 
2 (2)!(2)! 

Whence we have for the final term 
1 2X3X4 

+ - X = 3 
2 2X2 

and 

1 1 1 3 
'e = +- ( cos4e -4 cos 2e+3)=- cos 4e -- cos 2e + - 

8 8 2 8 

l' 
in" e 

If n is an odd integer: 

cos n e -n cos (n -2) e + 
n(n -1) 

cos (n-4) e 
2 

f''Xn! 
} sin e 

)!k "Z')! 

I hen, evaluating the last term, we have : 

(V- 1)'X2X3 ( -1) X2X3 
sine =- sine = -ó sine 

2 2 1X1 -X - 
2 2 

And: 
-1)' 

sin' (sin3e- 3sine) 
2' 

1 1 

= --(3 sine- sin3e) =- (sin 3e -3 sin e) 
4 4 

The expression for cos" B, where n is an even integer, is 
1 n(n-1) 

cos" e = - cos n e + n cos (n -2) e + 
2" -' 2! 

1 n! 
cos (n-4) e + ... - X 

2 1 
/ 2)! "Z)! 

1 r 4X3 
Letn=4 cos' e= 

Y 
- rcos 4e+4 cos 2e+ 

2 L 

1 2X3X41 
cos (4-4) e + - X J 

2 2X2 

1 1 1 3 
=8 (COS 4e+4 cos 2e+3) = - cos4e+Zcos2e+8 
The expression for cos" 9, where n is an odd integer, is: 

1 r n(n -1) 
cos" =- cos ne +ncos (n -2) e+ 

2" -' 2! 

n! 
cos (n -4) e + ... cos e 

( Z)!(')! 
Then: 

Let n =3 
1 

cos' e = - (cos 3 + 3 cos (3 -2) e) 
2' 

1 1 3 

4 
(cos 3e +3 cos e) =4 (cos 3e + - cos e) 

In like fashion we might evaluate: 

1 1 

sin' e = - - - cos e 
2 2 
3 1 

n' e - -sin$ - - sin 3e 
4 4 
1 1 3 

sin' e =- cos 4e -- cos 2e + - 
8 2 8 

1 5 5 
sin' e = - sin 5 e -- sin 3 e + - sin e 

16 16 8 
1 1 

cos' e = - cos 2 e + - '2 2 
1 3 

cos' e = - cos 3 e + - cos e 
4 4 
*1 1 3 

cos' e =- cos4e+- cos2e + - 
8 2 8 
1 5 5 

cos` e = - cos 5$ +- cos 3e + -COS e 
16 16 8 

1. RADIO, April, 1943. 
2. RADIO, May, 1943. 
3. RADIO, Aug., 1943 
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This Month 
NEW MICROCOPY PROCESS 

A simple and economical method of 
condensing and preserving vital records 
for an indefinite period is announced by 
Microcopy Corporation, 2800 West 
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California. 

The Microcopy Translite Hi- Reduc- 
tion process is the application of micro- 
filming to engineering drawings, as well 
as any other valuable record, document, 
drawing, map or material kept in in- 
dustrial manufacturing plant files. Be- 
cause of the high- fidelity translite fea- 
ture, it is particularly adaptable to 
engineering drawings, in pencil or trans- 
parent paper. 

Millions of dollars' worth of intelli- 
gence, education and training are re- 
corded each year on engineering draw- 
ings in plants throughout the nation. 
The loss of any of these drawings can 
represent the loss of hundreds of hours 
of time and many dollars in salaries and 
wages. 

While insurance for records can be 
bought in the conventional manner, this 
insurance does not provide for duplica- 
tion of lost material. At best, duplica- 
tion can be obtained only by starting 
the job all over again, and in many cases, 
where original inspiration and enthusi- 
asm was a predominant factor, duplica- 
tion cannot be provided at any cost. 

Microcopy, being a photographic rec- 
ord, is a faithful copy of the material 
microfilmed. The negative can be used 
to make copies on other pieces of film. 
The negative can be used to enlarge and 
make copies of the original in any size 
desired, whether actual, larger or small- 
er. These copies may be made on 
tracing paper, cloth or film. As many 
film duplicates as desired may be made. 
Thus, duplicates made may be trans- 
mitted to branches, service depots and 
other points. 

From 90 to 98 percent filing space is 
saved by this process, effecting a de- 
cided savings in storage cost. This 
microfilm provides the fastest, most eco- 
nomical duplicating method obtainable. 
Duplicates may be reproduced quickly 
on film, paper, tracing paper or cloth, 
in case of destruction of the originals. 

A multiple- magnification viewer is 
supplied in various models. This viewer, 
operated on a motion picture film pro- 
jector principle, facilitates finding loca- 
tions on films by permitting enlarge- 
ments to be made on the screen, as well 
as permitting any portion of the frame 
to be centralized within the frame for 
easier reading. 

KEOGH JOINS WEBSTER 
R. J. Keogh, E. E., is the newest ad- 

dition to the engineering staff of Web- 
ster Products, 3825 W. Armitage Ave., 
Chicago 47, Ill. 

Mr. Keogh has a background of nearly 
20 years of practical experience in the 

U_,1.. 

radio industry since his graduation from 
Purdue University. He was issued pat- 
ents for early developments of the vi- 
brator for auto radios. 

Ten years ago Mr. Keogh joined the 
Sears, Roebuck organization. For the 
last two and a half years he has been 
assigned to work with Colonial Radio 
Corporation, Buffalo, and comes to 
Webster Products from there. 

UNIVERSAL NOTES 
"Micro Topics," bi- weekly house or- 

gan of the Universal Microphone Co., 
Inglewood, Cal., has started to reprint 
the series of full page history of com- 
munications advertisements that are ap- 
pearing currently in RADIO. 

The Universal Microphone Company 
has fashioned a set of salon pictures of 
its "History of Communications" adver- 
tising series at the request of the Chi- 
cago Army Signal Corps Depot for dis- 
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play in their permanent exhibit of elec- 
tronics sources of supply, and the pos- 
sible inclusion of the series in their pro- 
jected traveling educational exhibit. 

WESTINGHOUSE 
APPOINTS DONLEY 

Walter Evans, Vice President in 
charge of Westinghouse radio activities, 
recently announced the appointment of 
Harold B. Donley as manager of the 
Westinghouse Radio Receiver Division, 
which will manufacture and market 
home radio receivers as soon as they 
can be made again. 

Mr. Donley, who before his new ap- 
pointment was general appliance man- 
ager for the Westinghouse Electric Sup- 
ply Company, with headquarters in New 
York City, has been with Westinghouse 
for 22 years. 

"Mr. Donley will take over immedi- 
ately supervision of the planning and 
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New Products 

accurately calibrated attenuator net- 
work which allows control from 1 micro- 
volt to 20,000 microvolts. 

This output is arranged so that an in- 
ternal source of modulation at a fre- 
quency of 1,000 cycles may be used, or, 
by use of an incorporated switching ar- 
rangement, external sources of modula- 
tion may be used between 30 cycles and 
20,000 cycles, adjustable from 0 to 60%, 
indicated by a direct- reading modulation 
meter. 

A special input circuit is also incor- 
porated so that, by a circuit- switching 
device incorporated in the panel control 
assembly, it is possible to modulate the 
generator from an external source, with 
a pulse modulation having very steep 
wave fronts and extending in rapidity to 
pulses of about 20 micro- seconds. 

Stray field leakage is held to a mini- 
mum by improved shielding and R. F. 
filters. 

A stabilized power supply incor- 
porated in the unit for operation at either 
115 volts or 230 volts a.c., 40 to 60 cycles, 
single phase, insures an absolute mini- 
mum of frequency change due to power 
line fluctuations. 

Enclosed in a polished walnut cabinet 
with black crackle metal panel, weighs 
less than 35 lbs., and comes provided 
with a special 3 foot coaxial output 
cable of 75 ohms impedance, a fixed 
10:1 attenuation reduction unit, a special 
terminal unit, an adapter plug, line cord, 
extra blank plug -in coil form, spare pilot 

Power to operate the glowing lamp is supplied by a submerged transformer, 
impregnated with Fosteritc. Demonstrated by Dr. C. F. Hill of Westinghouse 
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lamps, fuses, one set of 4 operating 
tubes installed as standard equipment. 

For further information regarding 
Signal Generators and their availability, 
write to the Federal Mfg. & Engineering 
Corp., 211 Steuben Street, Brooklyn 6, 
N. Y. 

SYNTHETIC RESINS 
Basic chemical research accelerated 

by the war is responsible for the devel- 
opment of two synthetic resins, ac- 
cording to Dr. C. F. Hill, Manager, In- 
sulation Department, Westinghouse Re- 
search Laboratories. These resins are 
new, they have unusual properties, they 
are important now, and they promise 
to be even more important in post -war 
applications. They are so secret that 
what they are chemically can not be 
told. The first, now being applied to 
radio and radar units, is Fosterite, a re- 
markable solventless impregnant giving 
100 per cent fill and, in addition, a mois- 
ture- proofing material. The second is 
a synthetic resin to replace shellac, sur- 
prisingly strong and definitely superior 
to natural shellac for some very im- 
portant applications. 

Fosttrlte 
For twenty years the electrical indus- 

try has been talking about the ideal 
impregnating material for insulation in 
coils and apparatus. It is quite evident 
that solvent type varnishes which are 50 
per cent solvent cannot give more than 
50 per cent fill. The two most desirable 
but elusive properties of such materials 
are (1) usability without a solvent and 
(2) a 100 per cent filling of all space 
within the insulation. We have now ob- 
tained these properties in a new resin, 
Fosterite. During the impregnation of 
the coil or device, Fosterite is in a liquid 
state, but the "solvent" reacts with an- 
other resin dissolved in it, and the whole 
mass turns to a tough solid. It is 
solventless in that the whole of the 
liquid resin reacts under heat to form 
the infusible solid: there are no by- 
products of the reaction that must es- 
cape as in most resin reactions. 

The additional problem of keeping the 
resin from running out while it is being 
polymerized to a solid has also been 
solved, and we now have both a satis- 
factory material and a satisfactory proc- 
essing method. Actually, this resin is 
not just one resin, but a family which 
makes it possible to obtain a wide range 
of properties by suitable modifications. 

This family of resins is giving some 
very interesting results in application, 
both for the filling and coating of insu- 
lation. The complete filling allows much 
higher voltage gradients to be used than 
for normal materials. On one small 
radio transformer, for example, Fostér- 
ite provides 4 to 5 times the dielectric 
strength that was obtained with former 
materials. This permits a radical re- 

[Continued on page 56] 
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MIRAGE NOTHING! SHE'S BEEN 
FOLLOWING HOGARTH EVER SINCE 

SHE FIRST HEARD HIS 
ECHOPHONE EC-1 

ECHOPHONE MODEL EC -1 

(Illustrated) a compact communications receiver 

with every necessary feature for good reception. 

Covers from 550 kc. to 30 mc. on 3 bands. 
Electrical bandspread on all bands. Six tubes. 

Self -contained speaker. 115-125 volts AC or DC. 

ECHOPHONE RADIO CO., 540 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 11. ILLINOIS 
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The Terminology of 

ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY 

Because recent developments in the field of microwave radiation and generation 
have greatly widened the engineer's interest in electromagnetic theory, the follow- 
ing alphabetical list of terms, ideas, and theorems is presented. It is not so much 
intended that the discussions be rigorous definitions as that they shall give inter- 
esting ideas and serve as an introduction to the concepts. 

Admittance -Y -If an a -c voltage is 
impressed across a load a certain alternat- 
ing current will flow. In the same way 
that Ohm's law for d.c. allows us to define 
the resistance or conductance of a load by 
R = Vd. /Id. or G = Id. /Vd., so impedance 
or admittance may be defined for a.c. by 
Z = V.. /1.., or Y = 1.. /V.., where the 
V's and l's are, for example, peak values. 
More than that, however, it is often desir- 
able that Y also tell about the phase rela- 
tion between the current and voltage. To 
accomplish this it is more usual to write 
Y = G + jB. G then represents the ratio 
of the in -phase component of current to 
the voltage and B tells the ratio of the out - 
of -phase current to the same voltage. The 
number j = V-1 is of the nature of a 
signpost which distinguishes between the 
two. 

This is possible because a sine -wave plot 
of the actual current as a function of time 
may be replaced by the sum of two sine 
waves, one in phase and the other out of 
phase with the voltage. In other words, it 
is possible to consider the current as made 
up of two currents, one of which is in 
phase with the voltage and gives a ratio G 
to the voltage while the other is out of 
phase and is B times as large as the 
voltage. The admittance of an electrical 
load is a vector quantity whose magnitude 
is the ratio of the a -c current to the a -c 
voltage and whose direction in reference 
to a vector representing the voltage is at 
an angle equal to the phase between the 
current and voltage; Y is commonly writ- 
ten in the form Y = G + jB where G 
and B respectively represent ratios to the 
voltage of the in -phase and out -of -phase 
currents. 

When Z is said to be equal to 1/Y = 
1 /(G + jB) = [G /(G' + B')] - 
j [B /(G' -}- B') ] = R + jX, more is im- 
plied than just a relation between the 
vector magnitudes of Y and Z. If Y rep- 
resents a vector a degrees counterclockwise 
from the reference voltage vector lying 
along the positive x axis of a Cartesian 
coordinate system on which imaginary 
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quantities are plotted along the ordinate 
and real quantities along the abscissa, then 
Z automatically comes out to be a vector 
e degrees clockwise from a reference cur- 
rent vector also imagined to lie along the 
abscissa. Thus 'even in terms of complex 
notation, Y and Z are rigorously recipro- 
cals of each other. It is necessary, how- 
ever, to remember that while the con- 
ductance G and the susceptance B, which 
go to make up admittance, are ratios of 
current components to the total voltage, re- 
sistance R and reactance X are ratios of 
voltage components to the total current. 
Hence, except in the case of a pure re- 
actance or pure resistance, G is not the 
reciprocal of R nor is B the reciprocal 
of X. 

Ampere's Circuital Law - The 
Biot -Savart law for determining the value 
of a magnetic field H requires a knowl- 
edge of conditions in all of space or at 
least in all that portion of space which can 
appreciably affect the computation. It does 
not easily lend itself to the examination of 
a region in a space which elsewhere con- 
tains unknown currents. Ampere's circuital 
law, on the other hand, specifies a relation 
that depends upon only a single current or 
current distribution and, while it alone 
does not directly yield a value of H nor 
in general apply to other than steady cur- 
rents, nevertheless it is useful and does 
add to our knowledge of the nature of H. 

If any closed path is traversed in a di- 
rection so as to keep the enclosed area on 
the left and, if for every incremental 
length of that path the tangential com- 
ponent of H in the direction of travel is 
noted and multiplied by the incremental 
length, then the sum of these products 
taken all the way around the path is called 
the magnetomotive force of that circuit. 
In calculus notation this is written 

m.m.f. § Hsds 

More simply, m.m.f. is of the nature 
of a magnetic field multiplied by a dis- 
tance ; the rest of the rigorous definition 

just given simply requires the field con- 
sidered to be in the direction of the dis- 
tance, allows for the field to have varying 
values along the distance, and indicates 
our interest in closed magnetic circuits. In 
terms of m.m.f. the circuital law may be 
simply stated. The magnetomotion force 
around any closed path is 4W times the 
current crossing any surface of which the 
path is the boundary and is independent of 
all other currents. Symbolically this may 
be stated as 

56Hsds 4Tfi 

In MKS units, H is in amperes per 
meter, i in amperes, and ds in meters ; in 
e.m.u, H is in oersteds, i in e.m.0 amperes, 
and ds in cm. If a wire carries a current 
which is distributed uniformly throughout 
the cross section, we may easily find the 
H field within the wire. By symmetry the 
magnetic lines of force within the wire 
must be circles concentric with the wire 
and the field must be of equal intensity 
around any one of these circular paths. 
Thus if r is the distance of a path from 
the axis of the wire, the m.m.f. must be 
2'rH. The current within the circle of 
radius r is just the fraction of the total 
current given by the ratio of the area of 
that circle to cross section area of the wire. 
Hence, by the circuital law 2'rrH = 
4iri('rr') /(?rR') where R is the radius of 
the wire. Solving for H, this gives 
H = (2ir)/R2 for the field inside the wire 
as compared 'to the well -known relation, 
H = 2i /r, for the field outside. 

Ampere's Rule -Whenever electric 
charge passes through a magnetic field it 
is in general subject to a force which tends 
to move it in a direction perpendicular to 
both the magnetic field and its own motion. 
Only in the special case in which the 
charge is moving in the same or opposite 
direction from that indicated by the mag- 
netic field does this force become zero al- 
though it is a maximum when the motion 

[Continued on page 50] 
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Z7A 
(3-1ooG3)t 

IliHere are 8 special purpose 

Vacuum Tubes originated, developed 

and quantity produced by Eimac 

during the past ew years 

53A 
3-Sttll4). 

527 
(3-.300G4)* 

-* 1 hu (Icti; 4atlon`" s on these tubes' e,a Eimac 
type nt -b:rs which are descript `.?; e tube 
characteristics. For example (3.100G3 first 
digit 3 indicates triode, the figure 100 in 
plate dissipation, the letter "G" indicates physic 
type and tF e last digit 3 is a code indication of 
the mu of the tube. 

Follow the larders to 

Get Your Copy of Electronic Telesis - 
a 64 page discussion of the fundamentals of electronics, 
a-rittcn in 1a}man's language - fully illustrated. Yours 
with ut ohligution. 

EITEL- McCULLOUGH, INC., 882 San Mateo Avenue, an Brunl California 
Plants located al: Son Bruno, Colita,la / and Solt L)ka Coy, Ut'in 
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is at right angles to the magnetic field. 
Ampere's rule gives a method of calculat- 
ing this force. It is F = BQV sin 
where F is the force in newtons on a 

charge of strength Q coulombs which is 
moving V meters per second in a field of 
strength B webers per square meter in a 

direction degrees away from the direc- 
tion of ,notion. These are the units which 
apply when the MKS system is used. In 
the electromagnetic system of units F i in 

dynes, B in gauss, 0 in e.m.0 coulombs (a 
unit 10 times as large as a practical 
coulomb), and 17 in cm. per sec. 

Ampere's rule is also often stated for a 

wire carrying current through a magnetic 
field. It is then F = BIL sin 0 where, 
in the MKS system, / is in amperes, and 
L is in meters and represents the length 
of the wire. F may then be considered as 

the force on the wire. 

Antenna Gain -In a sense no an- 
tenna can have the effect of giving a gain 
in power. The energy radiated certainly 
can never exceed that fed to the antenna 
and practically it is somewhat less. An- 
tenna gain is therefore not like a gain 
which describes the operation of a vacuum 
tube amplifier stage but rather it repre- 
sents only an increase in transmission 
efficiency in a certain direction at the ex- 
pense of the efficiency in another direction. 
An antenna having a high gain is always 
one which is highly directional. Micro- 
waves particularly lend themselves to the 
use of highly directional antennas and 
therefore allow a high gain to be prac- 
tically realizable. Antenna gain is best 
defined as the ratio of the intensity of 
radiation in the direction of maximums in- 
tensity, to the intensity that would be had 
if the antenna emitted the same total 
power, but in a manner so as to spread it 
out uniformly in all directions. 

Suppose, for example, an antenna pat- 
tern is obtained which radiates a signal 
whose strength is completely independent 
of the azimuth angle and which depends 
upon the elevation angle in a fashion that 
may be approximated by P = Poe -18 
where P is the power emitted per unit 
solid angle at an angle e radians above 
or below the horizontal. Such a pattern 
is of pancake shape. It has a maximum 
radiative power of P. at zero degrees ele- 
vation and falls off to about one -half that 
amount at x-11 degrees of elevation. The 
total solid angle contained between the ele- 
vation angles a and e + de is 2 cose de 
so the total radiation through that element 
of elevation angle is 2 P. cos a e -189 de. 

To find the average power per solid 
radian it is only necessary to perform an 
integration and divide by the 4'7r radians 
contained in a complete sphere. Actually, 
the integration is difficult. It may be 
easily approximated from tables of the 
normal error function by taking cos e 

equal to unity under the 'assumption that 
the exponential term is small for all other 
values. P.. comes out in this case to be 
(1/24) P.. 

Antenna Reciprocity Theorem - 
When applied to a pair of antennas or to 
any other four -terminal network containing 
only linear impedance elements, the essen- 
tial idea of the reciprocity theorem is that 
an impedanceless voltage source and an 
impedanceless ammeter may be inter- 
changed in position without affecting the 
reading of the ammeter. This theorem 
was first discovered by Rayleigh and was 
extended to include radio communication 
by John R. Carson. Stated for antennas 
alone it says that if an alternating voltage 
from a zero- impedance source is connected 
to one antenna and a zero- impedance am- 
meter is connected into another antenna 
remote from the first, the alternating cur- 
rent in the ammeter will be unchanged in 
both magnitude and phase if its position is 
traded with that of the source. 

The only exceptions occur to the extent 
that radio waves are appreciably affected 
by the earth's magnetic field in conjunction 
with an ionized atmosphere. If one an- 
tenna is moved about another antenna and 
an impedanceless ammeter imagined to be 
read in series with the portable antenna, 
then from readings of that ammeter the 
radiation pattern of the fixed antenna can 
at least be plotted for distances which are 
large compared to the antenna dimensions. 
By the reciprocity theorem this plot will 
also represent the receiving pattern of the 
fixed antenna. Thus the reciprocity theorem 
has an important corollary that the receiv- 
ing and transmitting patterns of any an- 
tenna array must be identical. 

Applegate Diagram - An Apple 
gate diagram is a geometrical construction 
which determines the location of the elec- 
tron bunches in a Klystron as a function 
of time. The abscissa represents time and 
the ordinate shows distances along the elec- 
tron beam away from the buncher. The 
lines plotted show how velocity modulation 
is possible, how a varying voltage some- 

where along the beam can cause a periodic 
appearance of a high charge density fur- 
ther along the beam. 

The voltage across the buncher grids 
varies in some such manner as is shown in 
the lower part of the diagram. This volt- 
age accelerates the electrons and hence de- 

termines the velocity with which they travel 
through the drift space. In the diagram 
the velocity is represented by the slope of a 

line. Thus each line represents the path 
followed in space -time by an electron leav- 
ing the buncher at a given time. If the 
buncher grid voltages are known then the 
electron path lines may be assigned proper 
slopes in accord with that voltage and the 
optimum position for the catcher located. 
In the case shown ma)cimum bunching 
occurs at a point B along the beam. The 
distance AB represents the field free drift 
space between the buncher and catcher. 
The diagram does not take into account 
debunching caused by space charge. 

Attenuation Constant-a- -This 
constant describes the way in which a sig- 
nal dies out as it travels along a uniform 
line. It is possible and convenient to make 
such a description with a single factor 
containing only one disposable constant be- 
cause of the special properties of the num- 
ber ¿(base of natural logarithms = 2.7183) 
and because the loss of signal in any very 
small length of a uniform line is always 
the same fraction of the signal entering 
that element of line. 

Suppose, for example, a signal of 
strength P enters a line 20 inches long and 
is attenuated at the rate of 1 /20th of its 
strength per inch. If we naively interpret 
this to mean that in each 2 inches the 
signal strength is reduced by 1 /10th, then 
after the first 2 inches the strength is 
0.90P, after the next 2 inches only 0.81P, 
at the end of 6 'inches 0.729P, and so on 
until after 20 inches the signal strength is 

[Continued on page 521 
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The graph shows only one of the inter- 
esting points of discussion: "Frequency 
response curves of the same loud speaker 
as measured in three different labora- 
tories." 
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oud Speakers from Frequency Response Carves 
For years we at Jensen have keenly felt the need of dependable and useful information to 

guide both the professional and the layman in their selection, purchase, installation and use 
of loud speakers. Now we are going to meet that need by a series of informative technical Monographs 

prepared by the Jensen Technical Service Department. Q The first Monograph in the series 
deals with one of the most interesting and controversial subjects in the field of acoustics, 

"LOUD SPEAKER FREQUENCY RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS." It discusses thoroughly the practical 
aspects of this subject in such a way that the material is unhesitatingly recommended to the whole 

profession: the engineer, the trade, the student, and even the layman. The first Monograph is 
ready now. Copies are available from Jensen_ jobbers and dealers everywhere, or fill out the coupon 

below and send it with 25c to 

\\N.., Watch for the rest of the series to be 
nnounced later. Other Monographs 

wil deal with equally important and 
inte g subjects. 
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0.349P. On the other hand, if we work 
in one -inch steps saying that a 5% loss 
takes place in each inch, then at the ends 
of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 20th inches, re- 
spectively, the signal strength is 0.95P, 
0.9025P, 0.857P, and 0.358P. 

Actually, to obtain a correct result the 
loss in an infinitesimal length must be used 
and calculations made on that basis. When 
that is done the signal present at the end 
of the 20 inches turns out to be 0.3679P. 
This number 0.3679 is just e'. Further- 
more, Pe-'` gives the signal strength half 
way along the line, Pe' at the quarter - 
way point, etc., so that Pe -' can tell the 
strength at any point x inches along the 
line where a is the attenuation rate in 
terms of the fraction of the signal lost per 
inch. The attenuation constant a expresses 
a rate of signal loss in terms of the frac- 
tion of the signal. lost per unit length. 

Bessel Functions -.1 and Y. - Al- 
though somewhat less familiar than ordi- 
nary trigonometric functions, Bessel func- 
tions serve much the same kind of pur- 
pose. Sines and cosines lend themselves to 
particularly simple definitions in terms of 
right triangles. Although no similar de- 
scription can be given for Bessel functions, 
that is after all a relatively minor point. 
The important thing is that in certain 
physical problems such as a pendulum 
swinging through a small angle, a descrip- 
tive differential equation baesd on physical 
laws may be written in the form 

d'x -= Ax. 
dt' 

When solved in conjunction with proper 
boundary conditions such an equation in- 
volves trigonometric functions in specifying 
the action of the physical apparatus. In 
another large class of physical problems 
the differential equation is 

d'x 1 dx k' -----i- (1--)x=0. 
dt' t dt t' 

This is called Bessel's equation. Solutions 
of Bessel's equation are known as Bessel 
functions. Every value of the parameter k 
is associated with a pair of solutions called 
Bessel functions of order k. One of them, 
which is finite at t = 0, is called a Bessel 
function of the first kind and often repre- 
sented by .I.; the other is called a Bessel 
function of the second kind and is some- 
times represented by Y,. Just as with 
sines and cosines, tables of values of 
J., Y., A, .I,i,, etc., are available which give 
numerical values of the functions for vari- 
ous values of their argument, t. 

Many other functions which are well 
known to mathematicians also represent 
solutions of differential equations that are 
occasionally encountered in physical prob- 
lems. Among these are hyperbolic and 
elliptic functions, Legendre polynomials, 
Henkle functions, Tesseral harmonics, and 
others. 

The propagation of energy in a circular 
wave guide with attenuation and the cal- 
culation of antenna patterns especially 
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from horn radiators are examples of 
microwave problems which involve Bessel 
functions. 

Blot- Savart Law - Generally the 
magnetic field H at any point in the neigh- 
borhood of a wire carrying a current can 
be found by computing a vector sum of 
the field components arising from each 
incremental length of the wire. The com- 
ponents are individually given by dH = 
(i dl sin e) /r' where i is a current, dl is 
the incremental length, r is the distance 
from dl to the point in question, and B 

is the angle between r and a tangent to the 
wire at dl; each of the components is per- 
pendicular to r and dl and is directed in 
accord with a right hand rule in which the 
thumb shows the direction of the current 
through dl. 

The law is most clearly justified by dif- 
ferentiating the rigorously obtainable ex- 
pression for the magnetic field produced 
by a single closed circuit. It must always 
give a correct result if the summation of 
incremental currents is carried around one 
or more closed paths. The principle of 
summing over multiple closed circuits may 
even be extended to the case of current 
distributions which are considered to be 
made up of an infinite number of closed 
current filaments. When only portions of 
a current carrying wire are considered, 
however, it is not certain that there may 
not be false contributions to the field 
which would cancel out for a closed path 
integration. 

Of great practical importance is the fact 
that while the Biot -Savart law is strictly 
true only for closed circuits or an infinite 
straight filament, it is approximately true 
for wire bent into any shape provided the 
point at which it is desired to calculate H 
is close to the wire in comparison to the 
linear dimensions of the whole circuit. 

Black Body Radiation - J. C 
Slater has pointed out that an independent 
proof of the equivalence of the receiving 
and transmitting patterns of an antenna 
can be obtained from the well known prop- 
erties of black body radiation. A black 
body is defined in the study of optics and 
thermodynamics as one which absorbs all 
radiation incident upon it and reflects none. 
Thus a small hole in a hollow box approxi- 
mates a perfect black body. All energy 
reaching the hole passes on into the box 
and is indefinitely subject to multiple re- 
flections. When thermal equilibrium is 
reached, however, the interior' of the box, 
like any ordinary body, must emit energy 
at the same rate that it is received. The 
energy emitted from a black body is char- 
acterized by a perfectly random direction 
of travel and depends only upon tempera- 
ture. 

It is possible to imagine the space 
around a given antenna to be so filled with 
this sort of radiation that there is thermal 
equilibrium between the transmission and 
reception properties of the antenna. In 
that case it is relatively easy to show that 
the transmitting and receiving efficiencies 
of the antenna must be equal. It remains 
only to particularize about emission and 
absorption in definite directions to confirm 
the pattern equivalence established by the 
reciprocity theorem. 

The theory of black -body radiation is 
also useful in the calculation of noise due 
to the finite temperature of resistances 
used in electronic circuits. 

Boundary Conditions - An alge- 
braic equation has a single and perfectly 
definite solution if it contains only one 
unknown and if that unknown appears 
only in the first power. The solution is a 
number which can be used to replace the 
symbol representing the unknown and 
which will thereupon cause the equation 
to reduce to an identity. A quadratic 
equation or an algebraic equation of still 
higher degree has similar properties ex- 
cept that more than one number may fulfill 
the mathematical qualities of a solution. 
When such cases arise in connection with 
physical phenomena it is usual to choose 
among the solutions on the basis of experi- 
mental knowledge.' In the case of differ- 
ential equations the same sort of situation 
exists except that the number of possible 
solutions is often infinite. Boundary con- 
ditions are those known relations in a 
given physical problem which allow us to 
select the proper solution of one or more 
differential equations which describe a class 
of such problems. When the variables or 
the problem are distances the boundary 
conditions may well take the form of num- 
bers which represent the value of the vari- 
able at some outer boundary of the space 
under consideration ; when a variable of 
the problem is time, part of the boundary 
conditions may be initial and final values 
of the unknowns. 

It is because of the role of boundary 
conditions that we are able to write down 
á set of equations as general as Maxwell's 
equations and say that they cover all of 
the phenomena of macroscopic electricity 
and magnetism. We mean that whenever 
proper boundary conditions can be formu- 
lated and mathematics carried through to 
cause these conditions to select a proper 
solution of the equations, then that solution 
will indeed describe the results of the 
physical experiment we had in mind. We 
believe this because we can see that Max- 
well's equations contain the general condi- 
tions of magnetic induction, field orthogo- 
nality, Continuity, etc., and because no case 
has ever been found in which proper 
methods have yielded a wrong answer. 

The job of the theorist working with 
Maxwell's equations is to formulate 
boundary values of the variables in accord- 
ance with the nature of the apparatus at 
hand and to seek a solution of the equa- 
tions which satisfies proper boundary 
values of the variables. This is possible in 
many cases but also impracticably labori- 
ous in others. 

Characteristic Impedance -Zo - 
The characteristic impedance of a trans- 
mission line or of a series of recurring 
networks is by definition the impedance of 
an infinitely long line or of a network 

' For example, h = %gt' used to calcu- 
late the time of fall of a body. If the 
body falls 64 feet with g = 32 ft. per sec.' 
then the solution of t = -2 sec. is disre- 
garded and t = +2 sec. accepted as the 
proper answer. 

[Continued on pag.. 
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how to photograph salt eating its dinner 
Salt, from the sea and air, has a tremen- 
dous appetite for many metals -eating 
them away unless they're protected. The 
exact effect of its gluttony and the suc- 
cess of the means used in preventing this 
costly damage are measured accurately 
by Utah's salt -spray test. One of the 
stages in Utah's complete circuit of radio 
and electronic tests. 

Immediately after the parts have been 
subjected to the salt spray, microphoto- 

graphs are taken and developed in the 
especially equipped Utah dark room. 
Thus, it is possible to make a microscopic 
inspection of the actual condition of the 
metal before other atmospheric changes 
take effect. Since metal surfaces exposed 
to salt -spray tests change rapidly after 
tests are completed, it is necessary and 
possible, by this photographic method, 
to determine and accurately record cor- 
rosion in metals. 

Radio Products Company, 

846 Orleans Street, Chicago 10, Illinois 

JIZADIO 

As a result of this and other Utah 
tests, efficient performance of Utah parts 
is assured under any and all conditions 
normally encountered -the failures 
due to inadequate, inaccurate testing 
are avoided. * * * 

Every Product Made for the Trade, by 
Utah, Is Thoroughly Tested and Approved 

Keyed 
"tomorrow's" 

demands: controls, 
plugs, vibrators, 

speakers. 

iacksvitrep 
us 

resistors, 
transform- 
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made up of an infinite number of sections. 
Practically, of course, a truly infinite line 
is never realized but if the line is suf- 
ficiently long so that a voltage versus 
current measurement can be made before 
energy is reflected from the far end, the 
effect of an infinite line is obtained. Im- 
pedance of this sort is also often referred 
to as surge impedance. 

If an infinite line is cut at some point 
and terminated by some impedance Z, then 

the amount of energy flowing in the line 
which will be reflected back along the line 
at that point is uniquely determined by the 
complex value of Z. In particular, if 
Z = Z. no reflection occurs and all the 
energy is absorbed in the termination. This 
is generally the desired condition for filters, 
electrically long wired circuits, and wave 
guides. 

With constant voltage lines (i.e., elec- 
trically short lines in which a wave length 
is long compared to the physical length) 
the characteristic impedance does not usu- 
ally play an important role. The input im- 
pedance to the line which must match the 
impedance of the source in order to obtain 
a maximum transfer of energy into the 
line is primarily dependent upon the load 

Ingenious New 

Technical Methods 
Presented in the hope that they will 
prove interesting and useful to you. 

54 

New Precision Step Drill Grinder Simplifies Production 
and Maintenance of Step Drills 

The quality of a step drill produced by common 
methods depends almost entirely on the skill and 
attention of the individual tool maker. However, 
with the development of the precision step drill 
grinder, the human element has been entirely 
eliminated, the characteristics of the step being 
completely controlled by the grinding machine 
without adjustments during the course of grinding. 
This automatic feature insures absolute uniform- 
ity, regardless of quantity, and permits large - 
volume production of step drills. 

The apparent advantages gained through the 
use of the step drill grinder are: Permits mass pro- 
duction of drills ground to exact specifications, 
entirely independent of the human element. Main- 
tenance, too, is no longer an obstacle as step drills 
produced by this method are quickly sharpened 
by the same uniform machine -controlled opera - 
tion.With the step drill grinder step drills can now 
be made from standard drills. These advantages re- 
sult in a wider application of step drills which pro- 
vide a definite saving of machine tools, man -hours 
and cost; this in turn results in greater production. 

You know there are plenty of benefits in chewing 
gum, too. That's why all of the Wrigley's Spear- 
mint we're able to make from our available stocks 
is going overseas to our fighting men and women. 
You know what a lift it's been on the job and we 
wish we could supply everybody, because we have 
pride, too, in our workmanship and productivity. 
But there just aren't enough available top quality 
raw materials right now to do it. When we can pro- 
duce it in sufficient quantity it will be back to you 
with the same fine flavor and chewing satisfaction 
...Wrigley's Spearmint has never been changed! 

You can get complete information from Spiral M gg. 

Corp., 5022 North Kedzie Avenue, Chicago 23, Ill. 

el 1.0 ;// Ï % 
The above illustration shows mechan- 
ical design which requires a hole hav- 
ing diameters diminishing in steps. 
This is an operation for step drills 
which has often been neglected due to 
difficulty in obtaining and maintaining 
step drills. 

Shp drills produced by our method are 
quickly sharpened by the same uni- 
form, machine -controlled method. 

Y -125 

impedance. With electrically long lines, 
however, this is not true. The input impe- 
dance to the line depends upon both the 
load impedance and upon the characteristic 
line impedance and when the load end of 
the line is perfectly matched the input 
impedance becomes just equal to the char- 
acteristic impedance. 

Constant Voltage Line -In con- 
tradistinction to an electrically long line, 
a constant voltage transmission line is one 
whose length is short compared to the 
wave length of the electrical energy travel- 
ing in it. Most ordinary power lines and 
other common electrical connections are of 
this type. Electrical energy travels so rap- 
idly that at ordinary frequencies an electric 
current has ample time to travel completely 
around most circuits before the source 
voltage can appreciably change. A line 
has to be extremely long at audio f re- 
quencies if there is to be time for the 
source voltage to change while the current 
previously generated is still enroute to the 
load. That is what happens when an elec- 
trically long line is encountered and an ap- 
preciable fraction of a wave length or even 
several wave lengths are contained within 
the extent of thetransmission system. 

The velocity of electromagnetic waves 
in a transmission line of negligible resist- 
ance is given by 1 /)/L'C' where L' and C' 
are respectively inluctance and capacitance 
per unit length. For any pair of parallel 
straight conductors of uniform cross sec- 
tion, the product of L' and C' is just 1 /0; 
hence the velocity is just that of light. In 
ordinary circuits carrying audio frequen- 
cies as high as 10,000 cycles per second, a 
wave length would be 18.6 miles long so 
any connection less than several miles in 

length qualifies as a constant voltage line. 

Coulomb's Law- In 1875, Coulomb 
made a series of measurements designed to 
find how the force of attraction or repul- 
sion between point stationary electric 
charges varies with the distance between 
them. He found the force to fall off as 
the inverse square of the distance. The 
force also depends upon the medium in 
which the charge is located. Analytically, 
the law may be stated as F = Q1Q,/er' 
where F is measured in dynes, Q. and Q. 
are in e.s.0 coulombs, r is the distance be- 
tween the charges in cm, and e is the die- 
lectric constant in the electrostatic system 
of units. 

In this system of units e is unity for a 
vacuum and Coulomb's law serves as a 
convenient definition of an e.s.0 coulomb. 
In media other than a vacuum, a is more 
than one and the force F is decreased. 
This is because the polarized charges of 
the medium which are more or less sym- 
metrically distributed around the free 
charges screen part of the force from the 
charges. 

Coulomb's law is also approximately true 
for the electrostatic force between two 
charged metallic balls. It is true to the 
extent that the charge remains spread 
smoothly over the surface of each ball in- 
stead of being bunched up from interaction 
with the other ball. This approximation is 
usually considered valid if r is large com- 
pared to the diameters of the balls. 

To be continued next month] 
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PROVED IN SERVICE 
FOSTER TRANSFORMERS 

MEET EVERY NEW NEED WITH THE SAME 
DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE THAT HAS MADE 
THEM "FIRST" IN ELECTRONIC REQUIREMENTS. 

FOSTER is FIRST AGAIN WITH 

THEIR NEW V ITROS EA LTERMINAL 

a development that has definite advantages over 
other types of hermetic seals for tropical use. 

o 

e 
o 
o 

o 

The electrode can be bent at an angle 90" 
from the upright position without breaking 
the glass in the seal. In fact, it can be bent 
and straightened several times and then the 
terminal will break before the glass is dam- 
aged. 

Extremely high resistance to thermal shock. 

The metallic parts are cold rolled steel, 
rather than expensive alloys. 

The terminals are fused directly into the 
metal in multiple. Ordinary seals are made 
up individually and are soldered into holes 
in the transformer case. 

A loop is provided for easy hook -up. 

UNITS USING SAME TERMINAL CONSTRUCTION 
500 VA Plate Transformer Plate Reactor F:'ament Reactor Dual Bias Reactor 

SPECIALISTS IN BUILDING TRANSFORMERS SINCE 1938 

A. P. FOSTER COMPANY 
TRANSFORMER ENGINEERS & MANUFACTURERS 
719 WYOMING AVENUE, LOCKLAND 15, OHIO 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
[Continued from page 46] 

duction in size and weight. 
Moreover, the elimination of voids in 

coils increases the heat conductivity of 
the structure. Preliminary experiments 
have shown that certain coils impreg- 
nated with Fosterite Resin will dissipate 
as much as one -fourth more heat as 
coils impregnated with ordinary solvent - 
type varnishes. In addition, a sample 
of Fosterite, heated in transformer oil 
at a temperature of 185 °F. (85 °C) to 
194 °F. (90 °C.) for one year, swelled less 
than 1%z per cent -indicating that it is 
insoluble in transformer oil and hence 
suitable for treating oil insulated coils. 

While Fosterite was developed as a 
solventless varnish for use in standard 
electrical equipment, it is also finding 

application in highly specialized com- 
munication equipment for the armed 
services -both in radio and radar - 
where moisture proofing is the most 
critical factor. The Fosterite method 
now promises to solve this important 
problem of moisture proofing. 

In a test of Fosterite moisture proof- 
ing, radio and radar components are 
subjected to hot and cold water submer- 
sion. The components are first placed 
in 149 °F. (65 °C.) saturated salt water 
solution for two hours, then in a 32 °F. 
(0 °C.) solution for another two hours, 
and the cycle is repeated five times. The 
insulation resistance must not be less 
than 75 megohms; the leakage current 
not more than 3 milli- amperes. 

Surface coating has also provided a 
radical improvement in moisture re- 
sistance of such apparatus. By means 
of the coating and impregnation, the 
moisture proofness is 100 to 1000 times 

-Mee 
MICROPHONES 

The extent of our line is but partially illustrated in this ad- 
vertisement. Our current production is now being utilized 
in essential services. Soon. however, there will be Electro- 
Voice Microphones available for civilian use... and these 
will be described fully in subsequent advertisements. 

In our South Bend laboratory. we have complete facilities 
for accurate frequency checking, harmonic wave analysis, 
measurement of ambient noise, etc. Eloctro -Voice Micro- 

phones reflect painstaking care in design and construc- 
tion by superior performance in the field. They serve you 
better ... for longer periods of time. 

If your present limited quantity needs can be filled 
by any of our Standard Model Microphones. with 
or without minor modifications, we suggest that 
you contact your nearest radio parts distributor. t a 

Paper Packs a . War Punch .. Save Every Scrap 
r. 

ELECTRO -VOICE MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 1239 SOUTH BEND AVENUE SOUTH BEND, INDIANA 
Expo-t Division: 13 East 40th Street. New York 16. N. Y. - U.S. A. Cables: ARIA! 
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better than by the use of the best previ- 
ous materials. 

Fosterite is going as rapidly as pos- 
sible into radar and radio communica- 
tion equipment for the armed forces, but 
we can also anticipate its wide use after 
the war. At present, our efforts are 
confined to war time applications not 
only at Westinghouse but at other corn - 

panies to which it will be furnished. 

Replacing Shellac 
Fosterite is an example of the de- 

velopment of an entirely new material. 
Older materials, on the other hand, stim- 
ulate scientific efforts to discover im- 
provements or similar but better ma- 
terials. Typical of this latter kind of 

development is the discovery of a syn- 
thetic resin, a strong and new resin 
superior to natural shellac. 

At the beginning of the war, we were 
faced with the prospect of losing our 
shellac supply since all of it comes from 
India. Moreover, made by small insects 
from the saps of several kinds of trees 
and varying in quality with the seasons, 
natural shellac is an extreme example of 

a product full of impurities. Yet one 
highly important and troublesome elec- 
trical device, the commutator of rotating 
machines. has depended completely on 
shellac as a bonding insulating agent. 

While shellac had given much trouble, 
extensive research provided no substi- 
tute. The war, however, stimulated 
more research and again a discouraging 
search for substitutes began. Our chem- 
ists again took the shellac molecule 
apart theoretically and postulated an- 
other hypothesis as to the type of the 
desired resin; the result was the strong, 
new synthetic resin. 

Mechanically and electrically, the syn- 
thetic resin appears to have all the prop- 
erties desired; indeed, the new resin ap- 
pears to be an improvement over shel- 
lac at its best for commutators and in 
certain other electrical insulations. This 
material now promises not only to elim- 
inate shellac but also its associate, mica 
(used in combination with shellac in 
commutators), thus eliminating another 
headache. 

The unusual elasticity and strength 
of this resin indicate that it will find 
other applications. For example, fiber- 
glass bonded with this resin has a tensile 
and bending strength equal to that of 
rather strong metals- 75,000 to 80,000 
pounds per square inch. In other 
words, this plastic is stronger than cast 
iron which has a tensile strength of 
15,000- 50,000 pounds per square inch, 
stronger than sheet brass with a tensile 
strength of 40,000- 70,000 pounds per 
square inch, and as strong as many 
steels (tensile strength : 80,000 -300,000 
pounds per square inch). 

With these two resins, basic research 
has solved three important problems of 
the electrical industry. The problems 
were to find (1) a solventless impreg- 
nant to give 100 per cent fill, (2) a mois- 
ture proofing material, and (3) a shellac 
substitute. These are three very im- 
portant problems to the industry, and 
they were solved by basic chemical re- 

[Continued on page 58] 
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THE SPHERE OF 

The sphere of electronics is increasing constantly 
... it now encompasses practically all industries. 
Electronic devices are being applied to do old 
jobs quicker and more efficiently, and to accom- 
plish tasks heretofore considered impossible. 

At I. C. E. new methods of solving radio -elec- 
tronics problems are being developed ... and 
these developments will be ready to serve you 
when the peace is won. The time is coming when 
I. C. E. can help put your post -war blue -prints 
into action. One of the precision- engineered 
tubes ready now is the I. C. E. 257B ... Beam 
Pentode transmitter tube ... 75 watt plate dissi- 
pation ... 200 watt output and 0.1 watt driving 
power. Send your inquiries now. 

II EE 
ELECTRONIC TUBES 

INDUSTRIAL & COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS 
BELMONT, CALIFORNIA 

* JULY, 1944 

Co. trr,`,414478t7 . 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
[Continued from page 56] 

search. Fosterite and the synthetic 
resin replacing shellac in many critical 
applications are typical products of sys- 
tematic, basic research in industry. 

WIDER -RANGE OSCILLOGRAPH 
Those heretofore restricted in their 

oscillographic studies by the inadequate 
performance or the prohibitive cost of 
existing equipment will be especially in- 
terested in the new Type 248 oscillo- 
graph just announced by Allen B. Du 
Mont Laboratories, Inc., Passaic, N. J. 
The designers claim that this instrument 

removes the obvious deficiencies in com- 
mercial test equipment performance as 
brought to light by recent advances in 
electronic equipment, and yet is made 
available at moderate cost. 

Du Mont Type 248 is a portable in- 
strument suitable for lab or production - 
test purposes. Two units -the oscillo- 
graph and the power supply connected 
by a 6 -foot plug -in shielded cable -fa- 
cilitate handling and installation. A re- 
movable cover protects the oscillograph 
panel when instrument is not in use. 
The power supply weighs 80 lbs.; oscil- 
lograph, 30 lbs. Units each measure 
14" x 18" x 21" deep. 

This instrument reproduces either 
transient or recurrent phenomena. Also 
accommodates phenomena of inconstant 

ICE NRAD 

TRANSMITTING TUBES 
CATHODE RAY TUBES 
SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES 
RECEIVING TUBES 
INCANDESCENT LAMPS 
FLUORESCENT LAMPS 
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repetition rate. Leading edge of short 
pulses is not obliterated. The accélerat- 
ing potential applied to cathode -ray tube 
is great enough to permit study of ex- 
tremely short pulses with low repetition 
rates, usually observed only with special- 
ized and costly oscillographic equipment. 
Timing markers are available for quanti- 
tative or calibration purposes. 

Among the many interesting features 
of this oscillograph are: Wide band 
vertical axis amplifier usable to 10 mc; 
4000 volts accelerating potential applied 
to cathode -ray tube, allowing observa- 
tions of fast writing rate phenomena; ex- 
tremely flexible time base generator to 
display signals which heretofore re- 
quired special sweep circuits; delay net- 
work in vertical channel, permitting ob- 
servation of entire wave shape of short - 
duration phenomena; useful timing oscil- 
lator for quantitative analysis; trigger 
output signal useful for "synchroscope" 
applications. 

NEW SPOT WELDING TIMER 

Suitable for welding small objects of 
high conductivity such as aluminum or 
copper, a new precise welding timer 
with heat control for timing intervals of 
one -half cycle or less is announced by 
Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur- 
ing Company. 

Precise, because the welding current 
is made to start at the same point on 
the voltage wave_ for every operation, 
the new SP -18, / cycle timer is de- 
signed for welding of such items as 
radio tube parts and sockets, pig -tail 
resistors to terminal lugs, watch and in- 
strument parts, contact tips on electrical 
relays and other small parts. 

The timer is furnished as a separate 
control for use with existing small 
bench welders and also in combination 
with a small welding transformer. Only 

[Continued on page 68] 
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MANUFACTURING DFSIGNIKG 

ENGINEERING TO ORDER 

EIWECTROUIC EQUIPMEMT 

RADIO TRANSMITTERS 
RADIO RECEIVERS 
TESTING EQUIPMEMT 

HIGH & ULTRA HIGH 
FREQUENCY UNITS 

AMPLIFIERS 
STANDARD PRODUCTION 

AIRCRAFTMARINE 
POLICEMOBILE 
OR BABE RADIO 
EQUIPMENT 

REX BASSETT 
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THIS MONTH 
[Continued from page 44] 

the latter. He will have charge of sales 
through the jobbing trade and states 
that he plans full continuance of the dis- 
tribution policy that, for years, has made 
Cornell -Dubilier the world's largest ca- 
pacirnr manufacturer. 

POWERS SECURES 
TERMINATION ORDERS 

Dr. Ralph L. l'owcrs, Los Angeles 
counsellor, has received termination or- 
ders from his duties as an administrative 
inspector in the San Francisco Signal 
Corps Inspection Zone. He relinquished 
control of his own office in 1942 to be- 
come an inspector. Early in 1944 he 
was placed on a part -time basis and al- 
.lowed to devote a portion of time to his 
clients. When the invasion was launched 
he was given final termination. 

He is now editing Hoffman Trans- 
mitter, monthly house organ of the 
Hoffman Radio Corp., Los Angeles, 
which was recently changed from the 
name of the Bell Ringer, so named when 
the organization was known as the Mis- 
sion Bell Radio Mfg. Company. 

Micro Topics, bi- weekly house journal 
of the Universal Microphone Co., Ingle- 
wood, is also under his editorial super- 
vision. Veteran of World War 1 with 

Dr. Ralph L. Powers 

15 month, in the ALF, he was in Aus- 
tralia when World War II broke out. 
He is a Companion of the Australian 
Institution of Radio Engineers and one- 
time co- director with Dr. Lee de For- 
est on the Los Angeles chapter of the 
IRE. 

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS 
FOR MERCHANDISING 

Electrons, instruments, in their suc- 
cessful use as mediums for demonstrat- 
ing postwar products, have assumed a 
role that may result in radically new 
and advanced promotion and merchan- 
dising methods, according to George M. 
Muschamp, vice -president in charge of 
engineering for the Brown Instrument 
Co., Phila., division of Minneapolis - 
Honeywell Regulator Company. 

Mr. Muschamp pointed to a recent 
demonstration, using an electronic po- 
tentiometer, as an apt illustration of the 
forcible and dramatic in emphasizing the 
advantages and superiority of a new 
product. The example cited was the 
public demonstration of a new type, 
built -in transparent window -insulation 
developed by Libbey- Owens -Ford Glass 
Co. In this instance, he said, a Brown 
electronic potentiometer, a similar in- 
strument to that used to test flight con- 
ditions for bombers and fighters, was 
employed to record temperatures of cold 
test cabinet windows. One of the win- 
dows tested had a single pane of glass, 
the other a light of Libbey- Owens -Ford 
Thermopane. 

The advantages of this new product, 
said Mr. Muschamp, were demonstrated 
through use of thermocouples which 
were attached to inside and outside sur- 
faces of both windows, while thé inside 
temperature of the cabinet was near 

[Continued on page 62] 

Universal 
PHONOGRAPH 

Available from local dealers 
or by writing factory direct. 

UNIVERSAL i . =-__ 
/fin110 \\\\\: 

!/jj111110 
441111110 

Stroboscope 
AND RECORDER AID 

This handy phonograph turntable speed indicator, 
complete with instructive folder, is now available 
gratis to all phonograph and recorder owners 
through their local dealers and jobbers. As a recorder 
aid the Universal Stroboscope will assist in maintain- 
ing pre -war quality of recording and reproducing 
equipment in true pitch and tempo. 

Universal Microphone Co., pioneer manufacturers of 
microphones and home recording components as well 
as Professional Recording Studio Equipment, takes 
this means of rendering a service to the owners of 
phonograph and recording equipment. After victory 
is ours -dealer shelves will again stock the many new 
Universal recording components you have been 
waiting for. 

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. 
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History of Communications Number Six o 

COMMUNICATION BY SEMAPHORE 

MODEL T -45 

LIP MICROPHONE 

NZZIRs 

a Series 

The Semaphore, as a means of communication, met first commercial 
acceptance in France under the authority of Napoleon in 1792. 
Restricted by "line of sight" and low power eye pieces, excessive 
numbers of relay stations, as pictured above, were required for "direc- 
tional broadcasting" over rough terrain. Weather conditions, too, were 
a handicap. Because of the code used and its necessary translation, 
delays and errors were continually encountered. 

Today, in the era of applied electronics, Universal microphones are 
being used to expedite messages on every battle front in the service of 
the Allies. Universal is proud of its contribution in the electronic voice 
communications and its every effort to our ultimate Victory. 

Model T-45, illustrated at left, is the new Lip Micro- 
phone being manufactured by Universal for the U. S.. 

Army Signal Corps. Shortly, these microphones will be 
available to priority users through local Radio Jobbers. 

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY 
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA 

FOREIGN DIVISION: 301 CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA CANADIAN DIVISION: 560 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO 1, ONTARIO, CANADA 
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During peacetime, as the World's largest loop 
aerial manufacturers, our job was to build the 
highest "Q" loop for every size and kind of 
radio receiver. If you make midgets you get 
the same DX Isoso -loop quality that goes into 
the large consoles. All of our present day 
efforts are devoted to making DX Xtals but we 
would like to discuss your post war receiver 
plans with you. 

DX 
XTALS 

GENERAL OFFICES: 1200 N. CLAREMONT AVE., CHICAGO 22, ILL., U S A 

M E A S U R E M E N T S A R O U N D T H E W O R L D 

In Egypt, land of the Pyramids, 3.6 inches are described as an 

7! °°A g DAB 
... a perfectly satisfactory 

mi d of 
measurement 

for a carpenter 

But NOT sufficiently accurate for the delicate calibrations 
used - 

rodio and electronics. For such 
have long depended upon` 

facturer, and maintenatuC men 

MONARCH 
Measuring -Testing- Calibrating Equipment 

m nown Monarch Equipment as de's 
pendable as that of the finest .pie 

dependable perlormance. 
Uni Ilr auopted for 

-_ 
A. When conditions permit our return to peace time 

production, our products will reflect the amazing 
progress made because of war -time research. 

MONARCH MFG. CO. 
2014 N. Major Ave. Chicago, III. 
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zero. The electronic potentiometer 
picked up and recorded instantaneously 
a 20- degree difference between the sur- 
face of the ordinary single pane, com- 
pared with the new Thermopane. 

Mr. Muschamp said that this and sim- 
ilar demonstrations will provide manu- 
facturers of varied lines with a factual 
and impressive means of emphasizing 
the advantages of their products. The 
electronic principle incorporated in the 
new instrument, he added, will provide 
many other demonstration possibilities 
for products requiring close temperature, 
pressure or flow control in manufacture, 
and for products requiring close or 
specific temperatures, while in use. 

BELL RINGER RENAMED 
"Bell Ringer," monthly house organ 

of the Hoffman Radio Corp., Los An- 
geles, has chnaged its name to the 
"Hoffman Transmitter." Margaret Tylle, 
of final assembly, was awarded a war 
bond for suggesting the winning name 
to the employee -management committee. 

NEW RADIO PHENOMENON 
Ulo,crcalltrtt. n a Ithcnrrtncnon in 

radio propagation hitherto not reported 
-long -distance bursts causing interfer- 
ence in the very high frequency band 
which includes the hand 42 -50 mega- 
cycles now assigned to FM broadcast- 
ing -were announced today by the Fed- 
eral Communications Commission. 

The amplitudes of the bursts, accord- 
ing to FCC engineers, have varied from 
the lowest levels which can be measured 
up to levels well in excess of that re- 
quired to render a satisfactory FM 
broadcast service. During periods of 
maximum activity they may occur at the 
rate of several hundred per hour. How- 
ever, the amplitudes of but few of the 
bursts are sufficient to cause serious in- 
terference to a receiver operating within 
the protected area of an FM station un- 
der present FCC standards. 

A "burst" is defined as a sharp in- 
crease of signal strength of very short 
duration- seldom covering more than 
the time consumed by a single spoken 
word or a note or two of music -from 
an FM station located at a considerable 
distance from the observer. Since Feb- 
ruary 1943, FCC engineers have been re- 
cording reception from certain FM sta- 
tions to determine the nature and extent 
of the interference. 

The bursts were observed from the 
higher powered FM stations only. This 
may account for the failure of amateurs, 
experimenters and others to have re- 
ported this type of interference in this 
frequency range. The bursts are not 
normally observed from nearby FM sta- 
tions, since the steady ground wave sig- 
nal is of sufficient strength to obscure 
them, but they may be observed in such 
instances by a system of pulsing or by 
a directional antenna which discrim- 
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A GOOD NA TO KEEP IN MIND... 

Here's why: 
The HARVEY organization devotes itself entirely to 

the development and production of electronic and 
radio equipment and components. 

The HARVEY organization has the engineering and 

creative resources to assure you a source of supply of 
the utmost reliability. This was true long before the 
present crisis and intensive war work of the highest 
importance has vastly increased our scope and facili- 

ties for present and postwar usefulness to you. 

For radio -electronic apparatus you can depend on 
and for assistance on your present or projected plans 
remember- 

raa 
HARVEY 
"AMPLI- STRIP" 
For I -F and AUDIO Amplification 

1 

HARVEY Regulated Power Supply IO6PA 
Write for new bulletin; 

HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC. 
454 CONCORD AVENUE CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS 
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INTELLIGENTLY 

iaEEOir.__ 
The Lafayette Radio Corp. organization, 
built soundly over a period of 25 years, 
functions in two "key" shipping centers 
- Atlanta and Chicago. Yes, we main- 
tain tremendous stocks of radio and 
electronic components and equipment. 
But, equally important, there are "brains" 
to go with them. Our men are trulyappre- 
aative of what you are up against these 
days ...whether you're a giant of Indus- 
try, the little service man around the 
corner, or represent a military agency 
or training school. 

Because we are well versed in all fields 
utilizing electronics, your orders are han- 
dled intelligently. At our fingertips is com- 
plete data on shipping routes, priorities, 
effective substitutes...all things a pur- 
chasing agent wants to know.Write,wire, 
telephone or teletype - get to know the 
superior service of Lafayette Radio Corp. 

NEW- 8-Page CIRCULAR, listing merchan- 
dise available for immediate delivery, will 
be rushed to you on request. All items are 
subject to prior sale. Write or wire Dept. F 7 

S. We specialize in equipment for 
laboratory and experimental use. Such 
equipment built to your specifications if you 
desire. 

901 W. Jackson Blvd. 265 Peachtree Street 
CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA 
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inates against the ground wave. At 
greater distances where the steady sig- 
nal is absent or of low intensity, the 
bursts may be heard through the loud- 
speaker or may be recorded by a suit- 
able recorder. 

Covers Long Distances 
Bursts have been observed by both 

methods at distances up to 1400 miles 
from certain FM stations, but are neith- 
er so intense nor so numerous at the 
longer distances as they are at distances 
of 300 to 700 miles. Commission engi- 
neers observed a systematic variation in 
the relative numbers of bursts which 
occur from hour to hour during the day, 
the highest number occurring near sun- 
rise and the fewest near sunset. 

It was pointed out these bursts may 
be related in some way to bursts of 
somewhat longer duration and greater 
frequency of occurrence which have 
been reported by other engineers on fre- 
quencies blow 20 megacycles. The dis- 
tances over which the FM bursts are 
received, as well as certain measure- 
ments of signal path length, indicate 
they are ionospheric in origin, just as 
are the bursts at the lower frequencies. 
There is also substantial agreement be- 
tween the daily variations in the FM 
bursts and the lower frequency bursts 
which is further evidence that they are 
related and may perhaps be due to a 
common cause. 

Bursts were also observed by Com- 
mission engineers on certain television 
stations at 72 megacycles, but insuf- 
ficient data have been collected on these 
to make any determination of the rela- 
tive amplitudes, frequencies of occur- 
rence, and durations as compared with 
the bursts in the FM band. 

In accordance with a commitment 
made when the FCC met November 17, 
1943, with representatives of the Radio 
Technical Planning Board, the Interde- 
partment Radio Advisory Committee, 
and the Board of War Communications 
to discuss organization and procedure 
to be followed in post -war planning, the 
Commission has made a preliminary re- 
port on bursts in the FM band to the 
RTPB. 

Commission engineers are continuing 
their observations and it is hoped data 
will be obtained which may serve as a 
basis for approximating the amplitudes 
and numbers of the bursts to be ex- 
pected at various distances from a trans- 
mitter at any given time. This deter- 
mination involves not only a long -time 
measurement of burst amplitudes from 
FM stations, but measurements as well 
of the path lengths and directions of 
arrival of the signals, in order to 
identify the medium causing the bursts. 

In addition to the burst signal inter- 
ference Ascribed above, there is another 
distinctly different kind of interference 
to Very High Frequency reception 
which has been recognized for some 

[Continued on page 66] 

EASTERN PUMPS 
FOR VACUUM TUBE 
COOLING SYSTEMS 

Five different models of small centrifugal 
pumps designed for circulating water through 
the cooling systems of communication and 
X -ray tubes have been successfully designed 
by Eastern Engineering Company. long a 
leading manufacturer of small pumps for 
big jobs. These pumps may be had for 
either land, sea or airborne installations. 

AIRBORNE MODELS 
(Designated as the AR Series) 

These are designed in conformance with 
Army and Navy standards. They have the 
following outstanding features: 

EXTREMELY LIGHT WEIGHT COMPACT 
INTEGRAL PUMP AND MOTOR UNIT 
EXPLOSION PROOF VARIED PERFORM- 
ANCES AVAILABLE OPTIONAL VOLTAGES 

LONG LIFE - CONTINUOUS DUTY DE- 

PENDABLE OPERATION UNIVERSAL 
MOUNTING 

The pump and 
motor are one in. 
tegral unit weigh- 
ing but two and 
one-third pounds 
and measuring 
over -all 5W x 
4% "x2 % ". 

Performance up to 
11 P. S. I. and up 
to 5 gallons per 
minute. Models are 
available in stand- 
ard 12 and 24 
volt D. C. ratings. 
Shown are per- 
formance curves 
for the AR2. 3 
and 4. All models 
have long life and 
are rated for continuous duty with the ex- 
ception of model AR4, which under 8 P. S. I. 
is rated for intermittent duty. While the 
curves shown are those for which production 
is now standard. it is readily possible to 
obtain other characteristics where quantity 
is involved. 
The pump is equipped with a mechanical 
rotary seal which positively seals against 
any leakage. This seal is adjusted at the 
factory and tested under excessive pressure. 
Once the pump has been released from the 
test room no further attention or mainte- 
nance is necessary for either motor or pump 
during the life of the unit. 

LAND AND SEA MODELS 
(Designated as E -1 and l: ) 

àr 

: \ \0 i\'\[` 
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, \ N\ZI \\\\ 111101111\ 
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Both : r . red by 
General Electric Universal Mo tors. Model 
E -1 is 7" x 3" x 3941". 1/íL H. P., weighs 
6 lbs. and has a Maximum Pressure of 20 
lbs. P. S. I. with a Maximum Capacity of 
7 G. P. M. Model E -7 is 9" x 4" x 
IA H. P., weighs 8 lbs. and has a Maximum 
Pressure of 30 lbs. P. S. I. and a Maximum 
Capacity of 9 G. P. M. Performance curves 
for both models are shown above. Both of 
these models are designed for long life. They 
are equipped with mechanical rotary seals 
which completely seal the pumps against 
leakage. While the curves shown are those 
for which production is now standard, it is 
readily possible to obtain other character- 
istics where quantity is involved. They can 
be obtained with motors to meet Navy 
Specifications. 

EASTERN ENGINEERING COMPANY 
74 FOX STREET - NEW HAVEN 6, CONN. 
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FOR TOUGH MILITARY CONDITIONS 

Sporti 

HERMETIC SEALS 
IMPROVED TYPE! Seal out dust, moisture and fungus from trans- 
formers, relays, vibrators and other sensitive component parts. 

FUSED INTO ONE PIECE. Glass -to -metal vacuum tight hermetic 
seal. Resists corrosion. Thermal operating range of -70 °C 
to 200 °C. Insulation leakage resistance, 30,000 megohms, 
minimum, after Navy immersion test. 

SOLDERING TEMPERATURE NOT CRITICAL. Simple, easy to 
attach by means of high frequency, oven -soldering or stand- 
ard soldering iron. 

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE TODAY for information. Complete 
details will enable us to make specific recommendations and 
send appropriate samples. 

NOW IN 

raiachoft 

1 

Speri IINCORPORATED 

Electronic Division, Dept. R2 
RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT MANUFACTURING 
CINCINNATI 12, OHIO 
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MEASURES 

QUANTITIES 

with greater 

sensitivity 
& range 

se 

than 
accomplished 

PATS. APP. FOR 

TECII LAB MICROHMMETER 
. . gives direct and instantaneous 
readings of resistance values down to 
5 microhms and up to 1,000,000 me- 
gohms. Accuracy in all measurements to 
better than 2%. Output is sufficient to 
drive recorder. Entirely AC operated. 
Furnished in two models. Reasonably 
prompt deliveries. For complete data 
regarding other applications write for 
Bulletin No. 432. 
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THIS MONTH 
[Continued front page 64] 

years. It happens occasionally that a 
normally unheard station will come in 
with sufficient signal strength to operate 
a receiver satisfactorily for a consider- 
able length of time -many minutes or 
even hours. This effect, easily dis- 
tinguishable from the burst phenomenon 
by its duration, can be produced by 
transmitters of low power and has been 
known to produce a signal sufficiently 
strong to take control of a receiver 
tuned to a local station on the same fre- 
quency. The cause of this phenomenon 
has been traced to abnormal "patchy" 
ionic densities in the lowest of the iono- 
spheric layers -the "E" layer, and is 
known as "sporadic E transmission." 
While much data on this effect has been 
accumulated at lower frequencies, more 
are needed for the Very High Frequency 
region of the spectrum and it is hoped 
that the present recording program of 
the Commission will help to supply the 
need. 

Both of these interference effects are 
being studied by the appropriate Panels 
of the Radio Technical Planning Board 
and with this cooperation and that of 
other interested organizations, it is be- 
lieved the Commission will find a satis- 
factory solution of the problems in- 
volved. 

Choosing 

Tube Types 
[Continued from page 40] 

2. Thompson & Rose -"Vacuum Tubes 
of Small Dimensions for Use at Extremely 
High Frequencies." Proc. I.R.E., Dec., 
1933. 

3. Thompson -"Review of UHF Vac- 
uum Tube Problems." RCA Review, Oct., 
1938. 

4. Wagener -"Two New UHF Tri- 
odes." Proc. I.R.E., April, 1938. 

5. DeWalt -"Three New UHF Tri- 
odes." Proc. I.R.E., Sept., 1941. 

6. Haller -"The Design and Develop- 
ment of Three New UHF Transmitting 
Tubes." Proc. I.R.E., Jan., 1942. 

7. Kilgore -"Magnetron Oscillator for 
the Generation of Frequencies between 300 
and 600 Megacycles." Proc. I.R.E., Aug., 
1936. 

8. Haeff -"An UHF Power Amplifier 
of Novel Design." Electronics, Feb., 1939. 

9. Lindenblad -"Development of Trans- 
mitters for Frequencies above 300 Mega- 
cycles." Proc. I.R.E., Sept., 1935. 

10. Kilgore -"The Magnetron as a High - 
Frequency Generator." /our. of Applied 
Physics, Oct., 1937. 

11. Alekseev & Malairov-"Centimeter- 
Band Magnetrons." Proc. I.R.E., March, 
1944. 

12. UHF Technique - 
Electronics, 1942. 

13. UHF Techniques - 
Van Nostrand Co., New 

14. Radio Engineers' 
man -McGraw -Hill Book 

15. Klystron Technical 
Gyroscope Co., Brooklyn 

Reprints from 

Brainerd - D. 
York. 
Handbook -Ter- 
Co., New York. 
Manual -Sperry 
1, N. Y. 

DESIGNED FOR 

PEAK 

PERFORMANCE 

SEALED, ALUMINUM CASE 
AIR -BORNE TRANSFORMERS 

OIL -COOLED, PLATE SUPPLY 

TRANSFORMERS 

AIR -COOLED TRANSFORMERS 
WITH 10 VOLT SEC. TAPS 

THE ACME ELECTRIC & MFG. CO. 

CUBA, NEW YORK CLYDE, NEW YORK 
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RACON's...the leading 
speaker line... for all types 
of sound installation! 
Most of the best industrial p. a. installations in use are RACON speak- 
er equipped. They are the finest speakers made and there is a type 
for every conceivable application. 
For Marine p. a. installations, too, RACON leads. Approved by the U. 
S. Coast Guard, RACON speakers are used aboard Army and Navy 
vessels. Only RACON can supply, when needed, patented Weather- 
proof, Stormproof Acoustic Material which is impervious to any 
weather condition and prevents resonant effects. 

WPB will now accept applications for industrial war plant sound in- 
stallations. Use WPB Form 617. Specify RACON's. 

Left: MARINE HORN 
Speaker, approved by the 
U. S. Coast Guard. Sev- 
eral sizes available, 
Stormproofed, of the re- 
entrant type, suitable for 
indoor or outdoor use - 
may be used as both 
speaker and microphone. 
Right: RE- ENTRANT 
TRUMPET; available in 
3t/2', 41/2' and 6' sixes. 
Compact Delivers highly 
concentrated sound with 
great efficiency over long 
diet . 

RACON ELECTRIC CO. 52 EAST 19th ST. NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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DUMONT 

SUPERCAPS 

IOBBERS! 
our products 

are distributed 
by exclusive 

Territory 
Arrangement 

only. 
Write for 
attractive 

proposition. 

i 
6 

BUY 
MORE 
BONDS 

Dumont Electro- 
lytic tubulars for 
the duration have 

the following spe- 
cial features . . . 

and are guaran- 
teed to give the 
same high quality 
performance for 
which all Dumont 
Electrolytic Tubu- 
lars have a repu- 
tation. 

SELF HEALING 
LONG LIFE 

ECONOMICAL 
VARNISHED 
TUBES 

DOUBLE SEALED 

SMALL SIZE 
FULLY 
GUARANTEED 

Pats. Pend. 

DUMONT 
ELECTRIC CO. 
CrCITOIS FOIIVISY IFQUIIIMINT 

34 HUBERT STREET NEW YORK, N. Y 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
[Continued front page 58] 

one control tube is used, this thyratron 
serving the dual purpose of rectifying 
alternating current to charge a firing ca- 
pacitOr and also firing the small ignitron 
power tube. Heat control is accom- 
plished by a phase shift method, the 
adjustment dial for which is mounted 
on the cabinet door. 

Further information on this timer, 
rated at 230/460 volts, 50/60 cycles, may 
be secured from Department 7 -N -20, 
Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur- 
ing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa. 

CETRON CE -303 
rite Continental Electric Company, 

Geneva, Illinois, announce another new 
tube to their line of electronic tubes - 
the CETRON CE -303. 

The CE -303 is a 1- ampere Xenon - 
tilled thyratron tube especially designed 
for the industrial field and suitable for 
use in a wide variety of equipments in- 
cluding the following: 

1. Industrial control including weld- 
ing control. 

2. Motor control. 
3. Controlled rectifiers. 
Being gas -filled, this tube is quick 

heating and is free from the effects of 

large temperature changes. The in- 
verse peak voltage rating of the tube 
is 700 volts. 

Because of its special design, the CE- 
303 draws very low critical grid current, 
the maximum limit being 5 microam- 
peres. 

The tube uses a standard 4 -pin base. 
Other technical details are covered by 
bulletin No. 114, which will be sent on 
request to manufacturer. 

FREE TRAINING COURSES 
Special free training in radio and elec- 

tronics for technical workers in Cali- 
fornia war industries will be given in 
a series of short courses which the Uni- 
versity of California will start in August 
in major war production centers 
throughout the state, as part of the En- 
gineering, Science, and Management 
War Training Program of the United 
States Office of Education. 

The instruction is designed for full - 
time workers who are willing to devote 
two hours a week to class lectures and 
an equal amount of time to home study. 

The training will be offered in both ele- 
mentary and advanced levels, to meet 
the needs of those of varying degrees of 
experience. 

The program will include evening lec- 
ture courses in radio and industrial elec- 
tronics, meeting weekly for eighteen 
weeks, and an evening elementary elec- 
tronics laboratory, meeting three hours 
a week for sixteen weeks. An advanced 
lecture -demonstration course in indus- 
trial electronics is also planned for later 
in the year. For instructors, the Uni- 
versity will draw upon members of its 
own faculty as well as leading engineers 
in the electrical industry. 

The prerequisites for enrolling for this 
instruction are employment in a war 
industry and high school graduation or 
equivalent education. To facilitate their 
class attendance, students may apply 
under OPA regulations for supplemen- 
tary gasoline allowances. 

Detailed information regarding time 
and place of class openings and course 
descriptions may be obtained from the 
following University of California War 
Training Centers: 

201 California Hall, Berkeley 4, Calif. 
(THornwall 5377) 

405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles 24, 
Calif. (BRadshaw 2 -2171) 

1302 First Avenue, San Diego 1, Calif. 
(Main 2037) 

FLIGHT TEST RECORDER 
A flight test recorder which records 

144 points in testing aircraft in about 
the same number of seconds, is now 
being exhibited publicly for the first 
time at the Franklin Institute in this 
city. 

In addition to the flight test recorder, 
first public showing is being made of 
the Disney animated films which depict 
the basic principles of the famed elec- 
tronic automatic pilot which is given 
considerable credit for the safe return 
of many otherwise disabled war planes, 
and with the amazing accuracy of Amer- 
ican bombing. The flight test recorder, 
product of the Brown Instrument Co., 
has been used for flight tests for the 
past two years. The automatic pilot is 
produced by Minneapolis -Honeywell 
Regulator Co. of which the Brown corn- 
pany is the industrial division. 

The amplifier is under a glass case, 
having two thermocouple junctions pro- 
truding to permit visitors to grasp first 

[Continued on page 70] 

ELECTRONIC 

DEVICES 

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO. 
1012 -1014 McGee St. Kansas City 6, Missouri 
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in the quantity production 
of minute precision parts 

Erty-five manufacturers of major prominence now 

are relying upon the micrometer -conscious Wadsworth 

Small Parts Division for scores of parts so minute 

and precise that their quantity production is difficult 

or expensive for the average plant. 

At Wadsworth, such production is customary, and 

meets the highest critical standards. 

Here, a unique machine setup and workers who 

think precision are intimately associated under one 

roof. They contribute special operations to many 

pieces and carry others through in their entirety, in 

great quantities. 

We welcome conversations with all companies who 

intend to be postwar factors in their fields and will 

be glad to discuss the matter of applying Wadsworth 

skills to your special needs. 

SMALL PARTS DIVISION 

WADSWORTH 
FACILITIES 

Die ,flaking 
Jigs & Fixtures 

Gage Making 
Model Building 

11 filling 
Drilling 
Turning 
Stamping 

Screw Alachining 
Hard Soldering 
Heat Tredlirrg 
Line Assembly 

Polishing 
Lacquering 

Photo- Etching 
Silk Screening 

Product Decorating 
,Metals Laboratory 
Engineering Design 

Product Design 

CURRENTLY 
SERVING THESE 

INDUSTRIES 
Aircraft 

Automotive 
Bearing 

Electronics 
Instruments 

Machine Tool 
Small Arms 
Refrigeration 

THE V/ WATCH CASE CO., In 

DAYTON, KENTUCKY, SUBURB OF CINCINNATI, OHIO 

PHONE COLONIAL 8194 (CINCINNATI EXCHANGE) 

Wadsworth is heavily engaged in many -sided 
war work. But our steady production of Military 
Watch Cases and our constant designing of the 
precious metal cases for the future are preserv- 

ing the art of fine watch case development. 

C. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
[Continued from page 68] 

one, then the other, between two fingers. 
The amplifier reflects its high sensitivity 
by setting into immediate motion a fan 
in either a clock or counter -clockwise 
direction, according to which junction is 
grasped. 
USERS' GUIDE FOR 
SELF -TAPPING SCREWS 

Much useful engineering and produc- 
tion data about the application of Self - 
tapping Screws is given in the new 
Users' Guide, offered by Parker -Kalon 
Corp. to design engineers, chief drafts- 
men and production executives. 

The eighteen pages are file size, tab - 
indexed, spiral bound, and arranged with 
a strong wall hanger. The guide in- 
cludes a selector chart which tells at a 
glance which of nine types of Self -tap- 
ping Screws to use in various materials. 
Clear tables give recommended hole 
sizes, stock sizes and data on use of 
each type of P -K Self- tapping Screw 
under different conditions. 

Application information covers use of 
Self -tapping Screws in sheet metal, steel, 
castings, plastics, plywood, asbestos and 
other compositions. 

Also shown are special heads and 
special forms of P -K Self- tapping 
Screws which can be made for specific 
needs. 

Because of the paper shortage and the 

costliness of the unit, distribution must 
be limited to engineering and production 
executives, who can obtain copies of the 
Users' Guide from Parker -Kalon Corp., 
204 Varick St., New York 14. 

INSTRUMENT DELIVERIES! 
War work has expanded Triplett production far 
beyond previous capacities and, with the experience 
of more than forty years of instrument manufactur- 
ing, has bettered the Instruments coming off the 
production lines. 

Now -better instruments are ready for general 
use. Place your orders, at once, with Triplett- 
headquarters for instruments made to one fine 
standard of engineering. 

D'Arsonval Moving Coil D.0 
Instruments 

Double Iron Repulsion A C 

Instruments 

Electrodynamometer A.C. -D.C. 

R.F. and Rectifier Types, 

Sizes 2' through T' 

STIMOSSOS SIK SEI °y TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 
BLUFFTON OHIO 

OUTSTANDING 
QUALITY! 

in Electronic Tubes ... Phototubes 
Rectifiers and 
Special Tubes 

70 

PROMPT 
DELIVERIES 
on most types 

kSend for Catalog 

Dr. Harold H. Beverage, Associate Direc- 
tor of RCA Laboratories in charge of com- 
munications research, receives the U. S. 

Army Signal Corps Certificate of Appre- 
ciation for his contribution in furnishing 
the Army with the greatest communica- 

tions system 

ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE 
Scheduled to be held at the N1edinah 

Club of Chicago, 505 N. Michigan Ave., 
Chicago, Illinois, on October 5, 6, and 7, 

1944 the National Electronics Confer- 
ence will offer a symposium of papers 
covering the communications, industrial, 
measurements, and medical applications 
of electronics. Within the limits of na- 
tional security every attempt is being 
made to assure that the papers to be 
presented will reflect recent progress 
and will be outstanding in their field. 
Nationally known speakers have been in- 
vited to address the Conference at its 
banquet on October 5, and at luncheons 
on October 5 and 6. 

Described as "a national forum for 
electronic developments and their engi- 
neering applications" by Dr. J. E. Hob- 
son, Head of the Engineering Depart- 
ment of the Illinois Institute of Tech- 
nology, and Chairman of the National 
Electronics Conference, Executive Com- 
mittee, the Conference has as its aim a 
means of providing free discussions of 
the application of electronics in various 
fields of technical endeavor. 

The program for the Conference is 
under the direction of Professor A. B. 
Bronwell, Technological I n s t i t u t e, 
Northwestern University, Evanston, Il- 
linois. While the general plan of the 
program has been reasonably well out- 
lined, those desiring to submit papers 
are invited to communicate with Prof. 
Bronwell, Chairman of the Program 
Committee. 

Advance registrations may be made 
with Professor P. G. Andres, Illinois In- 
stitute of Technology, 3300 Federal 
Street, Chicago, Illinois, Chairman of 
the Arrangements Committee. 
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12ADIO 

TEAR OUT -MAIL TO RADIO 

RADIO MAGAZINES, INC. 
342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

GROUP 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

SAVE YOU 
UP TO 50%! 

Kindly enter the following subscriptions. Remittance is 
attached. (1 to 6 subscriptions may be ordered on this 
form) . 

One 1 -year subscription $3.00 
Two 1 -year subscriptions $5.00 
Three 1 -year subscriptions $6.00 
Four 1 -year subscriptions $7.00 
Five 1 -year subscriptions $8.00 

Croups of 6 or more subscriptions in the U.S.A. will be accepted 
at the rate of $1.50 each. For Canadian groups add $.50 to each 

subscription ordered. 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name 
Address 

Position Company 

Name 
Address 

Position Company 

Name 
Address 

Position Company 

Name 
Address 

Position Company 

Name 
Address 

Position Company 

Name 
Address 

Position Company 

NOTE: If you do not wish to tear out this order blank, print or 
type a list giving each subscriber's name, address, employer's 
name and their respective positions. Mail it in today! 

[RADIO 

You and your co- workers can now save up 

to half the regular cost of a RADIO sub- 

scription by using the Group Plan. The more 

men in a Group the more each saves, up 

to 50 %. Present subscriptions may be 

RENEWED or EXTENDED as part of a group. 

The combination of exclusive, fine and 

timely articles plus this low -rate subscrip- 

tion offer makes RADIO a must -have pub- 

lication. So fellows, form a Group today 

and send it to- 

RADIO MAGAZINES, INC. 
342 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK 17, N. Y. 
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IJLO S E ST 
TOLE RANCE 

Aerovox silvered mica capacitors are 
designed for the most critical applica- 
tions requiring precise capacitance values 
and extreme stability. Silver coating 
applied to mica and fired at elevated 
temperatures. Unit encased in molded 
XM low -loss red bakelite for silvered - 
mica identification. 

SILVERED MICAS 

Averse positive tempet 
re 

coefficient of only .003.'0 per de- 

gree C.-a remarkably low value. 

Excellent retrace 
practically Leocc 

characteristics; 
nooancedrift 

ith ; exceptionally high Q. 

v D.0 
In three types: 1000 

0000 
V. D.C. 

Test: Type 1469, 

.0005 mid.; Type 1479 (shown). 

.0001 to .001 mfd.; Type 1469. 

.00075 to .0025 mfd., and to .001 

mid. in 600 v 

Standard tolerance plus /minus 

5 °o. Also plus /minus 3, 2 and 1 %. 

.Aerovox is prepared and ready to accept orders 
for mica Capacitors which will meet American 
liar Standards. 

These and other capacitors are listed in the 
Aerovox catalog. Write on business letterhead 
for your copy. See our local jobber for your 
usual capacitor needs. 

INDIVIDUALLY TESTED 

AEROVOX CORP , NEW BEDFORD, MASS . EI. S A 

In Canada AEROVOX CANADA LTD , HAMILTON. ONT 

Export: 13 E. 40 ST . NEW YORK 16, N.Y.- Cable: 'ARIAS' 
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TONE ARM DESIGN 
[Continued from page 36] 

out, such pickups have less than three 
degrees of error on either side of tan- 
gency, and are quite acceptable. When 
designing such an arm, however, 'cer- 
tain factors must be given thought. 
Reference to Fig. 3 (a) shows a curv- 
ed arm with a line of support A -A. 
passing through the lateral bearing in 
the base assembly, and the needle 
point. Obviously, the greater portion of 
the tone arm mass lies outside the line 
of support, and an unbalanced condi- 
tion exists, wherein the needle point 
tends to lie at an angle with respect 
to the groove, instead of in a perpen- 
dicular plane. This condition is par- 
ticularly aggravated if a flexible coup- 
ling is used between the tone arm and 
base assembly. 

A somewhat better design appears 
in (b), known as the off -set type, which 
has considerably less mass off the line 
of support. One helpful device is illus- 
trated in (c). The vertical bearing line 
is so laid out in the tone arm as to be 
at right angles to the center line of the 
cartridge. This tends to support the 
off -center mass of the tone arm to 
avoid sagging. However, somewhat 
greater friction results in the vertical 
bearing, due to the added work being 
done. 

The proper approach is so to propor- 
tion the tone arm mass with reference 
to the support line A -A, that equal 
mass lies on each side. In addition, 
the bearing system illustrated in (c) 
may be used. See illustration (d). 

Graphical M. hod 

Fig. 4 illustrates a graphical method 
developed by the writer to arrive at 
the proper over -all length of the tone 
arm, and the included angle of off -set. 
Any shape or design of arm may be 
laid out over this backbone, so long as 
the essential dimensions are not dis- 
turbed. 

First lay out full size, the inside 
groove of a twelve -inch record. This 
averages 11/ inches in diameter; then 
the inside groove of a ten -inch record, 
which is about 4 inches. The only 
factor that must be known beforehand 
is the distance from the center of the 
record and the lateral bearing, which 
is usually the center of the mounting 
hole. This is an arbitrary distance, de- 
pending on the space available, etc. 
For sake of illustration we are using 
seven inches. Locate this point with 
reference to the record center. Then 
construct a center groove, which lies 
equidistant between the outer and in- 
ner grooves. Lay in line A -A, which is 
a tangent to the center groove. Con- 

¡ 

struct the arc B -B, whose radius is 
the distance from the mounting hole 
to the record center. Using this same 
radius, locate the compass needle on 
tangent line A -A, so that the compass 
point intersects the tangent point X on 
the center groove. 

Construct arc C -C so that both ends 
interesect B -B. Draw straight line D -D 
which passes through the arc intersec- 
tions and line E -E. The point Y then 
represents the needle point, and the 
distance from Y to the mounting hole 
center becomes seven and eleven -six- 
teenths inches. Eleven -sixteenths inch 
is the distance the needle point must 
be beyond the record center when the 
pickup is mounted to insure proper 
tracking. Now construct the arc F -F 
whose radius is seven and eleven -six- 
teenths inches. Draw tangents G -G, 
H -H, and I -I, using a right triangle 
between the record center and inter- 
section points of grooves and tangent 
lines. Then draw lines from the mount- 
ing hole center to the same points. The 
three included angles shown indicates 
the degree of off -set necessary to have 
perfect tracking at those respective 
grooves. An average included angle 
would be about twenty -seven degrees, 
which would permit an error on one 
side of one degree, and the other side 
one and one -half degrees. This gives 
a total tracking error of two and one - 
half degrees. 

Such a layout should be done to full 
scale, and as accurately as possible to 
avoid error. The full -size backbone 
drawing illustrated may then be used 
to design the tone arm in the required 
shape. Obviously the arm may be 
curved, off -set or a combination of the 
two, without disturbing the tracking 
if the basic dimensions are held. 

Pickups that will function at less 
than one ounce vertical pressure will 
require careful attention to every de- 
tail, and the tone arm is certainly no 
exception. Give it your best and you 
will be rewarded with a quiet, smooth- 
ly operating reproducer, a pleasure to 
both the designer and the riser. 

FUNGUS -PROOF RESISTORS 
AND SWITCHES 

Matching the growing demand from 
the armed services for components pro- 
tected against fungus growth, Shallcross 
Mfg. Co., Collingdale, Pa., announces 
that Shallcross Akra -Ohm accurate fixed 
wire wound resistors, Shallcross switch- 
es, etc., are now available treated with 
anti -fungus materials which meet Signal 
Corps Specifications #71- 2202A. These 
units are supplied without any manu- 
facturing delay occasioned by the special 
treatment. 

Complete details, as well as copies of 
the Shallcross resistor and switch cata- 
logs, will gladly be sent on request. 
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NINTH EDITION 
Revisions it this edition adapt it even better than ever before for war -training and general use; contains 
added and simplified theory in the simplest possible language; added test equipment which can be 
home- or field -constructed; and a review of mathematics for solving simple radio problems. 

More than 600 pages; durably clothbound; goldstamped. Get it from your favorite dealer, or direct 
from us, postpaid; please add any applicable taxes. 

$2.00 in continental U. S. A. Elsewhere, $2.25 

Published by 

Editors and Engineers, 1422 North Highland Avenue, Los Angeles 28, Calif. 
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ELECTRONIC 
TUBE PARTS 

AND SHIELDS 

GOAT serves almost every electronic tube manufac 

turer with a tremendous variety of stock and special 

parts made of any metal to any degree of accuracy. 

GOAT 
METAL STAMPINGS, MC. 

,/4 414t4Gs 4 THE FRED GOAT CO., INC. £4.c./193 
314 DEAN ST., BROOKLYN. 17, N. Y. 

WIRES 
MADE BY I 

concentrating upon VICTORY 
for the duration 

Cornish 
WIRE COMPANY, Iwc 

IS Park Row. New York City, New York 
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JUNCTIONS and 

TERMINATIONS 
[Continued front ¡+uye 261 

allows the coaxial line to be tuned to 
any reactance. 

Analytical Methods 
The method ui snaking a theoretical 

study of this type of coaxial antenna 
in a wave guide is rather interesting. 
As has just been said, the reactive 
component of the coaxial line im- 
pedance can be anything that is de- 
sired; the resistive impedance depends 
entirely upon the dimensions of the 
coaxial line and must be accommodated 
by adjustment of the wave guide stub. 
Apparently, then, the job of theoreti- 
cal analysis is one of finding how fields 
spread out from a voltage which pe- 
riodically appears along a wire run- 
ning across the inside of the guide. 

J. C. Slater has solved this problem 
exactly for a dipole radiator by using 
a method of images. Fig. 8 serves to 
show how he proceeded. The rectangle 
shown by heavy lines represents a 
cross section of a rectangular wave 
guide at the point where an electric 
dipole has been inserted. The vector 
shown there is an instantaneous value 
of an electric field caused by the charge 
in that dipole. This field varies con- 
tinually with a frequency equal to that 
of the energy with which we are con- 
cerned and, in conjunction with an ac- 
companying magnetic field, radiates to- 
ward both side walls of the guide as 
well as along the length of the guide. 
But the energy reaching the side of 
the guide is reflected. Now, if for a 
moment we imagine the right -hand 
side of the guide to be removed and a 
second dipole to be placed at B, first - 
order reflections are simulated by that 
image source. Anywhere along the 
line where the right wall did exist there 
is now zero energy because the source 
and image B just cause complete in- 
terference there; in other words, suclì 
a simulated arrangement satisfies the 
same boundary conditions as does an 
actual wall. 

Imago Sources 

Likewise, it at first seems that we 
could remove the left wall of the wave 
guide and know all the reflections from 
it by assuming another image source 
at C. So far as first reflections go, we 
can, but in removing that second wall 
we must also make provisions for re- 
flections from the image source in- 
stalled at B. This requires a second 
image at D and so on, so that a whole 
array of image sources is required to 
simulate the actual radiation field with 

rcontinued on page 76] 
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ORIGINATORS Of TRU-FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS 

Do You 

Need 

Trained 

Help ? 
For many years we have been 
training and placing men for 
electricity, radio, and electronics. 
Write and tell us about the jobs 
you have open. Whether in im- 

mediate need of help or not, 
registering your company with 
our Placement Service gives you 
first choice of available National 
trained men in your vicinity. 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
Euablisbe4 3905 

4000 South Figueroa Slrec t 

Los Angeles 37, California 
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WAR LOAN AR /IFS 

HURRY! HURRY!! HURRY!!! 

All 5th War Loan Drive WINDOW DISPLAY CON- 
TEST photographs must be in the mails not later than 
July 20. Address to: WAR BOND DISPLAY CONTEST, 
cio The Display World, 1209 Sycamore Street, Cin- 
cinnati, Ohio. 

This distinguished jury of five will judge this contest 
and all decisions will be final: Commander Edward 
J. Steichen, U.S. Navy, Washington; Walter K. Nield, 
V.P.,Young & Rubicam, N.Y.C.; Lew Hahn, Gen. Mgr., 
NRDGA, N.Y.C.; Irma Ericsson, Adv. Mgr., Shulton, 
Inc., N.Y.C., and R. C. Kash, Editor of Display 
World, Cincinnati. 

All contest photographs must be 8x10 and plainly 
marked on the face with the name of the store and 
city -as plans are now being made to prepare an 
exhibit of all contest photographs for public view in 
cities throughout the country. Later, this exhibit will 
become a part of the U.S. Treasury's archives in the 
history of the financing of World War II. 

Remember! Get your entries in the mails by July 20. 
Win or lose, you've earned your Country's thanks. 
You've backed the attack -you've helped to sell more 
than before! 

WINDOW CONTEST PHOTOGRAPHS 

Here's the Contest Plan: SPONSORS -The National 
Association of Display Industries and The Display 
World. DATE -June 12 to July 8, inclusive. 

PRIZES: A grand total of $3,000 in 5th War Loan 
Bonds. Identical prizes for Group I, stores in cities 
of more than 100,000 population; Group II, for 
towns under 100,000. 

1st PRIZE $500 
2nd PRIZE $300 
3rd PRIZE $200 
4th PRIZE $100 

AND 8 additional $50 prizes 
RULES: 1 -Each display window must be devoted 
exclusively to a 5th War Loan display. 2 -All photo- 
graphs must be marked plainly on the back with the 
name of the one person selected by the store to 
receive the award, if any; and the exact date and 
length of time the display was in the window. 

This is an official U. S. Treasury advertisement prepared under the auspices of Treasury 
Department and War Advertising Council. The Treasury Department acknowledges 
with appreciation the publicatton of this message by: 

RADIO 

RADIO 1;117" 
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JUNCTIONS and 
TERMINATIONS 

[Continued from page 141 

the walls of the wave guide in place. 
Because of its regularity this is fairly 
easy to represent mathematically. The 
line of sources presents the same prob- 
lem as does an infinite optical diffrac- 
tion grating and allows an easy com- 
putation of the radiation distribution 
to be made. Once it is known for an 
unobstructed wave guide, we can close 
one end and add the reflected wave 
from that end to get the actual situ- 
ation, analogous to the junction of 
Fig. 7. 

RESISTORS 
[Continued from page 31] 

sired frequency on a sufficient number 
of samples to obtain average charac- 
teristics. The resistor manufacturers 
today are vigorously attacking the 
problem, but the results to date indi- 
cate but little progress. 

References 
1. A circular mil foot is defined as 

a wire of one foot length and of .001 
inch diameter. It is not based on square 
mils. 

To convert from ohms /mil foot to 
ohms /cm., multiply by 166 X 10.9. 

2. Temperature rise varies with size 
and manufacturer. Average test data 
is as follows : 

Wattage Size 
-Watt (25) 
-Watt (100) 

1 -Watt (75) 
2 -Watt (25) 

Full Load 150% Load 
65° C. 85° C. 
65° C. 80° C. 
80° C. 95° C. 
85° C. 100° C. 

(Average characteristics, approximate num- 
ber of samples in parentheses.) 

3. "E" and "F" are designations ap- 
pearing in the American War Stand- 
ard. 

GERSTENBERGER NOW 
WESTON VICE- PRESIDENT 

H. Leigh Gersienberger, formerly gen- 
eral sales manager of the Weston Electri- 
cal Instrument Corporation, Newark, N. 
J., recently has been made Vice President 
in charge of sales of that company, suc- 
ceeding Mr. Caxton Brown who now is 
President. Mr. Gerstenberger has been as- 
sociated with the Weston organization 
since 1917, shortly after his graduation 
from Stevens Institute of Technology. He 
served in both export and sales depart- 
ments prior to his appointment as general 
sales manager in 1932. He is a member 
of the National Electrical Manufacturers' 
Association. 

UNIT CONVERSION TABLE ISSUE 
A limited number of copies of May 
"RADIO" are still available at $1 
each. 

ADVERTISING INDEX 

ADVERTISER PRODUCT PAGE 

Acme Elec. & Mfg. Co. Transformers 66 
Aerovox Corporation Capacitors 72 
Allied Radio Corporation Electronic Equipment 8 
Andrew Co., Victor J. Co-axial Cables 10 
Automatic Elec. Sales Corp. Relays 9 

Bassett, Inc., Rex. Quarts Crystals 
Bliley Elec. Co. Quarts Crystals 
Burstein -Applebee Co. Electronic Equipment 

59 
18 
68 

Cambridge Thermionic Corp. Quartz Crystals ............ 6 
Conn. Tel. & Elec. Div. Electrical Equipment 21 
Cont'l Electric Co. Electronic Tubes 70 
Cinaudagraph Speakers, Inc. Speakers 16 -B 
Cornish Wire Company Wire 24 
Drake Mfg. Co. Pilot Lights 14 
Dumont Electric Co. Capacitors 68 
D -X Crystal Co. Crystals & Loop Antennas . .. 62 

Eastern Engineering Co. Vacuum Pumps 64 
Echophone Radio Company Receivers 47 
Editors & Engineers, Ltd. Books 73 
Eitel- McCullough, Inc. Tubes & Vacuum Pumps . .. 49 
Electronic Laboratories, Inc. Vibrator Power Supplies 16-A 
Electro-Voice Mfg. Co., Inc. Microphones 56 

Formica Insulation Co., The Laminated Plastics 2 
Foster Co., A. P. Transformers 55 

General Industries Co. Motors 13 
Goat Metal Stampings, Inc. Stampings, Tube Parts 74 
Guardian Electric Mfg. Co. Relays 7 
Guthman & Co., E. I. Tuning Units 4 

Hallicrafters Co., The Communication Equip. 1 
Harvey Radio Labs., Inc. Electronic Instru. 63 
Howard Mfg. Co. Crystal Holders 14 
Hytron Corporation Tubes Cover 3 

Industrial & Comm'l Electronics ... Institutional 57 
Insuline Corp. of America Radio Components 18 

Jensen Radio Mfg. Co. Acoustic Equipment 51 
Johnson Co., E. F. Transmitter Components .... 11 

Ken -Rad Tube & Lamp Corp. Electronic Tubes 58 
Knights Co., The James Quartz Crystals 17 

Lafayette Radio Corp. Radio-Electronic Equip. 64 

Measurements Corporation Test Equipment 16 -B 
Merit Coil & Trans. Corp. Radio Parts 20 
Monarch Mfg. Co. Lnstruments 62 

Nat'l Schools Educational 74 

O'Neill -Irwin Mfg. Co. Duplicating Machines 20 

Racon Electric Co., Inc. Speakers 67 
Radio Corp. of America Electron Microscope 19 
Raytheon Production Corp. Tubes Cover 2 

Sigma Instruments, Inc. Relays 16 
Sperti, Inc. Hermetic Seals 65 
Sylvania Elec. Prods. Inc. Tubes 15 

Tech Laboratories Attenuators 66 
Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co. Transformers 74 
Triplett Elec. Instru. Co. Portable Instru. 70 

Utah Radio Prods. Co. Radio Equipment 53 
Universal Microphone Co. Microphones 60, 61 

Wadsworth Watch Case Co., 
Inc., The Precision Parts 69 

Wallace Mfg. Co., Wm. T. Wire Harnesses 12 
Westinghouse Eke. & Mfg. Co. ...Communications Equip..... Cover 4 
Wrigley Jr., Co., Wm. Institutional 50 
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bi lliZtf:11 This enthusiastic comment by an expediter for one 
of the largest electronic equipment manufacturers, 
is typical. Engineers and purchasing agents every- 
where are automatically associating Hytron with the 
OD3 /VR -150. Since the tube was not originated by 
Hytron (Hytron was called upon to manufacture the 
tube to help satisfy a mushrooming demand), the rea- 
son must lie in Hytron's ability to do a better job. 

1 

WHY THE HYTRON 0D3 /VR -150 IS PREFERRED 

CAREFUL 

ENGINEERING DESIGN 

Hytron re- design, among other improvements, resulted in the addi- 
tion of a new starting electrode which permits a uniformly lower 
starting voltage. 

RIGID Handling and dimensioning of internal parts during pre -processing 
PRODUCTION CONTROL 

TIGHTER FACTORY 

SPECIFICATIONS 

CONTINUOUS ENGI- 
NEERING CONTROL OF 

QUALITY 

MASS 

PRODUCTION 

and assembly are extremely painstaking. 

For example, the minimum required starting voltage is 180 volts. 
Average starting voltage of the Hytron OD3 /VR -150 is less than 
160 volts. 

In over 15 months, there have been no Government rejections of lots 
submitted for inspection. 

This apparently simple tube is in fact difficult to produce. Yet 
Hytron is manufacturing it at a rate sufficient to meet on schedule 
the growing demands of both new and old customers. 

OD3 /VR -1S0 AND VR- 150 -30 COMPARED 
Frequently engineers ask how the OD3 and VR- 150-30 
differ. The maximum regulation limit for the VR- 
150-30 was 5.5 volts from 5 ma. to 30 ma. The OD3 has 
a maximum regulation limit of 4 volts from 5 ma. to 
30 ma. Viewed another way, the current . range is 
expanded to 40 ma., with the original maximum voltage 
regulation limit of 5.5 volts. The OD3 /VR -150 is in 
short an improved replacement which supersedes the 
VR- 150 -30; it has the advantages of the increased 
40 ma. max. rating.* 

e The 0C3 /VR -105 also has ratings up to 40 ma. max.; 
it supersedes and is a replacement for the VR- 105 -30. 

MANUFACTURER 

OD3 /VR -1S0 CHARACTERISTICS 
Type Glow Discharge Voltage Regulator 
Maximum Overall Length. 4 -1/8" 
Maximum Diameter 1- 9/16" 
Bulb ST -12 
Base Small Shell Octal 6 -Pin 

Average Operating Conditions 
Starting Supply Voltage l al) min. d.c. v. 
Operating Voltage (approx.) 150 d.c. v. 
Operating Current J 5 min. d.c. ma. 

i 40 max. d.c. nia. 
Regulation = (l:y -Es) 3.5 d.c. v. 
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CALLING ALL RADIO ENGINEERS! 
In the interest of better broadcasting ... and as a check on the 

features we are incorporating in our new transmitter designs... 
Westinghouse would like to know what radio engineers think 
about transmission equipment, feature by feature. 

There's more than one way to "skin a cat ", but there's one best 
way. You men who are responsible for operating the equipment 
are interested, we believe, in these factors: 

HIGH FIDELITY SIGNALS ... CONTINUITY OF SERVICE 

SIMPLICITY OF CONTROL ... LOW OPERATING COST 

EASE OF MAINTENANCE 

We will appreciate knowing what you consider the best way to 
incorporate these advantages in postwar transmitters. To facili- 
tate this, the questionnaire booklet pictured above will be 
distributed to all stations in the near future. If you do not receive 
your copy . . . write Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing 
Company, Dept. 7 -N, East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. J -08075 

Westinghouse RADIO DIVISION 
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES... OFFICES EVERYWHERE 

A M E L E C T R O N I C S ' F M 
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